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Abstract

This dissertation shows how to compile any sparse tensor algebra expression to CPU and GPU code that matches the performance of hand-optimized implementations. A tensor algebra expression is sparse if at least one of its tensor operands is sparse, and a tensor is sparse if most of its values are zero. If a tensor is sparse, then we can store its nonzero values in a compressed data structure, and omit the zeros. Indeed, as the matrices and tensors in many important applications are extremely sparse, compressed data structures provide the only practical means to store them. A sparse tensor algebra expression may contain any number of operations, which must be compiled to fused sparse loops that compute the entire expression simultaneously. It is not viable to support only binary expressions, because their composition may result in worse asymptotic complexity than the fused implementation. I present compiler techniques to generate fused loops that coiterate over any number of tensors stored in different types of data structures. By design, these loops avoid computing values known to be zero due to the algebraic properties of their operators.

Sparse tensor algebra compilation is made possible by a sparse iteration theory that formulates sparse iteration spaces as set expressions of the coordinates of nonzero values. By ordering iteration space dimensions hierarchically, the compiler recursively generates loops that coiterate over tensor data structures one dimension at a time. By organizing per-dimension coiteration into regions based on algebraic operator properties, it removes operations that will result in zero. And by transforming the sparse iteration spaces, it optimizes the generated code. The result is the first sparse iteration compiler, called the Tensor Algebra Compiler (taco). Taco can compile any tensor algebra expressions, with tensors stored in different types of sparse and dense data structures, to code that matches the performance of hand-optimized implementations on CPUs and GPUs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Fortran compiler [12] brought first-class support for dense loops and arrays to programming languages in 1957. Since then, we have made significant strides on compilation techniques for dense loop nests, leading to dependence analysis [96, 18], the polyhedral model [85, 5], and specialized compilers for stencil and dense tensor operations [9, 107]. The dense compilation techniques support sophisticated iteration space transformations, different data layouts, and portable compilation to general-purpose processors, accelerators, and domain-specific hardware. They also support fusion to improve temporal locality and keep data in caches.

Sparse operations go back almost as far, and the first sparse linear algebra implementations appeared in the 1960s [113, 124]1. But there has not been a similar development of a first-class sparse language construct backed by general compilation techniques. I think the reason is the complexity of sparse operations that stem from the irregular data structures on which they operate. Many irregular data structures have been designed only for matrices and are optimized for different types of matrices, operations, and processors. Both the complexity and number of possible data structures grow significantly when we generalize to blocked matrices and tensors. Sparse operations may coiterate over several data structures at the same time, manage temporary data structures, and assemble results. The resulting code contains nested while loops that coiterate over nested data structures, with if statements to ensure that they compute values only at those data structure intersections and unions that actually contribute to the result. There is an almost biological complexity to many of these codes, with indirect memory references that access different data structures at different loop levels interleaved in a fine web. When we also consider loop optimizations, parallelization, vectorization, and compilation to accelerators, we face a substantial challenge.

As a result, current practice is either to implement sparse operations by hand on top of dense loop and array abstractions or to compose library functions.

But there is something broken about function composition that

1 A linear or tensor algebra expression is sparse if at least one of its operands is sparse, and an operand is sparse if most of its values are zero. If a matrix, vector, or tensor is sparse, then we can store its nonzero values in a compressed data structure, and omit the zeros.
shows up in sparse tensor algebra. Modern sparse linear and tensor
algebra libraries contain handwritten functions that each compute a
single expression on operands stored in specific data structures. These
functions are composed by programmers or a programming system to
express compound operations. For example, to implement the linear
algebra operation $A = B \odot (CD)$ from the data analytics literature,
where $B$ is a sparse matrix and $\odot$ is an element-wise multiplication,
we can write

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Matrix } T &= \text{gemm}(C, D); \\
\text{Matrix } A &= \text{spelmul}(B, T);
\end{align*}
\]

where $T$ is a dense temporary matrix variable. Its materialization leads
to three issues:

1. Reduced temporal locality because values are produced long be-
fore they are consumed, which may cause them to be evicted from

2. Forced data structure reorganization if the two functions require
different data structures.

3. Increased asymptotic complexity when values produced by the
first function are not used.

The final issue is alarming and unique to sparse codes. I discuss the
issues with libraries in greater depth in Section 1.2.

Another challenge with hand-writing sparse linear and tensor al-
gebra libraries is the combinatorial explosion of implementations that
come from the Cartesian combination of expressions, data structures,
processo types, and optimizations:

expressions \times \text{formats} \times \text{optimizations} \times \text{architectures}.

Figure 1-1 shows sufficient real-world examples to make it infeasible
to hand-implement all combinations, and the number of possible com-
binations is infinite. We can implement any, but not all.

These issues with composing expressions with each other and with
data structures, optimizations, and architectures point to a deeper
problem of software abstraction. Our abstraction mechanisms impose fric-
tion at abstraction boundaries that shows up in force in sparse tensor
algebra and requires us to resort to enumeration for performance. We
need abstraction without friction.

This dissertation outlines how to implement abstractions without
friction by moving the abstractions into the compiler. The compiler
then weaves separate descriptions of tensor algebra expressions, data
structures, and optimizations into bespoke and frictionless implemen-
tations for the given architecture.

To achieve sparse tensor algebra compilation, I present a sparse
iteration theory, where sparse iteration spaces are described as set
expressions of hierarchical data structures. I show how these iteration
spaces can be expressed, optimized, and lowered to code that iterates over them by coiterating over intersections and unions of the irregular data structures in each dimension. I then extend the sparse iteration space descriptions to include tensor algebra expressions that compute tensor expressions and subexpressions in different iteration space regions. Finally, I demonstrate that these expressions can be optimized and compiled to efficient and portable code for CPUs and GPUs. In short, I show the following:

**Thesis statement** Sparse tensor algebra can be put on the same compiler transformation and code generation footing as dense tensor algebra and array codes.

### 1.1 A Combinatorial View

Tensors are often used to describe linear relationships between discrete objects, such as people, products, words, movies, webpages, and robotic limbs. One way to conceptualize a tensor as a set of relationships is to consider the tensor modes\(^2\) as sets of objects and the entries as weighted relationships between these objects. For example, a matrix has two modes, and its entries are linear relationships between the objects of these modes. An example is a square matrix where the modes represent people, and where the entries measure the strength of their friendships. Other examples include how much a person likes a movie and the interaction between two strands of hair on a character in an animated movie. These relationships are often sparse, meaning that most objects have no relationship, leading to sparse tensors where most components are zero. Tensor sparsity thus comes from connections of the underlying system of objects. For example, most people do not know each other, most webpages do not connect to each other, and I have zero opinion on most movies because I have not seen them.

An example is a dataset of product reviews from the Amazon web store spanning 18 years up to March 2013, which was used by McAuley and Leskovec [91] to predict how users respond to new products. Figure 1-2 shows the dataset as a 3-order tensor where the tensor dimensions are Amazon customers, products, and words in the English language, and where a nonzero means that person used that word that many times to review the given product. We can factorize this tensor with one of the generalizations of singular value decomposition (SVD) [50, 58] to higher dimensions, such as the canonical polyadic decomposition (CP) [66]. This approach can provide us with insight into its latent components, such as product categories, which can help us make better product recommendations.\(^3\) This tensor is extremely sparse. If we were to store it in a dense array, it would consume 13.4 exabytes, assuming that each component consumes a single byte. If, on the other hand, we store only the coordinates and values of nonzeros, then it fits in only 14.6 gigabytes.

\(^2\) A tensor mode is a set, and the Cartesian combination of these sets identifies all the tensor components. A \(k\)-order tensor has \(k\) modes. For example, a matrix is a 2-order tensor with two modes, called rows and columns, and a vector is a one-order tensor with one mode.

\(^3\) For instance, a key component of the winning submission of the Netflix Challenge for movie recommendations was an extension of the SVD algorithm [82] that incorporated a temporal dimension to the collaborative filtering of a (customer \(\times\) movie) ranking matrix.
Figure 1-2: Amazon product review tensor with dimensions (customers × products × words), representing how many times that customer used that word to review that product. Since most customers never use most words to review most products, the tensor is extremely sparse with 8 billion zeros for every nonzero.

1.2 The Issue with Libraries

The state of the art for sparse linear and tensor algebra is to use libraries. These libraries are collections of hand-optimized functions that compute a single expression, on specific data structures, on a specific machine, with specific optimizations. Sometimes, these functions are written to support a class of expressions, such as all tensor-times-vector multiplications. In the absence of code generators, we have found that the generality of these functions comes at a cost, such as the functions of the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox. Many of these functions can compute a class of expressions, but they can take up to twenty times as long to compute and more memory than functions written for specific operations. Examples of optimized sparse linear and tensor algebra libraries include Eigen [60], Intel MKL [44], and SPLATT [116]. There also exist programming systems, such as MATLAB [123], Julia [22], and the Cyclops Tensor Framework [119], that provide support for general classes of expressions built on top of hand-optimized functions. They must, therefore, map expressions and data structures to the implementations at hand and suffer a mapping cost in addition to the friction imposed by function composition.

Libraries of hand-written functions face the fundamental limitation that you can write only so many functions. An engineering team can push the boundary for important operations—Intel MKL [44] provides around 80 variants of the (sparse matrix)·(dense vector) (SpMV) operation. But this paradigm breaks down in modern use cases, such as data analytics, where you require more than one sparse operand (e.g., a sparse vector), compound operations with many operands, higher-order tensors, and the ability to target different architectures (e.g., accelerators). Each of these features adds another dimension to the combinatorial space of functions that must be written. And due to the fact that some of these dimensions have an unlimited number of possible
variants, we must either choose a small subset to implement or move to a meta-programming approach, where a code generator produces implementations on demand.

The issue with libraries of hand-optimized functions boils down to our inability to easily build composable building blocks that perform well, using modern programming paradigms. Current sparse linear and tensor algebra libraries do not let us compose separate specifications of expressions, data structures, optimization strategies, and architectures without sacrificing performance. And functions that implement different expressions do not compose without losing performance compared to a fused implementation. The first performance loss is from lost temporal locality—a deficiency that is also present with dense operations. Second, sparse operations may operate on many different data structures, which are each designed to work well on one type of sparsity pattern. If two composed functions do not support the same data structure, then it becomes necessary to perform an expensive conversion between irregular data structures. But the most serious issue is that composing two sparse linear or tensor algebra functions may perform asymptotically worse than a fused function written to compute the entire expression at once.

The asymptotic complexity of the fused implementation of two tensor algebra operations is different from the asymptotic complexity of separate implementations when the result of the first operation is multiplied by a sparse tensor. The complexity then changes to a function of the number of nonzeros, instead of a function of the size of the tensor modes. The reason is that the fused operation can traverse the nonzeros of the sparse operand and compute only those values that are multiplied by those nonzeros. With separated operations, the first operation does not know what values will be needed and must, therefore, compute them all. This inefficiency may seem like a theoretical point that arises accidentally from the annihilation property of multiplication. But it is fundamental because the zeros of a sparse tensor themselves derive from the locality properties of the system the tensor represents. A sparse multiplication should, therefore, be interpreted as a scaled intersection. Instead of a computation that happens to be multiplied by a zero, a better interpretation is that the computation did not make sense in the first place.

The futility of these operations can be seen in an example from data analytics: Suppose that we want to compute a similarity metric between friends in a social network. A natural way to express this computation with linear algebra is by storing the properties of each person as rows in a dense matrix and the friendship relationships in a separate sparse matrix. From a database point of view, the dense matrix is a table of properties with one row per person, whereas the sparse matrix is a table of friend relationships with one row per friendship. To compute the similarity of friends with linear algebra, we first square the dense property matrix to compute the distance metrics between pairs of persons. Then, we element-wise multiply it by the sparse friend-
ship matrix to sample the distance metrics for pairs of friends. Clearly, we would do far too much work if we compute similarity metrics between all pairs of persons when we need them only between friends. In fact, if we assume that each person on average has a constant number of friends—perhaps Dunbar’s number [49] due to the size of our neocortex—then we have done asymptotically too much work.\footnote{In fact, we need only to assume that friends per person does not increase linearly with the size of the human race.}

The generalization of this linear algebra operation where different dense property matrices are multiplied is referred to as the sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication (SDDMM):

\[
A = B \odot (CD).
\]

It computes a sparse \(n \times m\) matrix \(A\) as the element-wise multiplication (\(\odot\)) of a sparse \(n \times m\) matrix \(B\) with the product of a dense \(n \times k\) matrix \(C\) and a dense \(k \times m\) matrix \(D\). This is the core operation of the alternating least squares algorithms for matrix factorization [137]. Figure 1-4 demonstrates the redundant work. A tall and skinny matrix is squared and element-wise multiplied by a sparse matrix with six nonzeros. If the expression is computed as separate operations, the complexity is

\[
\Theta(mnk)
\]

due to the dominant cost of the dense matrix multiplication. If, on the other hand, it is computed in a fused implementation that iterates over the sparse matrix and computes only dot products the results of which are multiplied by a nonzero, then the complexity changes to

\[
\Theta(nnz_B \cdot k),
\]

where \(nnz_B\) is the number of nonzeros in \(B\). If we assume that \(nnz_B\) grows at a slower rate than \(nm\), then the fused operation has lower asymptotic complexity. The arrows demonstrate the redundant work that is avoided by the fused code. The blue arrows on the top show a dot product whose result is multiplied by a nonzero in \(B\) and that therefore produces a nonzero result. The red dashed arrows on the bottom, on the other hand, show a dot product whose result is multiplied by a zero. This operation does not contribute a nonzero to the result; hence, it does not need to be done in the first place. Finally, Figure 1-3 shows this effect empirically.
SDDMM is just one example of an expression where operations should be applied only to a subset. Other examples include:

**Tensor Factorization:** Zhang et al. [136] show that SDDMM is a special case of a class of operations they refer to as tensor times tensor products (TTTP). These operations have applications to the quadratic optimization step in the alternating least squares algorithm for tensor factorization. TTTP takes the form

\[ A_{i_1, \ldots, i_N} = B_{i_1, \ldots, i_N} \prod_{k=1}^{N} C_{i_{n,k}}^{(n)}, \]

where \( N \) is the order of the result matrix and \( C^{(n)} \) is matrix number \( n \). That is, for an \( N \)-order tensor, we multiply \( N \) dense matrices and sample from the result. The notation is tensor index notation, where index variables used in subscripts—e.g., \( i_1 \) and \( k \)—index into tensor modes. Each index variable ranges over the values of the modes it indexes, which must be the same sets.

**Breadth-first search:** Yang et al. [135] show how a breadth-first search can be efficiently implemented with sparse matrix-vector multiplication. They use a masking vector \( b \) to avoid needless computation and thus reduce the operation’s asymptotic complexity. The resulting linear algebra operation is

\[ a = b \odot Cd, \]

where all operands are sparse.

**Triangle queries:** Azad et al. [10] show how to implement an efficient linear algebra algorithm for triangle counting by using a masking matrix. The algorithm finds wedges by multiplying the lower triangular part of the graph adjacency matrix by the upper triangular part. In graph terms, \( L \) directs the edges in one direction, and \( U \) directs them in the other. The algorithm then closes the wedges to form triangles by element-wise multiplying the \( LU \) result by the entire matrix. By computing the two operations with one linear algebra primitive, we avoid computing wedges that will not close. The resulting operation is

\[ A = B \odot (LU), \]

where \( B \) is the adjacency matrix of a graph, \( L \) is the lower triangular part of \( B \), and \( U \) is the upper triangular part of \( B \).

I believe that many such operations will arise as we apply tensor algebra to data analytics, where we are often interested in computing information about a subset of a system. In fact, the GraphBLAS API [90, 36] for graph algorithms expressed as linear algebra makes extensive use of masking vectors and matrices to omit needless computation.
1.3 The Sparse Tensor Algebra Compiler

This dissertation describes a sparse iteration theory. I use this theory to create several intermediate representations (IRs) and a code generation lowering algorithm that make it possible to compile sparse tensor algebra expressions.\(^5\) The IRs and the algorithm have been implemented in a compiler called the Tensor Algebra Compiler (abbreviated to taco). Taco is the first sparse iteration compiler, and it can compile any tensor index notation expression to code that computes it by coiterating over sparse and dense tensor data structures. In this section, I outline the rationale and design of the compiler, showing how the concepts described in this dissertation fit together and providing a guide to future implementers of systems built on these ideas.

As shown in Figure 1-5, taco has three types of inputs:

1. a tensor algebra expression to compute,
2. tensor formats that describe the tensor data structures, and
3. a schedule of optimizing transformations that change the order of computation, where temporaries are stored, and what parallel hardware to use.\(^6\)

The compiler transforms the index notation expression to concrete notation, applies the schedule transformations to optimize it, and then

\(^5\) A lowering transformation is a code generation algorithm that takes code in a higher-level abstract IR and produces code in a lower-level detailed IR.

\(^6\) The separation of transformations and compiler internals was developed in the CHiLL compiler [39]. The Halide system [107] pioneered a clean API design that separates algorithms from schedules. This design lets users override the default schedules when they need more performance. An automatic scheduling system for taco is future work, perhaps using machine learning, optimization, or autotuning. The scheduling API and the compiler techniques described in this dissertation, however, enable such scheduling systems by automating the transformations and code generation.
lowers it to an imperative IR. This imperative code computes the expression by coiterating over the data structures described by the tensor formats. Finally, the imperative IR is specialized to C code, CUDA GPU code, or binary code through LLVM. These backends map the imperative IR to loops and parallel constructs, as described by the schedule.

The taco compiler is implemented inside a C++ library for tensor algebra. It can be used the same way as any other library; a user does not need to know that it generates code behind the scenes. Like the Eigen library [60], the taco C++ API makes extensive use of operator overloading and deferred execution to let users express operations cleanly. Taco also has a Python API, and it can even be used as a sparse linear and tensor algebra library generator—through the C++ API, a command-line tool, or a web tool. The code generation tools take descriptions of expressions and formats as inputs, and they produce a C or CUDA function that can be copied into an application.

I use a simple matrix-vector multiplication example to show how taco is used and how formats and schedules affect the generated code. The example comes from the linear algebra subset of tensor algebra. It can be written in linear algebra and tensor index notation as

\[ a = \mathbf{Bc} \quad \text{and} \quad a_i = \sum_j B_{ij} c_j. \]

The tensor index notation uses subscripted index variables—\( i \) and \( j \) in this example—to implicitly range over the modes of the tensors they index, which requires modes indexed by the same index variable to be the same set. The sparse matrix-vector multiplication is likely the most important function in the sparse tensor algebra. It is simple compared to many tensor algebra expressions, but it is sufficient to show the profound impact of formats and schedules on the generated code. Figure 1-6 shows a small C++ code fragment that uses the taco library to multiply a sparse matrix in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format by a dense vector. The matrix is read from a file in the Matrix Market format (mtx) [97], whereas the vector is read from a file in the FROSTT tensor format (tns) [117]. Figure 1-7 shows a GUI for generating the same code, using the taco web tool.

The chosen formats dictate the generated code, which must iterate and coiterate over their data structures. Figure 1-8 through Figure 1-12 show code snippets, which I call compute kernels, that compute matrix-vector multiplications on matrices and vectors in different formats. These codes are unscheduled, which means that they use the default schedule that computes inner products without parallelization, strip-mining, vectorization, or unrolling. Their only difference is their formats. The dense matrix-vector multiplication (GEMV) code in Figure 1-8 is the simplest variant because the loops are independent of the matrix and vectors. They iterate over the entire \( M \times N \) iteration space and randomly access the operands. The sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) code in Figure 1-9 shows how sparse expressions are
Figure 1-6: C++ code that computes the sparse-matrix vector multiplication using the taco C++ deferred execution API.

```cpp
tensor< double > a((A.getDimension(0)), Format({ dense }));
tensor< double > B = read("pwtk.mtx", Format({ dense, compressed }));
tensor< double > c = read("b.tns", Format({ dense }));

indexVar i, j;
a(i) = B(i,j) * c(j);
write("a.tns", a);
```

Figure 1-7: The taco web tool for generating sparse tensor C functions. The user enters an expression in the text box, selects formats from the drop-down boxes that appear, and presses the generate kernel button. A C header file with a function that implements the expression then shows up at the bottom of the page.

optimized by iterating over only the subset of components that are nonzeros. Because the coordinates of the nonzeros are stored as compressed rows in the CSR matrix, the loop iterates over them instead of over the entire row. The next SpMV code, in Figure 1-10, computes with a matrix in the doubly compressed sparse rows (DCSR) format.
This format compresses both the set of rows and each row; thus, the outer loop also iterates over a compressed data structure. The inner loop now obtains row locations from the outer loop’s data structure. The sparse matrix-sparse vector multiplication (SpMSpV) code in Figure 1-11 shows how multiple sparse operands lead to code that coiterates over multiple compressed data structures. In this case, because the operation is multiplication, which is nonzero only if both operands are nonzero, the inner loop coiterates over the intersection of each compressed matrix row and the compressed vector. Finally, Figure 1-12 computes SpMV with a matrix in the coordinate format. Both coordinates are stored for each component, requiring only one loop that iterates over the coordinates and the value.

Changes to the schedules given to taco may also have a drastic effect on the generated code. Figure 1-13 shows a scheduled SpMV C code that does well on modern Intel CPUs, and Figure 1-14 shows a scheduled SpMV CUDA device kernel that does well on modern NVIDIA GPUs. These kernels are very different. The CPU code is not far re-

```c
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    for (int j = 0; j < N; j++) {
        int p = i*N + j;
        a[i] += B[p] * c[j];
    }
}
```

Figure 1-8: Unscheduled GEMV: \(a = Bc\) with a dense matrix and dense vectors. Two nested loops iterate over the entire \(M \times N\) iteration space, computes a location in \(B\), and computes the product.

```c
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    a[i] = 0.0;
}
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    for (int p = B_pos[i]; p < B_pos[i+1]; p++) {
        int j = B_crd[p];
        a[i] += B[p] * c[j];
    }
}
```

Figure 1-9: Unscheduled CSR SpMV: \(a = Bc\) with a CSR matrix and dense vectors. The dense outer loop iterates over every row, while the inner loop iterates over only columns with nonzero values.

```c
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    a[i] = 0.0;
}
for (int pB1 = B1_pos[0]; pB1 < B1_pos[1]; pB1++) {
    int i = B1_crd[pB1];
    int j = B2_crd[pB1];
    a[i] += B[pB1] * c[j];
}
```

Figure 1-10: Unscheduled DCSR SpMV: \(a = Bc\) with a DCSR matrix and dense vectors. The outer loop now also iterates over a compressed data structure that dictates row positions.

```c
int pa = 0;
for (int pB1 = B1_pos[0]; pB1 < B1_pos[1]; pB1++) {
    a[pa] = 0.0;
    int pB2 = B2_pos[pB1];
    int pc = c1_pos[0];
    while (pB2 < B2_pos[pB1+1] && pc < c1_pos[1]) {
        int jB = B2_crd[pB2];
        int jc = c1_crd[pc];
        int j = min(jB, jc);
        if (jB == j && jc == j) {
        }
        if (jB == j) pB2++;
        if (jc == j) pc++;
        pa++;
    }
}
```

Figure 1-11: Unscheduled DCSR SpMSpV: \(a = Bc\) with a DCSR matrix and compressed vectors. The while loop coiterates over the intersection of each matrix row and the vector, as a multiplication is nonzero only if both operands are nonzero, in which case they are multiplied and appended to the result.

```c
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    a[i] = 0;
}
for (int pB1 = B1_pos[0]; pB1 < B1_pos[1]; pB1++) {
    int i = B1_crd[pB1];
        int j = B2_crd[pB2];
        a[i] += B[pB2] * c[j];
    }
}
```

Figure 1-12: Unscheduled COO SpMV: \(a = Bc\) with a matrix in the coordinate format. Both \(i\) and \(j\) are stored for each component, so there is only one loop.
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)
for (int i = 0; i < M; i++) {
    a[i] = 0.0;
}

#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic, 1)
for (int i0 = 0; i0 < (M+31)/32; i0++) {
    for (int i1 = 0; i1 < 32; i1++) {
        int i = i0*32 + i1;
        if (i >= M) continue;
            int j = B2_crd[pB2];
            a[i] = B[pB2] * c[j];
        }
    }
}

Figure 1-13: Scheduled CSR CPU SpMV OpenMP C implementation. The schedule strip-mines and parallelizes the outer loop.

int ps = block*8192 + warp*512 + lane*16;
int i = search(B_pos, rows[block], rows[block+1], ps);
double w[16];

#pragma unroll
for (int k = 0; k < 16; k++) {
    int p = ps + k;
    if (p >= B_nnz) break;
    int j = B_crd[p];
    w[k] = B[p] * c[j];
}

double t = 0.0;
for (int k = 0; k < 16; k++) {
    int p = ps + k;
    if (p >= B_nnz) break;
    while (p == B_pos[i+1]) i++;
    t += w[k];
    if (p+1 == B_pos[i+1]) {
        atomicAdd(&a[i], t);
        t = 0.0;
    }
}
atomicAddWarp<double>(a, i, t);

Figure 1-14: Scheduled CSR GPU SpMV CUDA code. The schedule performs an index variable split with respect to the sparse matrix to load balance the computation. It then records the index variables so that consecutive threads load consecutive values. The schedule also uses the precompute transformation to store values into a temporary vector w. Finally, the schedule splits and parallelizes the index variables across GPU blocks, warps, and threads, using reduction strategies so that writes to the resulting vector a are synchronized. Chapter 6 describes these scheduling commands.

moved from the unscheduled CSR code from Figure 1-9; it merely parallelizes the outer loop and strip-mines it to expose more granular parallelism. This code performs on par with the Intel MKL library (see Figure 7-6). The GPU schedule does a lot to adapt the irregular SpMV computation to the exacting requirements of modern GPUs. To avoid thread divergence and load imbalance, it divides the nonzeros of the matrix into fixed-size blocks that are executed by different warps and threads. Thus, where the CPU code assigned each row to one thread, the GPU code assigns consecutive values to consecutive threads in a warp; hence, the GPU can coalesce loads. The result is a sophisticated GPU device kernel for a simple expression in a simple format. The kernel performs comparable to the SpMV implementation in the NVIDIA cuSPARSE library for large matrices, but is load balanced and therefore performs better on skewed matrices (see Figure 7-7).

As expressions, formats, and schedules get more complicated, it becomes difficult to write sparse tensor algebra code. Separate expression, format, and scheduling languages drastically reduce the complexity and let the compiler automate the sparse code generation. The end goal is, of course, to fully automate schedule and format generation.
But because automatic scheduling and automatic formatting systems will require a sparse code generator, a compiler like taco is their prerequisite. In the meantime, taco provides a far easier interface than writing irregular code by hand for CPUs and GPUs.

1.4 Contributions and Scope

In this dissertation, I present a comprehensive sparse iteration theory and its application to sparse tensor algebra compilation. I have used these ideas to build a compiler that can generate fused code, with performance comparable to handwritten code, for any sparse tensor algebra expression, on many data structures, with different optimizations, for CPUs and GPUs. My specific contributions are:

- **Hierarchical tensor formats** that describe sparse tensor storage as a composition of per-dimension data structures that store coordinates in a hierarchy.

- **An algebra of sparse iteration spaces** that let us reason about sparse iteration spaces and how to iterate over them.

- **A lattice formulation of general coiteration** that separates coiteration over the intersections and unions of multiple data structures into a sequence of coiterations over different regions of the sparse iteration space. This data structure coiteration omits operations that are structurally known to be zero.

- **Concrete index notation** that extend tensor index notation to describe the order of computation and where temporaries are stored.

- **Sparse optimizing transformations** that let us fuse, tile, and parallelize sparse iteration spaces, as we have long done for dense iteration spaces, and that lets us insert temporaries. The optimizing transformations can also tile a sparse iteration space with respect to an operand, producing load balanced sparse code.

- **A code generation algorithm** that lowers concrete index notation to imperative code that coiterates only over compressed tensor data structures to compute only those values that are required to produce the sparse tensor result.

These ideas were used in the design and implementation of taco. Chapter 7 shows that generated sparse code performs comparably to hand-optimized library implementations where those exist, but that the compiler approach generalizes to any expression. It also demonstrates the importance of compiling compound expressions to fused sparse code, the importance of support for many formats, and the importance of sparse scheduling transformations for performance and portability.
My dissertation puts sparse tensor algebra compilation on a firm foundation. It is the first step, however, and leaves several questions for future work (see also in Chapter 9). Specifically, it does not address the following topics:

- **Automatic format and schedule selection**, where an automated system determines the best formats and schedule for an expression on a given architecture. Instead, I present clean separate APIs to specify formats and schedules that can be used directly by a programmer or that can be the target for future automatic formatting and scheduling systems.

- **Matrix inversion and direct solvers**, where code is generated from expressions that include matrix involutions and direct solves.

- **Formats that interleave the storage of dimensions** beyond simple struct-of-array vs array-of-struct transformations. Examples of such formats include Morton and Hilbert space-filling curves, graph partitioning approaches, and quad-tree representations of tensors.

- **Symmetric formats**, where the data structure of a symmetric tensor stores only the subset of values required to reconstruct the tensor.

- **General tensor assembly**, where code is generated to assemble any data structures that appear on the left side of an index notation expression. This dissertation describes how to assemble tensors that are indexed by the free variables on the right side. It does not, however, cover general parallel assembly or the assembly of tensors the dimensions of which are not a direct match to the indices on the right hand side of the tensor algebra expression.

- **Distributed compilation**, where taco generates code to run on a distributed machine or a supercomputer. Together with collaborators, I have explored such compilation and believe that it is entirely possible with extensions to the abstractions I present.

- **Array operations beyond regular tensor algebra**, including any semiring, operations beyond semirings, and stencils.

But I stress that none of these topics is incompatible with the ideas in this dissertation. In fact, I think the ideas presented here are a prerequisite for exploring these topics. Finally, I believe that the sparse iteration space theory can be applied to computations beyond tensor algebra, such as general array operations, relational algebra, and graph computations. This dissertation, however, does not explore those extensions.
1.5 Dissertation Overview

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

**Chapter 2 - Data Structure Abstractions** describes abstractions for sparse tensors and arrays as coordinate hierarchies that encode those positions that have values. Each level of a hierarchy encodes coordinates in one dimension, and the level can be represented by different data structures that are stacked.

**Chapter 3 - Sparse Iteration Spaces** shows how to form sparse iteration spaces from set expressions with coordinate hierarchies as operands. These iteration spaces can then be organized into iteration graphs and coiteration lattices to describe iteration over the sparse space.

**Chapter 4 - Tensor Notations** defines two languages for describing tensor algebra computations: a declarative tensor index notation and an operational concrete index notation.

**Chapter 5 - Coiteration Code Generation** describes an algorithm to lower concrete index notation to imperative code that coiterates over the iteration space of compressed tensor data structures.

**Chapter 6 - Optimizing Transformations** presents an optimization framework for transforming sparse iteration spaces to control the order of iteration, tiling, parallelization, and the introduction of temporary tensors into tensor computations. The transformations can also be used to target diverse hardware, such as CPUs and GPUs.

**Chapter 7 - Evaluation** evaluates the ideas of the previous chapters and shows that a compiler that implements them can generate code that performs comparable to hand-optimized code. It also demonstrates that a compiler must support compiling compound expressions to fused code, that different tensors benefit from different data structures, and that the optimization framework is important for performance and portability.

**Chapter 8 - Related Work** draws connections to prior work on libraries, programming systems, and compilers for sparse and dense tensor algebra.

**Chapter 9 - Conclusion** concludes with a discussion of some promising directions for future work.
Chapter 2

Data Structure Abstractions

Many data structures for storing sparse vectors, matrices, and tensors are described in the literature and used in practice. These data structures are often called formats and some examples are dense, COO [113], CSR [124], CSC, DCSR [34], ELL [110], DIA [112], BCSR, CSB [35], CSF [115], and hash maps. Each is preferable in some situation and none is universally superior. The best format for an application depends on the pattern and sparsity of the tensor data, the computation, and the hardware. That is why it is important to support many formats in a sparse tensor algebra system.

Tensors can have any order (dimensionality), so it is intractable to enumerate all tensor formats. To support any-order tensors, it is necessary to construct formats from a bounded number of primitives. I describe how to define storage formats for tensors of any order by independently specifying the storage type of each tensor mode (dimension) and an ordering of the modes. This levelized formulation makes it possible to describe an unbounded number of tensor formats from a small number of composable building blocks. This leads to modular code generation that supports many formats of any order, as we will see in Chapter 5.

A tensor can be viewed abstractly as a coordinate relation with associated values which is concretely stored in one of many possible data structures. The data structure can be as simple as multidimensional dense arrays or as complex as irregular and hierarchical compressed data structures that store only nonzero coordinates. We will see how tensor coordinate relations can be thought of as coordinate trees and how to create types for those trees by independently typing and composing their levels. My goal in formalizing tensor storage as a type system is to make it possible to describe code generation and optimizing transformations independent of any specific data structure.

2.1 Coordinate Relations

Tensors can be viewed as relations over their coordinates and their values. A relation is a set whose elements are a subset of the Cartesian
product of other sets. A $k$-ary relation over $k$ sets is a set of $k$-tuples whose elements each come from one of the $k$ sets. I define two tensor relations, which I call “coordinate relation” and “component relation”.

A $k$-order tensor has $k$ modes, and I model each mode as a set of contiguous integers (a range). Tensor component locations are specified by $k$-tuples, where each element comes from a different mode. The tensor thus forms a Cartesian space where each mode is a dimension and the space is defined by the Cartesian product of the dimensions. The elements of the modes are coordinates of the space, and a $k$-tuple with one coordinate from each dimension is a point.

A coordinate relation is a relation over tensor modes. That is, its elements are a subset of points of the Cartesian space formed by the tensor modes. The relation may be complete and contain every point in that space, or it may contain a subset. It is often useful to store only the subset of points that correspond to nonzero tensor values, and to remove the coordinates that correspond to zeros.

Finally, a component relation is a binary relation over a coordinate relation and tensor values. It provides a unique mapping and every coordinate maps to exactly one value. Coordinate and component relations are abstractions for tensors that I use to describe sparse iteration spaces. In Section 2.2, I show how to specify them hierarchically as per-dimension storage trees that can be composed to describe many popular tensor storage formats and many other formats that have not been explored to date.

### 2.2 Coordinate Trees

A tensor and its coordinate relation can be viewed as a coordinate tree.\(^9\) The root of the tree represents the tensor itself, internal nodes represent the coordinates, and the leaves represent the tensor component values. A path from the root to a leaf fully specifies a tensor component with coordinates and a value. A tree level consists of all the coordinates in a tensor mode, divided into segments of siblings that share a parent. Figure 2-1 shows that a level can have duplicates. The duplicates are clones of the coordinate that occur at multiple positions in a tree level, and the children of every duplicate are siblings. The figure also shows an unlabeled node, which is a node that takes space in the tree but that does not represent anything. Figure 2-2 shows a dense $3 \times 3$ matrix and the corresponding coordinate tree, where a path, a level, and a segment are marked in blue.

The coordinate tree representation is a convenient tool for reasoning about sparse tensor representations by removing from the tree zero-valued leaf nodes and coordinates with no children. Figure 2-3 shows a sparse $3 \times 3$ matrix and the corresponding coordinate tree. In contrast to the coordinate tree for the dense matrix in Figure 2-2, this tree is not full, as zero leaves and childless coordinates have been left out. By removing zeros from the coordinate tree, we have made

\(^9\) The intuition that sparse tensors can be viewed as coordinate trees comes from the work of Smith and Karypis, who use it to describe the Compressed Sparse Fiber (CSF) tensor format [115].
the first step toward reasoning about sparse tensors in terms of data structures that compress out zeros. Finally, we can interchange tree levels to represent tensors whose modes are stored in a different order, such as a column-major matrix instead of a row-major matrix. Figure 2-4 shows a coordinate tree for the same matrix as Figure 2-3, but the tree levels have been interchanged to store the matrix in column-major order.

2.3 Level Abstraction

The coordinate tree abstraction must be represented somehow by values in memory. This representation may be regular or irregular. I define regular representations as representations that require at most a number of values proportional to the number of coordinate tree levels. Examples include a dense representation that encodes a full coordinate tree and a grid stencil that requires a constant number of values to encode the stencil offsets. Irregular representations, on the other hand, require a number of values proportional to the number of coordinate tree leaves. Examples include hash maps and segmented vectors.

A key insight of our work is that coordinate trees can be described by composing separately defined data structures for each tree level into a hierarchy. The data structure of an internal tree level is an ordered set of maps, with one map for each segment of siblings (i.e., one map per node on the previous level). See Figure 2-5. The maps connect each coordinate to the position of its sibling segment in the next level. Finally, the tree leaves are represented by an ordered set of component values. Any physical data structure that can represent an ordered set of maps can be used. Furthermore, the maps need only encode coordinate-position pairs; they do not, for example, need to

---

10 A segmented vector is an ordered vector of ordered segments. Segmented vectors have been used in the CSR matrix format since 1967 [124]. Guy Blelloch describes a segmented vector as an independent data structure in his dissertation [29].
support $O(1)$ mapping from coordinates to positions.

Level storage can be described by an abstraction that defines the functionality and properties of a level without tying it to a specific underlying data structure. This abstraction can then be instantiated at compile time into many level types with different functionality and underlying physical storage. Since the level types are an abstraction inside the code generator, they do not appear in the generated code and thus have no performance cost. The benefit of the level abstraction, as we will see in the next chapter, is that it separates the code generator from specific data structures. This design makes it possible to design a general code generator in terms of the abstraction’s functionality and properties. The code generator does not need to know what level types exist. New level types can thus be designed without any need to change the code generator algorithms.

Level types must declare their properties, and they may support any one of five capabilities that will be used to generate code to iterate over and modify levels. Properties provide information that the code generator uses to optimize the generated code, such as whether a level is ordered. Capabilities, on the other hand, are abstractions that provide code to the code generator for iterating over and manipulating physical indices of tensor storage in a format-agnostic manner.

**Level Properties**

A coordinate tree level property describes a feature of a level type that code generators can use to optimize iteration code. We define five properties: full, ordered, unique, branchless, and compact. Each property describes an attribute of a level, such as whether coordinates are arranged in increasing order or not. The rows of a sorted CSR matrix, for example, are both ordered and unique, meaning they store every column coordinate just once and in increasing order. The code-generation technique relies on level properties to produce optimized code.

**Full** A level is full if every collection of coordinates that share the same ancestors encompasses all valid coordinates along the corresponding tensor dimension. For example, a dense vector stores a component at every coordinate and is therefore full. By contrast, a sparse vector that stores only the nonzero coordinates is not full. Figure 2-6 shows a level that is full, assuming the full set of nodes is $j_1$, $j_2$, and $j_3$, and a level that is not full because it is lacking the $j_1$ node.

**Ordered** A level is ordered if all coordinates that share any ancestor are arranged in a monotonically non-decreasing sequence. (Recall that two nodes that share duplicates of an ancestor are considered to share that ancestor.) Figure 2-7 shows a level that is ordered, from nodes $j_1$, $j_2$, and $j_3$.
with smaller indices to nodes with larger indices, and a level that is not ordered because \( j_3 \) occurs before \( j_2 \).

**Unique** A level is unique if no identical paths end at the level. Two paths are identical if the nodes at every step along both paths are the same nodes. Figure 2-8 shows a level that is unique and one that is not because \( i_1-j_1 \) (blue) and \( i_1-j_3 \) (green) appear twice. Note that it does not matter if both nodes along the path are duplicates (the blue path) or if one node is shared and the other a duplicate (the green path).

**Branchless** A level is branchless if every node at the parent level, including each duplicate, has exactly one child. Knowledge of such one-to-one relationships between levels can be used to efficiently collapse their corresponding loops. Figure 2-9 shows one level that is branchless and one that is not because \( i_2 \) has more than one child.

**Compact** A level is compact if no two coordinates are separated by an unlabeled node. As we will see in Section 2.5, some physical storage schemes, such as hash maps, have unlabeled nodes that represent empty buckets.

**Level Capabilities**

A coordinate tree **level capability** is exposed as a set of coordinate tree **level functions** with fixed interfaces that a level type may choose to implement. These function interfaces are designed to return code that implements the function. The code generator then emits this code as part of the function that implements an expression. We define five capabilities: coordinate iterate, position iterate, locate, append, and insert.

**Coordinate Iterate** The coordinate iteration capability iterates over coordinates and retrieves positions. It consists of two level functions: one that returns an iterator over coordinates (\( \text{coord\_bounds} \)) and one that accesses the position of each coordinate (\( \text{coord\_access} \)):

\[
\text{coord\_bounds}(i_1, \ldots, i_{k-1}) \rightarrow \langle \text{begin}_k, \text{end}_k \rangle
\]

\[
\text{coord\_access}(p_{k-1}, i_1, \ldots, i_k) \rightarrow \langle p_k, \text{found} \rangle
\]

Given a list of ancestor coordinates \( (i_1, \ldots, i_{k-1}) \), \( \text{coord\_bounds} \) returns the bounds of an iterator over coordinates that may have those ancestors. For each coordinate \( i_k \) within those bounds, \( \text{coord\_access} \) either returns the position of a child of \( p_{k-1} \) that encodes \( i_k \) and returns \( \text{found} \) as true, or it returns \( \text{found} \) as false if the coordinate does not actually exist. In practice, the emitted code can often be optimized by removing
the if statement, because the value of coord_access is static in many level types.

**Position Iterate** The position iterate capability iterates over positions and retrieves coordinates. It consists of two level functions: one that returns an iterator over positions (pos_bounds) and one that accesses the coordinate encoded at each position (pos_access):

\[
\text{pos_bounds}(p_{k-1}) \rightarrow \langle \text{pbegin}_k, \text{pend}_k \rangle \\
\text{pos_access}(p_k, i_1, \ldots, i_{k-1}) \rightarrow \langle i_k, \text{found} \rangle
\]

Given a coordinate at position \( p_{k-1} \), pos_bounds returns the bounds of an iterator over positions that may have \( p_{k-1} \) as their parent. For each position \( p_k \) in those bounds, pos_access either returns the coordinate encoded at that position, or sets found to false if \( p_k \) is not a child of \( p_{k-1} \) or if it does not encode that coordinate (i.e., if \( p_k \) is unlabeled).

**Locate** The locate capability retrieves a coordinates position in a level.

\[
\text{locate}(p_{k-1}, i_1, \ldots, i_k) \rightarrow \langle p_k, \text{found} \rangle
\]

locate has similar semantics as coord_access. Given a coordinate \( i_{k-1} \) at position \( p_{k-1} \), locate attempts to locate among its children the coordinate \( i_k \). If locate finds \( i_k \), then it returns \( i_k \)'s position \( p_k \) and returns found as true; otherwise it returns found as false. Traversing a path in a coordinate hierarchy to access a single tensor component can be done by successively calling locate at every level. As we will see in Chapter 3, having operands that implements the locate capability can lead to code that avoids accessing every nonzero.

**Append** Appends coordinates to a level and is also exposed as four level functions:

\[
\text{append_coord}(p_k, i_k) \rightarrow \text{void} \\
\text{append_edges}(p_{k-1}, \text{pbegin}_k, \text{pend}_k) \rightarrow \text{void} \\
\text{append_init}(sz_{k-1}, sz_k) \rightarrow \text{void} \\
\text{append_finalize}(sz_{k-1}, sz_k) \rightarrow \text{void}
\]

The level function append_coord appends a coordinate \( i_k \) to the end of an output level \( (p_k) \). The function append_edges appends edges that connect all coordinates between positions \( \text{pbegin}_k \) and \( \text{pend}_k \) to the coordinate at position \( p_{k-1} \) in the previous level. By appending edges, inserted coordinates are attached to the rest of the coordinate hierarchy. In contrast to the insert capability, the append capability requires result coordinates to be appended in order. append_init and append_finalize serve identical purposes as insert_init and insert_finalize, and they take the same arguments.

**Insert** Inserts coordinates at any position and is exposed as four level functions:
Table 2-11: The properties of the six level types. A (✓) means that level type can be configured to either have or not have that property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Types</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Ordered</th>
<th>Unique</th>
<th>Branchless</th>
<th>Compact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashed</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-12: The capabilities of the six level types. Dense does not support any iterate capability while range and offset do not support assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Types</th>
<th>Iterate Type</th>
<th>Locate</th>
<th>Assembly Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed</td>
<td>Position Iterate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Append</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton</td>
<td>Position Iterate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Append</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashed</td>
<td>Position Iterate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Coordinate Iterate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>Position Iterate</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

insert_coord(p_k, i_k) \(\rightarrow\) void
size(sz_{k-1}) \(\rightarrow\) sz_k

insert_init(sz_{k-1}, sz_k) \(\rightarrow\) void
insert_finalize(sz_{k-1}, sz_k) \(\rightarrow\) void

The level function `insert_coord` inserts a coordinate \(i_k\) into an output level at position \(p_k\) given by `locate`. It requires the level to provide the locate capability. The level function `insert_init` initializes the data structures that encode an output level, while `insert_finalize` performs any post-processing required after all coordinates have been inserted. Both take, as inputs, the sizes of the level being initialized or finalized (\(sz_k\)) and its parent level (\(sz_{k-1}\)). For a level that provides an insert capability, its size is computed as a function of its parent’s size by the level function `size`. For a level that supports append, its size is the number of coordinates that have been appended.

### 2.4 Six Level Types

In this section, I show how common variants of all the tensor formats examined in Section 2.5 can be expressed as compositions of just six level types that we have designed: dense, compressed, single, range, offset, and hashed.\(^{12}\) Recall that a level type encodes the nodes in a level along with their grouping into sibling sets. Some level formats implicitly encode coordinates (e.g., as an interval), while others explicitly store them (e.g., in a segmented vector).

The properties of the six level types are shown in Table 2-11, and their capabilities are in Table 2-12. The properties of some level types can be configured depending on the application. Configurable properties reflect optional invariants that are not required by the way a physical index encodes coordinates. For example, the `crd` array in compressed levels typically stores coordinates in order when used in the CSR format, but the same data structure can also store coordinates.

\(^{12}\) These level types are just six of many possible level types that can be designed for the level abstraction. I expect that new and surprising level types will be designed in the future.
out of order. Declaring the ordered property, however, helps the code generator generate efficient code.

The six level types, their data structures, and their capabilities are described below. The source code returned by their iterate and locate level functions are listed in Table 2-13, while the source codes returned by their assembly functions are listed in Table 2-14. Most levels support position iterators, except the range iterator, which supports a coordinate iterator. The dense level type does not support iteration, as it is a full level with fast locate and can, therefore, be accessed by an iterator that iterates over an entire dimension.

**Dense Level Type**

Dense levels store a single number (size) that encodes every coordinate in the range \(0:\text{size}\) (inclusive-exclusive). Dense levels support very efficient locate and insert capabilities. They do not, however, support any iterate capabilities. As we shall see in Chapter 3, to iterate over an entire dense level we must iterate over all the coordinates in the full coordinate set and call locate to get positions in the dense level.

**Compressed Level Type**

Compressed levels store coordinates in a segmented vector consisting of a coordinate array (crd) and a position array (pos) which store segment bounds (Figure 2-16). Each sibling set is stored in one segment, so the children of the \(k\)th coordinate on the previous level are stored in the \(k\)th segment. They are the coordinates in range \(\text{pos}[k]:\text{pos}[k+1]\) in the crd array. Compressed levels support the position iterate and append capabilities. Compressed levels do not support \(O(1)\) locate. Since they are ordered, however, it is possible to generate code to locate the position of a coordinate by emitting code to binary search the positions in \(O(\log n)\) time.

**Singleton Level Type**

Singleton levels store a single coordinate with no siblings for each node on the previous level in a coordinate array (crd). They are often stacked underneath compressed levels configured to have duplicates (not unique) to represent coordinates, as we shall see in Section 2.5.

**Hashed Level Type**

Hashed levels store the coordinates of each segment in a hash map (crd). Figure 2-18 shows a hashed level that encodes a row vector.
Table 2-13: Definitions of level functions of the six level types that implement access capabilities. All level types except dense levels provide coordinate or position iterators. In addition, dense and hash maps provide $O(1)$ locate functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Types</th>
<th>Level Function Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dense       | locate($p_{k-1}$, $i_1$, ..., $i_k$):  
               return <$p_{k-1} \times N_k + i_k$, true> |
| Compressed  | pos_bounds($p_{k-1}$):  
               return <$p_{k-1}$, $p_{k-1} + 1$>  
               pos_access($p_k$, $i_1$, ..., $i_{k-1}$):  
               return <$crd[p_k]$, true> |
| Singleton   | pos_bounds($p_{k-1}$):  
               return <$p_{k-1}$, $p_{k-1} + 1$>  
               pos_access($p_k$, $i_1$, ..., $i_{k-1}$):  
               return <$crd[p_k]$, true> |
| Range       | coord_bounds($i_1$, ..., $i_{k-1}$):  
               return <$\max(0, -\text{offset}[i_{k-1}])$, \n               $\min(N_k, M_k - \text{offset}[i_{k-1}])$>  
               coord_access($p_{k-1}$, $i_1$, ..., $i_k$):  
               return <$p_{k-1} \times N_k + i_k$, true> |
| Offset      | pos_bounds($p_{k-1}$):  
               return <$p_{k-1}$, $p_{k-1} + 1$>  
               pos_access($p_k$, $i_1$, ..., $i_{k-1}$):  
               return <$i_{k-1} + \text{offset}[i_{k-2}]$, true> |
| Hashed      | pos_bounds($p_{k-1}$):  
               return <$p_{k-1} \times W_k$, ($p_{k-1} + 1) \times W_k$>  
               pos_access($p_k$, $i_1$, ..., $i_{k-1}$):  
               return <$crd[p_k]$, $crd[p_k] != -1$> |
|             | locate($p_{k-1}$, $i_1$, ..., $i_k$):  
               int $p_k = i_k \% W_k + p_{k-1} \times W_k$  
               if ($crd[p_k] != i_k && crd[p_k] != -1$) {  
                   int end = $p_k$  
                   do {  
                       $p_k = (p_k + 1) \% W_k + p_{k-1} \times W_k$  
                   } while ($crd[p_k] != i_k && crd[p_k] != -1 && p_k != \text{end}$)  
               }  
               return <$p_k$, $crd[p_k] == i_k$> |
Table 2-14: Definitions of level functions of the six level types that implement assembly capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Types</th>
<th>Level Function Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>ilty (p, i):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>// do nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size(sz−1):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>return sz−1 * N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed</td>
<td>append_coord(p, i):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crd[p] = i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_init(sz−1, sz):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (int p = 0; p &lt;= sz−1; ++p) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pos[p] = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_edges(p−1, pbegin, pend):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pos[p−1 + 1] = pend - pbegin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_finalize(sz−1, sz):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>int cumsum = pos[0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (int p = 1; p &lt;= sz−1; ++p) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cumsum += pos[p]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pos[p] = cumsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton</td>
<td>append_coord(p, i):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crd[p] = i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_init(sz−1, sz):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>// do nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_edges(p−1, pbegin, pend):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>// do nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>append_finalize(sz−1, sz):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>// do nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashed</td>
<td>insert_coord(p, i):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crd[p] = i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>insert_init(sz−1, sz):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (int p = 0; p &lt; sz; ++p) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crd[p] = -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size(sz−1):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>return sz−1 * W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with empty buckets are marked by −1. Table 2-13 shows the level’s hash function.

**Range Level Type**

Range levels encode coordinates in an interval with bounds computed from an offset array and dimension sizes $N$ and $M$. Figure 2-19 shows the row dimension of a DIA matrix encoded as a range level with arrays. Given a parent coordinate 1, the level encodes coordinates between $\max(0, -\text{offset}[1]) = 1$ and $\min(4, 6 - \text{offset}[1]) = 4$.

**Offset Level Type**

Offset levels encode for each parent a single child coordinate with no siblings. Each child is shifted from its parent coordinate by a value in the offset array. Figure 2-20 shows the column dimension of a DIA matrix encoded as an offset level. Given a parent coordinate 3 and an offset index 1, for instance, the level encodes the coordinate $(3 + \text{offset}[1] = 2)$.

### 2.5 Tensor Formats

The six level types can be composed hierarchically to form tensor formats by assigning a level type to each tensor mode. Furthermore, an ordering of the levels is needed to determine the order in which the tensor modes will be stored. For example, storing matrix rows ahead of columns yields a row-major matrix, while storing columns ahead of rows yields a column-major matrix.

In this section I show how many vector, matrix, and tensor formats from the literature can be recreated by composing the six level types defined in Section 2.4. These level types, however, can be combined in an unbounded number of ways to express additional tensor formats that have not been explored yet. For instance, a variant of DIA for matrices that have only sparsely filled diagonals can be expressed as the combination (dense, compressed, offset) which replaces the range level that implicitly assumes diagonals are densely filled. Finally, I cast structured tensor formats, like the BCSR matrix format, as formats for higher-order tensors where the added dimensions expose sub-structures.

**Example 8-vector**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Dense vector**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pos</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Compressed vector**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pos</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Hash map vector**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>size</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vals</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 2-19: Range data structure. Each segment is stored as range offsets and sizes.

Figure 2-20: Offset data structure. Each segment is stored as offsets.

Figure 2-21: Vectors stored in data structures described by different formats. Elements shaded in blue show the coordinates and values corresponding to a single nonzero.
Figure 2-21 shows an 8-vector and three different data structures for storing its values: a dense vector, a compressed vector, and a hash map vector. These data structures are described as the dense, compressed, and hashed level types. Since these data structures have different capabilities, they work well in different circumstances. The dense vector has no meta-data apart from the dimension size. It supports fast iteration, random access, and insert, but it does not compress out zeros. The compressed vector must explicitly store the coordinates and the vector size (in \( \text{pos}[1] \)), but it compresses out zeros. Finally, the hash map compresses out zeros, and it supports random access and insert. But it is less efficient to iterate over it, and it stores some locations that are not used, shown as \(-1\) in the coordinate (\( \text{crd} \)) array.

A straightforward way to store a \( k \)-order tensor is to use a \( k \)-dimensional dense array that explicitly stores all tensor components including zeros. A desirable feature of dense arrays is that the value at any coordinate can be accessed in constant time. Storing a sparse tensor in a dense array is inefficient, however, because a lot of memory is wasted to store zeros. Furthermore, performance is lost computing with these zeros, even though they do not meaningfully contribute to the result. For tensors with many large dimensions, it may even be impossible to use a dense array due to a lack of memory.

Figure 2-22 shows a \( 4 \times 6 \) matrix and seven row-major data structures for storing its values. The simplest way to store a sparse matrix efficiently is to keep a list of all its nonzero coordinates and values. This data structure is known as the Coordinate format (COO) [113] and, in contrast to dense arrays, consumes only \( \Theta(\text{nnz}) \) memory. In addition, many common file formats for storing tensors, such as the Matrix Market exchange format [97] and the FROSTT sparse tensor format [117], closely mirror the COO format. Storing tensors in a file as a coordinate list minimizes the cost of file reads and writes, as inserting a coordinate and its nonzero value only requires appending them to the \( \text{crd} \) and \( \text{vals} \) arrays.

The Compressed Sparse Rows matrix format (CSR) stores every row compressed. This reduces memory footprint for many matrices over the COO format because it does not store redundant row coordinates. Figure 2-23 shows its level descriptor with a dense level type representing the rows (every row is stored) followed by a compressed level type representing the columns (each row is compressed). The CSR matrix in Figure 2-22 removes the duplicate row coordinates on the last row of the COO matrix. The auxiliary array (\( \text{pos} \)) keeps track
of which nonzeros belong to each row.

The **Compressed Sparse Columns** format (CSC) is the column-major version of CSR. CSC is popular in linear solvers [46] because it stores every column compressed. Figure 2-24 shows the same 4×6 matrix with the column-major CSC data structures for storing its values. Figure 2-25 shows its level descriptor with a dense level above a compressed level. The ordering of the modes corresponding to these levels is the opposite of CSR, however, with the top dense level corresponding to the columns and the bottom compressed level corresponding to the rows.

The **Doubly Compressed Sparse Columns** format (DCSC) [34], also shown in Figure 2-24, achieves additional compression for hypersparse matrices by storing only the columns that contain nonzeros. In the example, the pos array of the DCSC format has fewer values than the CSC format. When there are many empty rows, it uses less memory, even though it stores additional column pos and crd arrays. In addition, the **Doubly Compressed Sparse Rows** format (DCSR) compresses the CSR format by storing only rows that have a nonzero.

Many important applications have matrices whose nonzero components have structure. Figure 2-26 shows two data structures that take advantage of this structure to further compress the representation. Matrices that encode vertex-edge connectivity of well-formed unstructured meshes, for instance, have a bounded number of nonzero components per row. The bound on nonzeros per row is exploited by the **ELLPACK** format (ELL), which stores the same number of components for each row [110]. Thus, it has to store only the column coordinates and nonzero values in the implicitly indexed row positions. The column coordinates and nonzero values are stored contiguously in memory, making it possible to efficiently vectorize the SpMV op-
oration [11]. If nonzeros are further restricted to a few dense diagonals, their coordinates can be computed from the offsets of the diagonals. This pattern is common in grid and image applications. It lets the Diagonal format (DIA) forgo storing the column coordinates altogether [112]. However, for matrices that do not conform to assumed structures, structured tensor formats may needlessly store many zeros and actually degrade performance.

Moreover, many applications have matrices with sub-structures that can be taken advantage of by storing them as blocked matrices. Figure 2-27 shows the data structures of two blocked formats. The Block Compressed Sparse Rows format (BCSR) [67] generalizes CSR by storing a dense block of nonzeros in the vals array for every nonzero coordinate. Its cousin, the Block Compressed Sparse Columns format (BCSC), generalizes CSC the same way. Since the BCSR and BCSC formats reduce storage and expose opportunities for vectorization, they are ideal for the inherently blocked matrices from FEM applications. By contrast, the Compressed Sparse Blocks (CSB) format, proposed by Buluç et al. [35], represents a matrix as a dense collection of sparse blocks stored in the COO format.

All the data structures we have described so far, including those described by unstructured, structured, and blocked formats, can be generalized to tensors of any order. Figure 2-28 shows a 3×4×2 tensor and three hierarchical data structures that store it. These data structures are generalizations of the matrix data structures above, and countless more generalizations are possible for tensors of any order. The
Coordinate format (COO) trivially generalizes to higher-order tensors by adding another coordinate array for every new mode. The Compressed Sparse Fibers (CSF) tensor format, designed by Smith and Karypis [115], is a generalization of CSR that compresses every dimension (Figure 2-28). Tensors stored in any of these compressed formats, however, are costly to assemble or modify. Finally, the mode-generic sparse tensor format, proposed by Baskaran et al. [20], generalizes the idea of BCSR to higher-order tensors. It stores a tensor as a sparse collection of any-order dense blocks, with the coordinates of the blocks stored in COO (i.e., the crd arrays).

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I showed how to compose tensor formats from a hierarchy of per-mode data structures. I described coordinate trees and coordinate level abstractions that hide the details of each data structure behind a compiler abstraction. These abstractions are essential building blocks for a tensor algebra compiler because they enable modular reasoning, optimization, and code generation. The per-mode level is the smallest tensor building block, and from it, I formulate in Chapter 5 a simple recursive code generation algorithm that coiterates over tensors by coiterating over levels.

The coordinate trees and levels facilitate modular reasoning about tensors in both compilers and computer architectures. And they can generalize beyond tensors to any mathematical abstraction that is a sparse subset of a Cartesian coordinate space, such as database relations and graphs. In the next chapter, I show how to reason about sparse iteration spaces composed of coordinate relations represented as coordinate trees. I also show how to iterate over the spaces efficiently by coiterating over the trees. And Chapter 5 shows how to compile tensor algebra expressions to imperative code that coiterates over the physical data structures underneath coordinate trees. Finally, Section 7.3 of the Evaluation chapter provides empirical evidence for why a sparse tensor algebra compiler needs to support many different formats.
Chapter 3

Sparse Iteration Spaces

We can describe the iteration space of loops that iterate over dense tensors as a hyperrectangular grid of points by taking the Cartesian product of the iteration domain of each loop. The polyhedral model takes this view for general affine loop nests [70, 85], and recent work has specialized it for dense tensor computations [9, 127]. Figure 3-1 shows the iteration space for iterating over a dense matrix. Because the iteration space is dense, the grid contains every point.

A sparse iteration space is a grid with holes, as shown in Figure 3-2. The holes are locations in the grid where points are missing and therefore should not be visited when iterating over the space. In sparse tensor algebra, the holes come from tensor components whose values are zero, and we can avoid iterating over them because \(0 + 0 = 0\) and \(a \cdot 0 = 0\). Figure 3-3 demonstrates how the property that \(0 + 0 = 0\) results in sparse iteration in a sparse matrix addition. The locations in the addition iteration space in Figure 3-2—the union of the operand iteration spaces—where the resulting values are zero (colored white) are not visited. Sparse iteration spaces can be described by coordinate relations represented as coordinate trees or by combining relations using an iteration space algebra.

In this chapter, I describe an algebra for multi-dimensional sparse iteration spaces. I also describe an intermediate representation, called iteration graphs, that describes how to iterate through them. These graphs separate the iteration space into per-dimension iteration spaces, capture the dependencies between dimensions that come from iterating over coordinate trees, and describe the iteration through each dimension as a set expression of coordinate tree levels. Finally, I describe how to efficiently coiterate over coordinate tree levels by dividing the set expressions into ordered iteration lattices of subsets that can, in turn, be iterated over.

This chapter provides the theory and representations we will need to express, compile, and optimize sparse tensor algebra expressions. Chapter 4 will extend the two sparse iteration representations—iteration space algebra and iteration graphs—with arithmetic assignment statements to form two tensor languages called tensor algebra index no-
tation and concrete index notation. Chapter 5 shows how coordinate trees, iteration graphs, and iteration lattices can be used to generate efficient code to iterate over the sparse multi-dimensional iteration spaces. Finally, Chapter 6 presents several transformations on sparse iteration spaces that let us control the order of iteration, so that we can optimize the generated code.

### 3.1 Iteration Space Algebra

The simplest sparse iteration space is described by a coordinate relation. The full set of nodes at each internal tree level is a dimension of the space. Further, the nodes along each tree path, from the root to the leaves, are the coordinates of one point in the space; every other point is left out. By iterating over the coordinate tree, we iterate over the points of the sparse iteration space. Figure 3-4 shows a coordinate tree and its sparse iteration space. The coordinates are arranged along the dimensions of the space without duplicates, and tree paths are shown as graph edges. The sparse iteration space has a point if a tree path connects the point coordinates.

We can combine sparse iteration spaces by intersecting and unioning their points. Let us define a sparse iteration space algebra by introducing index variables into set expressions where the variables are coordinate relations, represented by coordinate trees. The index variable index into the coordinate relations and thus controls what coordinates are compared in the set operations. For example, \( B_{ij} \cup C_{ij} \) and \( B_{ijk} \cap C_k \). The points in the variable sets are ordered k-tuples of coordinates, and index variables index into tuple locations determined by their position in the index lists. That is, \( j \) in \( B_{ijk} \) index the coordinates of the second dimension of coordinate relation \( B \). The number of dimensions of the iteration space is determined by the total number of index variables in the expression. And the size of each dimension is the size of the coordinate sets each index variable ranges over. Coordinate sets indexed by the same, repeated, index variable are combined using the set operations that combine the coordinate relation variables they index. For example, the \( k \) coordinates of the third dimension of \( B \) and the second dimension of \( C \) are combined in \( B_{ijk} \cap C_{jk} \).

One class of expressions index into every coordinate relation with

---

13 The expressions in this chapter use only intersection and union operations; however, I believe that the concepts can be readily extended to other set operations.
every index variable. We call these point-wise expressions, and two examples are \(B_{ij} \cap C_{ij}\) and \(B_{ij} \cap C_{ij}\). In the first expression, coordinates of \(B\) and \(C\) are intersected by comparing the first coordinates and the second coordinates of \(B\) and \(C\) with each other. The second expression, on the other hand, compares the first coordinate of \(B\) with the second of \(C\) and vice versa. Figure 3-5 shows three sparse iteration spaces and Figure 3-6 shows the sparse iteration spaces resulting from applying the two binary two-dimensional point-wise operations \(B_{ij} \cap C_{ij}\) and \(B_{ij} \cup C_{ij}\). The latter figure also shows coordinate Venn diagrams that illustrate the operations. Figure 3-7 shows a tertiary point-wise operation where the union of two iteration spaces is intersected by a third. We can form arbitrarily complicated operations by combining any number of iteration spaces this way.

The other class of sparse iteration space expressions contain index variables that do not index into all the coordinate relation variables. I refer to these expressions as broadcast expressions, and examples include \(B_{ijk} \cap c_k\), \(B_{ij} \cup c_j\), \((B_{ij} \cap c_j) \cup d_i\), and \(B_{ik} \cap C_{kj}\). In these expressions, the combined iteration space has more dimensions than the number of coordinate sets in some or all of the coordinate relations. In fact, in the last example, it has more dimensions than any coordinate relation. As stated, the iteration space has as many dimensions as there are index variables. Point sets not indexed by an index variable are broadcast over that space, meaning that the lower-dimensional iteration space of the coordinate relation is replicated for every point in the missing dimensions. In set language, the iteration space of a coordinate relation is the flattened Cartesian product of its points and the sets the missing index variables range over. Figure 3-8 shows the sparse iteration space of the expression \(B_{ij} \cap c_i\). The iteration space of \(c\) is one-dimensional; however, in the expression, it is broadcast over the set that \(i\) ranges over. A more complicated example is the three-dimensional iteration space of the expression \(B_{ijk} \cap C_{kj}\) where both \(B\) and \(C\) are broadcast, over the range sets of \(j\) and \(i\) respectively.

\[\begin{align*}
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\text{(1,0)} & \quad \text{(1,2)} \\
\end{align*}\]

**Figure 3-5:** Three examples of two-dimensional sparse iteration spaces.

**Figure 3-6:** The sparse iteration spaces resulting from the intersection and union of \(B\) and \(C\) from Figure 3-5.

**Figure 3-7:** The sparse iteration space resulting from the iteration space expression \((B_{ij} \cup C_{ij}) \cap D_{ij}\) on the sparse iteration spaces from Figure 3-5.

**Figure 3-8:** The sparse broadcast iteration space resulting from the expression \(B_{ij} \cap c_i\), including the coordinate Venn diagram. The iteration space of \(c\) is broadcast over the coordinate universe of \(j\), shown as dotted lines.
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I use lower-case letters to name sets whose points have one coordinate and upper-case letters to name sets whose points have two or more coordinates.
3.2 Iteration Graphs

The iteration graph representation describes how to iterate over sparse iteration spaces. The iteration spaces were described as set expressions of coordinate relations. These relations, as we saw in Section 2.2, are represented as coordinate trees. An iteration graph describes how to iterate over the iteration spaces by iterating over a set expression of the coordinate trees. These trees impose a hierarchy on coordinates, and iterating over tree levels from top to bottom is faster than iterating in another order. The coordinate trees and their order are reflected in iteration graphs, and they describe how to iterate over the iteration space by coiterating over coordinate trees.

An iteration graph represents a lexicographical iteration through an iteration space. The iteration through each dimension is represented by an index variable, and the index variables are organized in a tree structure. Nested index variables represent iteration over parents in a coordinate tree and their children, whereas sequenced index variables represent iteration through one coordinate tree segment followed by another. That is, if the index variable $i$ is above $j$, then for each coordinate of $i$, we iterate through all the coordinates of $j$. And if $j$ is left of $k$, then we first iterate through the coordinates of $j$ and then through the coordinates of $k$. An iteration graph has directed paths going through the index variables that represent iteration over coordinate trees. These paths are ordered from the index variable that indexes into the top level to the one that indexes into the bottom level. Intuitively, each path represents a coordinate tree by symbolically collapsing all coordinate tree paths into a single path through index variables.

Representation

A graphical representation of iteration graphs lays out the nodes ordered by the tree embedding, and thus its iteration order, from top to bottom with children ordered from left to right. We label each edge with the coordinate tree level it represents and give each path a different color. For readability, we will often use the same colors for the corresponding operands in iteration space expressions. Finally, we place set operators between edges where they meet at dimension nodes to indicate how the tree levels they represent must be combined. Figure 3-9 shows the graphical iteration graph representation of the iteration space described by $B_{ij} \cup C_{ij}$, where the coordinate tree level ordering of both $B$ and $C$ is the $i$ dimension followed by the $j$ dimension. Note that the edges incoming on both dimensions are combined with the union operator, which turns a union of iteration space points into nested unions of coordinates (e.g., $B_1 \cup C_1$ at node $i$).

Although graphical representations are intuitive, a symbolic iteration graph representation is terser and will be easier to manipulate in a computer system. We represent iteration graphs symbolically as an ex-

15 For coordinate trees, whose levels support random access, such as those encoding dense tensors, iterating out of order only costs a constant amount of work to compute a strided formula, as well as reduced temporal locality.
Figure 3-10: Eight sparse iteration graphs with index variable iteration domains computed from the iteration graph’s symbolic expression for each index variable.

tension to the iteration space algebra where iteration over dimension nodes are represented as forall expressions that are nested according to the tree embedding. This extension gives the iteration graph expressions an operational semantics (iterate through dimensions in the given order), whereas iteration space expressions have declarative semantics (a point is in the iteration space if it is in the set described by the expression). The inner expressions are syntactically the same in the two algebras, but are in the iteration graph expressions reinterpreted so that indexed operands describe paths and operators describe how the coordinate tree levels should be combined.

Figure 3-10 provides eight examples of iteration graphs to help
us build a intuition for what they look like for different expressions. These graphs contain intersection and union operations, and some contain a mix of both. Iteration graphs can become arbitrarily complex when an arbitrary number of operations are combined.

Tree embeddings of iteration graphs can have branches, expressed symbolically as forall expressions nested inside set operators (Figure 3-11). Siblings in a tree embedding are concatenated iteration sub-spaces, nested inside their ancestors (Figure 3-12). The operator that combines the forall subexpressions also combines their iteration spaces, whereas the foralls nested inside it are concatenated.

We construct an iteration graph from an iteration space by wrapping its expression in one forall expression for each index variable. A choice must be made about the forall nesting order, and the construction machinery should aim to order them so that all iteration graph edges point down. The reason is that coordinate trees, and their data structures, are organized to make it efficient to iterate over levels in order. Iterating over levels out of order requires locating positions by a call to their locate function or with search costing $O(\log(n))$ or $O(n)$. Iteration graphs may also have cycles, making it impossible to find an ordering without back edges. We must then either absorb the cost of out-of-order iteration or reorder the levels of the back edge’s coordinate tree at the cost of a data structure transformation.

### Index Variable Iteration Universes and Domains

The index variables of an iteration graph each has an **iteration universe** and an **iteration domain**. Its iteration domain is the set of coordinates it iterates over, and its iteration universe is the universe of that set. In other words, an index variable’s iteration universe is the set of coordinates that the iteration domain is drawn from. If the coordinate tree was full, say it comes from a dense tensor, then the domain would be the whole universes. The universe of index variable $i$ is written as a blackboard bold $U_i$. The universes considered in this dissertation are dense integer ranges, although future work includes generalizing them arbitrary sets. For example, the universe if $i$ can be written as

$$U_i \in [0, n),$$

where $n$ is some integer, say the size of a tensor mode.

An index variable’s iteration domain consists of the coordinates it iterates over, which is a non-strict subset of its universe. An iteration domain is expressed as a set expression over coordinate tree segments, where the segments are coordinate relation operands labeled with the coordinate tree level that contains the segment. For example, the index variables of the iteration graph $\forall_i \forall_j B_{ij} \cup C_{ij}$ has the following domains

$$\forall_i (\forall_j B_{ij} \cap c_j) \cap (\forall_k B_{ik} \cap d_j)$$

$$i \in (B_1 \cap U_i) \cap (B_1 \cap U_i) = B_1 \cap U_i$$

$$j \in B_2 \cap c_1$$

$$k \in B_2 \cap d_1$$

Figure 3-11: A sparse iteration graph with branches that describe concatenated iteration spaces.

Figure 3-12: The sparse iteration space described by the iteration graph in Figure 3-11. The iteration spaces are concatenated on the x axis and intersected on the y axis.

---

16 An ordering where all iteration graph edges point down can be achieved by forming a graph from the indexing expressions and topologically sorting the nodes ordered by the directed edges.
when the coordinate trees of \( B \) and \( C \) are both row-major:

\[
i \in B_1 \cup C_1 \quad \text{and} \quad j \in B_2 \cup C_2.
\]

(The expression has the domains \( i \in B_2 \cup C_2 \) and \( j \in B_1 \cup C_1 \) when the coordinate trees are column-major.) The notation does not indicate which segment is combined and the domains must therefore be interpreted recursively, with the domains of inner dimensions combining the segment given by the current index in outer dimensions. Hence, in the above expression the outer iteration domain of \( i \) describes iteration over the (single) segment of the top levels of the coordinate trees, whereas the inner iteration domain of \( j \) describes iteration over the segment of the second level indexed by the location of the current coordinate of \( i \).

A broadcast is an operation where some operands are not indexed by some index variables. For example, the iteration graphs

\[
\forall i \forall j B_{ij} \cap c_j \\
\forall i \alpha \cup b_i,
\]

where \( c \) and \( \alpha \) are broadcast across the entire iteration space, even though they are not indexed by every index variable. Thus, the iteration domain of every index variable must include operands not indexed by its index variable. Because such operands do not have a tree level with coordinates to iterate over in that dimension, we insert instead an iterator over the full universe of the mode that \( i \) iterates over, labeled \( \mathbb{U}_i \) for dimension \( i \).\(^{17}\) Thus, the expression \( \forall i \forall j B_{ij} \cap c_j \) yields the iteration domains

\[
i \in B_1 \cap \mathbb{U}_j \quad \text{and} \quad j \in B_2 \cap c_1,
\]

while \( \forall i \alpha \cup b_i \) yields \( i \in \mathbb{U}_j \cup b_1 \).

Derived Iteration Graphs

Iteration graphs constructed from an iteration space expression have exactly one forall statement per index variable that indexes into an operand. These forall statements iterate over an iteration space with the same dimensions as the original iteration space described by the iteration space expression. I refer to them as original iteration graphs and their index variable original index variables. But I also permit iteration graphs that iterate over index variables that derive from other index variables. I refer to such iteration graphs as derived iteration graphs, and they iterate over a derived iteration space. The derived index variables arise from optimizing transformations that add or remove dimensions from the iteration space. I discuss these transforma-

\(^{17}\) The effect on the graphical notation would be to add additional edges labeled by dimensions; however, for readability, we leave them out.
tions in Chapter 6, whereas this section describes the derived iteration graphs that they transform.

Derived index variables relate back to the original index variables through a sequence of relations. From these relations, the code generator generates code to map coordinates back and forth between the derived iteration space and the original iteration space. For example, it can map a coordinate in the derived iteration space, which we iterate over, to an original iteration space coordinate that we can use to index into a coordinate tree level. Or it can map an original iteration space coordinate that we read from a coordinate tree level, into a derived iteration space coordinate to compare it to a coordinate we are currently iterating over. There are two types of index variable relations: split and collapse.

The split relation splits an index variable $j$ into two nested index variables $j_0$ and $j_1$. The outer variable $j_0$ iterates over an integer range that enumerates blocks, and its domain is identical to its universe. The inner variable $j_1$ coiterates over the same coordinate levels as $j$. In other words, $j_0$ iterates over blocks, while $j_1$ coiterates over the coordinate trees within the block. These coordinate trees are in different coordinate spaces—the universe of $j_1$ is the dense range from $[0, n/4)$, where $n$ is the size of $j$’s universe. The coordinates in the data structures $B_2$ and $C_2$, however, are in the universe of $j$. As I describe in Section 5.3, the coordinates of each space are mapped back to the original space, where they are compared to resolve the current combined coordinate value of $j$. The resolved $j$ coordinate is then mapped back to the derived spaces. A split relation has three arguments: direction, size, and an optional coordinate tree. The direction—up or down—determines whether the number of blocks is constant (up) or whether the size of each block is constant (down). If the number of blocks is constant, then the size of each block is proportional to the size of $j$’s universe. But if the size of each block is constant, then the number of blocks is proportional to the size of $j$’s universe. The size argument is an integer that specifies the number of blocks or block size, depending on the direction. Finally, the optional coordinate tree argument creates blocks with the same number of coordinates from that tree, but that are variable-sized with respect to $j$’s universe. Figure 3-13 shows the difference between a coordinate universe split (purple dashed) and a coordinate tree split (red)—a universe split evenly divides $j$’s domain, while a tree split evenly divides the coordinate tree segments $j$ indexes.\(^{18}\)

Figure 3-14 shows an example where an index variable $j$ is split in the up direction with respect to its universe. The split changes the (original) iteration graph from

\[
\forall_i \forall_j \forall_k B_{ijk} \cap C_{ijk},
\]

which corresponds to an element-wise tensor multiplication, as

\[
\forall_i \forall_j \forall_k B_{ijk} \cap C_{ijk} : j \xrightarrow{\text{split}(\uparrow, 4)} j_0j_1.
\]
Figure 3-14: Two iteration graphs connected by a split relation. An original graph (left) that coiterates over two three-level coordinate hierarchies with three index variables, and a derived graph (right) whose middle index variables \( j_0 \) and \( j_1 \) derive from \( j \) in the original graph. Under the graphs there are iteration graph expressions, followed by the iteration domains of each index variable. The index variable \( j_0 \) iterates through equal-sized blocks of \( j \)’s iteration domain, while each execution of \( j_1 \) coiterates through the coordinates of \( B_2 \) and \( C_2 \) within each block.

The derived iteration graph has two derived index variables, \( j_0 \) and \( j_1 \), that derive from \( j \). These index variables have corresponding forall statements, and their universes are dimensions of the iteration space, but they do not index into the original coordinate trees. The relationship between \( j_0 \), \( j_1 \), and \( j \) is given as a relation after the \( : \) symbol, which should be read as “such that”. Relations use an arrow annotated with the type of the relation and its arguments to map index variables to their derived counterparts. Figure 3-14 also contains the graphical representation of the derived iteration space. It shows how the relation maps between \( j \) in the original iteration graph and \( j_0 \) and \( j_1 \) in the derived iteration graph. It also shows the iteration graph expressions and index variable iteration domains for each iteration graph. The \( j_0 \) index variable iterates over the dense range \([0, 4)\) denoting four blocks. The \( j_1 \) index variable iterates over each block by coiterating over coordinate levels \( B_2 \) and \( C_2 \), intersected with the coordinates in the block. Each block contains one fourth of the coordinates in the universe of \( j \)’s iteration domain—the first block contains the first fourth, the second block the second fourth, and so forth.

The collapse relation combines two nested index variables into a single index variable that iterates over the Cartesian combination of their coordinates. Collapse relations have no arguments. Figure 3-15 shows the effect fusion has on the iteration over a coordinate tree. Figure 3-15b shows the iteration after fusion: The \( j \) coordinates of every segment at the bottom level of the tree enumerates the subset of the \( i \)-\( j \) Cartesian combination that is present in the tree. Hence, the collapsed variable \( f \) can simply iterate over them to iterate over the Cartesian combination.
Figure 3-16: Two iteration graphs connected by a collapse relation. An original graph (left) that coiterates over two four-level coordinate tree with four index variables, and a derived graph (right) that coiterates over the same trees with three index variables. The middle collapsed index variable $j$ coiterates over the cartesian combination of two coordinate tree levels from each of the coordinate trees. Under the graphs there are iteration graph expressions, followed by the iteration domains that highlight the iteration at each index variable.

\[
\forall i \forall j \forall k \forall l B_{ijkl} \cap C_{ijkl}
\]

\[
i \in B_1 \cap C_1
\]

\[
 j \in B_2 \cap C_2
\]

\[
 k \in B_3 \cap C_3
\]

\[
l \in B_4 \cap C_4
\]

\[
\forall i \forall j \forall l B_{ijkl} \cap C_{ijkl} : jk \xrightarrow{\text{collapse}} f
\]

\[
i \in B_1 \cap C_1
\]

\[
f \in (B_2 \times B_3) \cap (C_2 \times C_3)
\]

\[
k \in B_4 \cap C_4
\]

Combination. At each point in the iteration, the $j$ and $i$ coordinates can be recovered: the $j$ coordinate can be read from the current position in the bottom level, and the $i$ coordinate can be found by searching for the $i$ coordinate that maps to the current $j$ position. (If we collapse more index variables, then we must recover each index variable above the bottom through search.) Furthermore, we can improve on a search by tracking the current $i$ coordinate and advancing it to the next when we come to the end of a row of $j$, as shown in the figure.

Figure 3-16 shows an example where a derived iteration graph (right) contains an index variable $f$ that derives from two collapsed index variables $j$ and $k$ in an original iteration graph (left). The original iteration graph has four iteration variables that iterate over two coordinate trees with four levels each; whereas the derived iteration graph has only three index variables, it is still iterating over coordinate trees with four levels. The collapsed index variable coiterates over the Cartesian combination of the two levels by coiterating over the bottom levels—$B_3$ and $C_3$—and comparing both $j$ and $k$.

Finally, Figure 3-17 compares three ways to divide into two pieces a two-dimensional iteration space formed by taking the intersection of a sparse coordinate relation $B$ and a dense coordinate relation $c$. This iteration space appears in the doubly compressed sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Figure 3-17a and Figure 3-17c split the outer loop $i$ with respect to its universe or the first level of $B$. The result is either an implementation that has the same number of rows in each block or one that has the same number of non-empty rows per block. Neither of these have the same amount of iteration space points, however, since
the rows may have a different number of points. Figure 3-17c combines an index variable collapse with a coordinate tree split to divide the iteration space into two pieces that have exactly the same number of non-empty points. This approach can be used to create statically load-balanced iteration spaces, and is the approach taken to create the load-balanced GPU SpMV implementation in Figure 1-14.

(a) By applying a universe split to the $i$ dimension, we cut it into two halves with with the same number of rows and points, but with different numbers of of nonempty rows and points.

(b) By applying a coordinate tree split to the $i$ dimension, we cut it into two halves with the same number of nonempty rows.

(c) By fusing the two dimensions followed by a coordinate tree split, we cut the iteration space into two halves with the same number of nonempty points. Observe that collapse and split are not inverse transformations.

Figure 3-17: Three ways to split up the two-dimensional iteration space of the iteration graph $\forall i \forall j B_{ij} \cap c_j$, which is the graph we would get from an SpMV operation $a_i = \sum_j B_{ij} c_j$. The three ways are a purple dashed universe split of the $i$ dimension (a) and two red coordinate splits—one of the $i$ dimension (b) and one of the collapsed $i$ and $j$ dimensions (c).

### 3.3 Iteration Lattices

An iteration graph describes iteration over a multidimensional iteration space as a hierarchy of iteration over index variables. Iteration domain expressions describe how to iterate over one index variable by
coiterating over a set expression of coordinate tree segments. Since coiterating over segments can be expensive, I introduce a formulation that divides an iteration domain into smaller units that each coiterates over a subset of the segments. Iterating over only some of the segments is possible when the iteration algorithms determine that one or more of the segments has no more coordinates left to iterate over. It then jumps to a simpler iteration algorithm that ignores these segments.

We divide an iteration domain into regions described by the segments that intersect there. These regions are the powerset of the segments in an iteration domain; that is, the set of all subsets. Thus, the iteration domain with $k$ segments divide into $2^k$ iteration regions (the last region is the empty set $\emptyset$ where no sets intersect). Figure 3-18 shows the Venn diagram of the union of three segments with labels marking the seven non-empty regions where subsets of segments intersect (the last region is the background, where no segments intersect). For notational convenience, the regions in the Venn diagrams are labeled only with the sets that intersect there, leaving out of the expression a subtraction of regions where other sets also intersect. Thus, for example, the region where only $c$ and $d$ intersect is labeled $c \cap d$, whereas the full expression is $c \cap d - b \cap c \cap d$.

To iterate over union domains, we must iterate through each region, as shown in Figure 3-18. But if the iteration domain contains intersections, we only need to iterate through some of the regions (a subset of the powerset). For example, in the intersection in Figure 3-19, we only need to iterate through the single region described by the intersection of all three segments. Figure 3-20 shows that when the iteration domain is a combination of union and intersection operations, we need to iterate over more than one but not every region.

We organize the coiteration over an iteration domain so that when a region runs out of coordinates, the coiteration algorithm jumps to a simpler algorithm that excludes the segments that ran out coordi-
Coiterate over regions with $b$, $c$, and $d$. When $b$ runs out of values the coiteration proceeds to coiterate over only $c$ and $d$, ignoring regions that contain $b$. And when $c$ also runs out of values the coiteration proceeds to only iterate over $d$, ignoring regions that contain $b$ or $c$.

Figure 3-22: The iterate-and-locate strategy iterates over one operand and locates the coordinates in another.

nates (Figure 3-21). How, and whether, the algorithm can detect when segments run out of coordinates depends on the coiteration strategy. I discuss two coiteration strategies over two segments and then generalize to any number of segments using a lattice formulation. I call the two-way coiteration strategies merge and iterate-and-locate, and they demonstrate the coiteration patterns that the lattices implicitly use to construct n-way coiteration strategies for any number of segments combined with any combination of set intersection and union operators.

The two-way merge coiteration strategy is a common technique that is used in the merge sort and merge join algorithms. It coiterates over two segments in $O(n)$ time, where $n$ is the number of coordinates in the larger segment. A two-way merge can be used to coiterate over either an intersection or a union, but requires ordered segments. It coiterates through the segments in order until either runs out of coordinates. At each step, it compares their coordinates to determine whether or not they match. If they do, then that coordinate lies in their intersection, and both segments are advanced. If not, then the smaller coordinate is considered next. It lies in the iteration region that contains only one segment, and only that segment is advanced. The iteration terminates when either segment runs out of coordinates. At this point, the intersection variant of the merge strategy has completed, whereas the union variant must iterate through whichever segment still has coordinates left, if any.

The iterate-and-locate strategy is a simpler coiteration strategy that can be used to coiterate over either an intersection, shown in Figure 3-22, or a union where one of the segments is a superset of the other segment. The two-way iterate-and-locate algorithm iterates over one of the segments and locates coordinates from the other segment using its locate capability.

The iteration lattice of an iteration domain combines a set $S$ of coordinate tree segments and is an ordered lattice of a non-strict subset of the power set of $S$. It is inversely ordered on segment exclusion that occurs when a segment runs out of coordinates to iterate over. It is, in

\[ \text{iterate over } b \quad \text{locate from } c \]

Figure 3-22: The iterate-and-locate strategy iterates over one operand and locates the coordinates in another.

20 Knuth has a good description of the two-way merge algorithm in Chapter 5.2.4 of Volume 3 of The Art of Computer Programming [80].

21 Databases sometimes use multi-phase union hash-join algorithms that I do not cover in this dissertation.

22 In prior work, we referred to iteration lattices as merge lattices, but I take this opportunity to provide them with a more suitable name.
other words, a lattice of increasingly fewer segments to coiterate over until all segments run out of coordinates (Figure 3-23). The segment subsets are called iteration lattice points. The segments of a point are divided into two sets called its *iterators* and *locators* (Figure 3-24). The iterators are the segments to coiterate over in the lattice point, using a multi-way merge strategy, whereas the locators are segments we can simply locate from using the iterate-and-locate strategy.

A lattice can be viewed as a state machine that coiterates through subsets of regions as in Figure 3-21. Figure 3-25 shows an example with pseudocode. But we do not simply iterate over one region at a time. Instead, we coiterate over several regions until a segment runs out of values and then proceed to coiterate over the subset of regions that do not have that segment. Thus, the lattice points are used in two ways. First, they enumerate the regions we will successively exclude until all segments have run out of values; second, they enumerate the regions we must consider at the present moment. To iterate over an iteration lattice, we proceed in the following manner. We begin at the top lattice point:

1. Coiterate over the current lattice point’s iterators until any of them runs out of values.

2. Compute the candidate coordinate, which at each step is the smallest of the current coordinates of the segments.

3. Determine which region the candidate coordinate is in by checking what segments are currently at that coordinate. The only regions we need to consider are those of the lattice points underneath the current lattice point (Figure 3-26).

```plaintext
while b, c and d have coordinates left do
    if in region [b, c, d] then . . .
    else if in region [b, c] then . . .
    else if in region [b, d] then . . .
    else if in region [c, d] then . . .
    else if in region [d] then . . .

while b and c have coordinates left do
    if in region [b, c] then . . .

while b and d have coordinates left do
    if in region [b, d] then . . .
    else if in region [d] then . . .

while c and d have coordinates left do
    if in region [c, d] then . . .
    else if in region [d] then . . .

while d has coordinates left do
    if in region [d] then . . .
```

Figure 3-25: Iteration lattice and corresponding coiteration pseudocode for the iteration domain \((b \cup c) \cap d\). There is one \(\texttt{while}\) loop per lattice point and each \(\texttt{while}\) loop contains one \(\texttt{if}\) statement per sub-lattice point. Next to each \(\texttt{while}\) loop is a Venn diagrams showing the regions it coiterates over. The \(\texttt{while}\) loops iterate until a segment in its region runs out of values, and the \(\texttt{if}\) statements check which region a coordinate is in. Depending on the region, different actions are taken. Figure 5-2 in Chapter 5 will describe an algorithm that produces C coiteration code.
4. When any segments run out of values, follow their lattice edge to a new lattice point and repeat the process until reaching the bottom.

This strategy leads to successively fewer segments to coiterate and regions to consider. We can use lattices, and this observation, to write code for any iteration domain that consists of a sequence of coiterating while loops that become simpler as we move down the lattice. Chapter 5 will show how to generate coiteration code from iteration lattices. Figure 3-27 provides several more lattice examples.

An iteration lattice can be constructed from an iteration domain. The construction algorithm proceeds bottom up, creating lattices at operands and merging them at operators (Figure 3-28). There are two types of operands (segments and dimensions) and two types of iterators (intersections and unions), resulting in four construction rules to create lattices that generalize the merge strategy. In addition, several optimizations can be employed to simplify the lattices and to move iterators to the locators set, thus creating lattices that combine the merge and iterate-and-locate strategies. The four iteration lattice construction rules are:

**Segment rule** The segment rule has two cases. If the level type of a segment supports an iterator capability, then the rule returns a lattice with a single non-bottom lattice point whose set of iterators contains the segment and whose set of locators is empty. If the level type does not support an iterator capability but instead supports locate, then the rule returns a lattice with a single non-bottom lattice point, the iterators set of which contains the

Figure 3-28: An iteration lattices constructed from the subexpressions of an iteration domain.
dimension of the segment and locators set contains the segment (Figure 3-29).

**Dimension rule**  The dimension rule returns a lattice point with a single non-bottom lattice point whose iterators set contains the dimension and locators set is empty (Figure 3-30).

**Intersection rule**  The intersection rule combines the lattices of its operands to produce a new lattice that describes iteration over the intersection of the operand iteration domains (Figure 3-31). To intersect two lattices, we first take the Cartesian product of their lattice points, which produces a set of ordered lattice point pairs. Next, we merge the lattice points in each pair: the union of the iterators and the union of the locators become the iterators and locators of the merged point. If there are multiple iterators in the merged iterators set and at least one of them is unordered, then we insert a dimension into the iterators set and move the unordered iterators to the locators set. Finally, we remove duplicates from the merged lattice points to produce the set of lattice points of the resulting lattice.

**Union rule**  The union rule combines the lattices of its operands to produce a new lattice that describes iteration over the union of the operand iteration domains (Figure 3-32). To union two lattices, we first apply the intersection rule to produce an intersection lattice. We then take the union of the lattice points of the intersection lattice and the two operand lattices to produce the lattice points of the resulting lattice.

The four rules above produce correct iteration lattices; however, we can apply two optimizations during construction to produce lattices that coiterate over fewer segments:

**Intersection optimization**  The intersection optimization takes advantage of the fact that the intersection of two sets is fully contained in either set. It is therefore sufficient to iterate over one of them to cover the entire intersection, provided there is a way to query whether coordinates exist in the other set and therefore is in the intersection (Figure 3-33). The intersection optimization applied to the pre-merger lattice point pairs in the intersection rule, except when it is used to construct an initial lattice in the union rule. One of the locations in the pairs is chosen as the query side. For each lattice point on the query side, we then move segments with the locate capability to the locators set.

**Subset optimization**  The subset optimization takes advantage of the fact that the union of a subset and a superset is fully contained in the superset. It is therefore sufficient to iterate over the superset

23 We can chose either side as the query side, but a reasonable heuristic is to select the side with more segments that can be moved to the locate set.
Figure 3-31: The iteration lattice intersection rule constructs a lattice from the Cartesian product of the lattice points of the operands, merging the resulting lattice point pairs.

Figure 3-32: The iteration lattice union rule constructs a lattice from the union of the Cartesian product of the lattice points of the operands, merging the resulting lattice point pairs, and the lattice points of each operand.

to cover the entire union, provided the subset supports locate to query what region each coordinate lays in (Figure 3-34).

The subset optimization applies rules both to the pre-merger lattice point pairs and to the post-merger lattice points, in the union rule. One of the lattices of the union is first determined to be a subset of the other, and its location in the lattice point pairs is the subset side. Pre-merger, the optimization moves the segments with the locate capability of every lattice point on the subset side to the locators set. Post-merger, it remove all lattices whose iterators are all subsets of the iterators of a prior lattice point. For example, if the top lattice point has a full iterator, then we remove all iterators that do not have this lattice point.

Figure 3-34: Venn diagram that shows the subset optimization applied to $b \cup c$ where $b \supseteq c$ and $c$ supports locate. Instead of coiterating over $b$ and $c$, we iterate over $b$ and locate from $c$ to determine the region of the coordinate.
3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I developed a comprehensive sparse iteration theory. This theory included an algebra that describes sparse iteration spaces as an indexed set operations of coordinate relations. It also included the iteration graph expression language that describes how to iterate through a sparse iteration space by recursively iterating over each dimension in turn. The iteration graphs can also express iteration over a derived space that is then mapped to the original space in order to enable fusion and tiling. Finally, I introduced an iteration lattice formulation that describes iteration over a single dimension of a space as a sequence of successively simpler iterations, ruling out coordinate trees when they run out of values.

The sparse iteration space theory puts sparse operations on a firm compiler foundation. It complements the polyhedral model for dense iteration spaces. Further, it lets us apply many of the traditional dense loop or iteration space transformations—reordering, loop collapsing, strip-mining, and tiling—to sparse loops and iteration spaces. Finally, the iteration lattice formalism enables us to reason about and generate code for data structure coiteration—joins!—over any number of data structures simultaneously. And it includes merge algorithms (e.g., merge join), locate algorithms (e.g., hash join), and any combination, with any number of data structures, all at once.

The sparse iteration space theory in this chapter is a foundation for reasoning about optimizing and compiling code that iterates over sparse iteration spaces. This includes tensor algebra, but I expect it to grow to also include relational algebra and graph operations. These operations also work on sets and can be formulated as iteration over sparse Cartesian coordinate spaces.

In Chapter 4, I extend the iteration space algebra and the iteration graphs to also include tensor computations. The resulting languages—tensor index notation and concrete notation—let us express tensor computations over sparse tensors. Chapter 5 shows how to compile the concrete notation to imperative code using iteration lattices. Because the concrete notation is an extension of iteration graphs, the code generation algorithm also works for iteration graphs in general. Finally, Chapter 6 shows how to transform concrete notation, and hence iteration graphs, to optimize iteration order.
Chapter 4

Tensor Notations

Tensor notations are powerful tools that describe relationships between tensors and how they should be combined. Mathematics advances with improvements in notation and the tensor index notation, since its development in the 1890s [109], has been used to express laws, relationships, and processes in physics, chemistry, engineering, data analytics, and machine learning. The general theory of relativity was first expressed as a tensor equation [51], quantum mechanics depends on tensors [54], they let us describe relationships between data sets [81], and tensor operations have now become the dominant language of neural networks [1].

We will examine two tensor languages—a generalization of the tensor index notation developed by Ricci-Curbastro and Levi-Civita [109] and a new language I call the concrete index notation. Tensor index notation is a declarative notation that describes the relationships between components of the result and the operands. The concrete index notation, on the other hand, is procedural and describes how to compute a result tensor from the operands. The power of the concrete index notation is that it lets us describe the order of operations, where temporary values are stored, and how iterations map to hardware—precisely the information we need to optimize computation. It does not, however, include the details of how to iterate over irregular data structures—while loops, if statements, and indirect memory accesses—and therefore requires no complicated analysis. These operations are introduced during the lowering of concrete index notation to imperative IR that I describe in Chapter 5.

4.1 Matrix Multiply Example

We will first walk through a matrix multiplication example \((A = BC)\) to get a sense of the notations and what the code generated from them looks like. We will also see how different transformations of the concrete index notation, described further in Chapter 6, can have a profound impact on the generated code. We will start out assuming that all matrices are dense but as we transform the intermediate repre-
presentation, we will change the data structures of first the operands and then also the result to the compressed sparse row (CSR) format (see Section 2.5 for a description of CSR). Although matrix multiplication comes from the linear algebra subset of tensor algebra, the language concepts, and compilation, applies the same way to higher-order tensor expressions. Matrix multiplication can be expressed in tensor index notation as

$$A_{ij} = \sum_k B_{ik} C_{kj}.$$  

This notation is a declarative description that gives the relationship between each result component $A_{ij}$ and the operands as an expression on the left-hand side.

The matrix multiplication can also be written in the concrete index notation.\(^{24}\) Whereas tensor index notation is a declarative language that describes the relationship between results and operands, concrete index notation is a procedural language that describes computation that must be carried out to compute the results. The resulting statement, with dense pseudocode on the right, is

$$\forall i \forall j \forall k A_{ij} ::= B_{ik} C_{kj}.$$  

The concrete index notation statement includes outer forall statements for the two free index variables $i$ and $j$ that index into the result. It also includes an inner forall statement for the summation variable $k$ and replaces the assignment with a compound summation assignment $\leftrightarrow$. The statement has operational semantics, with the order of the forall statements giving the order of computation and the inner statement describing the computation that occurs for each iteration. Furthermore, result variables are implicitly initialized to zero. The pseudocode for the concretized matrix multiplication is given on the right. But, as we will see, the generated code may look very different depending on the storage formats of the tensors. Due to these storage formats, which describe coordinate hierarchies, the concrete index notation must iterate over the sparse iteration space of the operands that is described by an iteration graph. Figure 4-2 shows the iteration graph for the above concrete index notation statement, where the matrix $C$ is stored in column-major order to avoid inefficient iteration through its data structure in the reverse direction.

The concrete index notation statements that result from concretization are often suboptimal. Reasons include traversing coordinate hierarchies in a different order than their level order, scattering into data structures that do not support random insert, or loop-invariant tensor subexpressions. In fact, in many cases, concretized sparse expressions are asymptotically suboptimal. By placing the reduction variable $k$ in the innermost forall statement, the concretized matrix multiplication implements an inner product algorithm. This algorithm is typically the best algorithm for dense matrix multiplication because it avoids scat-

\(^{24}\) In the taco compiler, users typically do not write concrete index notation. Instead, they write index notation and rely on taco to concretize it to concrete notation, where optimizations take place. The concrete index notation is thus used as an intermediate representation (IR).
tering into the result matrix\textsuperscript{25} For sparse multiplications, however, it has two issues. The first issue is due to the (often asymptotically) high cost of iterating through the levels of a sparse coordinate hierarchy data structure out of order. If this forall statement ordering is to let us iterate over the coordinate hierarchies of matrices $B$ and $C$ in order, $B$ must be stored in row-major order (e.g., CSR) and $C$ must be stored in column-major order (e.g., CSC). The second issue is that the inner loop must coiterate over a sparse row and column. This coiteration requires an intersection merge algorithm that does work proportional to the number of components on the row with fewest components, instead of proportional to the intersection between them. Because the intersection can be smaller than the smallest of the two vectors, a merge operation may iterate over coordinate space points that do not contribute to the result.

By reordering the forall statements, we can change the matrix multiplication algorithm to a \textit{linear combination of rows algorithm} that computes a row of $A$ as a sum of rows from $C$ scaled by a row from $B$. This algorithm does work only proportional to the number of multiplication that contributes to the result. We optimize concrete index notation statements by applying scheduling transformations, and one of these transformations is the reorder transformation. To obtain a linear combination of rows algorithm, we reorder the forall statements of $j$ and $k$, yielding

$$
\forall i \forall k \forall j \ A_{ij} + = B_{ik} C_{kj}.
$$

Figure 4-3 shows the corresponding iteration graph. The new order of the forall statements iterates through both operands in row-major order, which means a sparse row-major CSR data structure yields good performance. Furthermore, this algorithm does not require the merging of compressed data structures, the rows of $B$ and $C$ because the only merge happens at $k$, which indexes a compressed row and a dense column. The $k$ forall statement, however, is now above the $j$ forall statement resulting in scattering behavior into $A$ because $A$ is indexed by $j$ and the $k$ causes each coordinate in $j$ to be visited multiple times. Scattering into the result matrix $A$ is not an issue if its format supports efficient $O(1)$ insertion, such as a dense matrix.

Figure 4-4 shows C code generated from the linear combination of rows concrete index statement, where the operands are CSR matrices, and the result is a dense matrix. Figure 4-6 provides an example CSR data structure for the matrix $B$. Because it contains the subexpression $B_{ik}$, it iterates over $B$’s sparse matrix data structure with the loops over $i$ (line 2) and $k$ (lines 3–4). The loop over $i$ is dense because the CSR format stores every row, whereas the loop over $k$ is sparse because each row is compressed. To iterate over the column coordinates of the $i$th row, the $k$ loop iterates over $[\text{B_pos}[i], \text{B_pos}[i+1])$ in $\text{B_crd}$.

In many applications, the result of a sparse matrix multiplication

\textsuperscript{25} This coding pattern, where free variables are collected in the outer loops, computes results separately without any scattering behavior. It is often called owner-computes or output stationary and is particularly useful in dense computations, due to ease of vectorization and parallelization. In computations where the result is sparse, however, it can be problematic because one does not know a priori what result components are nonzero and therefore need to be computed.
Figure 4-4: A sparse matrix multiplication, $A_{ij} = \sum_k B_{ik} C_{kj}$, where the operands are spares and the result is dense. The sparse matrices are stored with the CSR format and an example of the data structures of $B$ is given in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-5: A sparse matrix multiplication where the operands and the result are sparse. Sparse matrices do not support $O(1)$ insert so the code uses a dense row workspace. The index data structures of the result matrix $A$ have been pre-assembled and all memory pre-allocated.

is sparse, and we may want the result matrix to also be stored in the CSR format. To gain intuition for when the result is sparse, consider a square matrix with one row and one column for every person in a social network. This matrix has a nonzero component wherever the person whose row the component is on is friends with the person whose column it is on. A multiplication of the matrix by itself acts like one step in a breadth-first search starting at every person. Thus, the resulting matrix will have nonzero components wherever two people are friends and wherever two people share a friend. The Milgram experiment estimated the degree of separation in the US population to be as high as six [94]; therefore, a single multiplication leaves most matrix components at zero. Other matrices, such as a finite element stiffness matrix of a mesh, have far higher degrees of separation, meaning the results of multiplying them are highly sparse.

A CSR result matrix complicates the kernel because the assignment on line 7 is nested inside the reduction loop $k$. This nesting order causes the inner loop $j$ to iterate over and insert into each row of $A$ several times. Compressed data structures, however, do not support fast random inserts (only appends), and inserting into the middle of a CSR matrix costs $O(nnz)$ due to data movement.

The precompute transformation lets us sidestep the high cost of inserting into a compressed data structure, by rewriting the concrete index statement to accumulate results into a temporary row vector with $O(1)$ insertion, followed by a copy of the row to the end of the compressed result matrix. I refer to such temporary tensors as workspaces. Workspaces are often tensors of lower order than the result tensor, that support efficient random insertion, such as dense or a hash map. The concrete index notation that results from applying the precompute transformation to compute each row into a row workspace is
∀i (\forall j A_{ij} = w_j \text{ where } \forall k \forall j w_j += B_{ik} C_{kj})

A where statement precomputes an expression and stores the result in a temporary workspace. In the concrete index statement above, one row at a time is computed and appended to A. The computation of the row into the workspace w is described on the right-hand side of the where statement. Figure 4-7 shows the iteration graph of the expression, where iteration domain over the workspace is concatenated to the second dimension.

Figure 4-5 shows C code generated from the above concrete index notation statement where both the operands and the result are stored in the CSR matrix format. The code assumes that A has been pre-assembled and the second loop can therefore replace the iteration over w with iteration over the ith row of A. Pre-assembling indices, common in simulation codes, increases performance when assembly can be moved out of inner loops, but it is also possible to simultaneously assemble and compute. Because values can be scattered efficiently into a dense workspace, the loop nest k, j (lines 3–9) looks similar to the kernel in Figure 4-4. Instead of storing values into the result matrix A, however, it stores them in a dense workspace vector. When a row of the result is fully computed in the workspace, it is appended to A in a second loop over j (lines 11–15).

4.2 Tensor Index Notation

The tensor index notation\(^{26}\) is a tensor language where an indexed assignment describes how each component on the left-hand side relates to an expression of the operands on the right-hand side (e.g., Figure 4-8). The expressions on the right-hand sides consist of tensor operands indexed by index variables, scalar operators that combine the indexed tensors, and reduction expressions that introduce an index variable that is reduced (e.g., summed) over. An index variable is a variable that is bound to a set of coordinate values termed its domain. These values correspond to values along tensor modes, and index variables can therefore be used to index into tensor modes. We call index variables that index into the result free variables, and the index variables that are bound to a reduction expression reduction variables.

Figure 4-9 shows the grammar of index notation. It contains only a few common binary expressions and reduction expressions; however, it can readily be extended with new operators and reductions.

Reduction expressions consist of a binary operator \(\oplus\), a reduction variable \(k\), and an expression \(E\). It is evaluated by calculating \(E\) for every value of \(k\), combining the results with \(\oplus\). Common reduction operators have special reduction symbols, such as addition (summation \(\Sigma\)).

\[
A_{ijl} = \sum_k B_{ijk} C_{kl}
\]

\[
A_{0,3,1} = \sum_k B_{0,3,k} C_{k,1}
\]

\(^{26}\) The tensor index notation I use in this dissertation is more general than the one used in the tensor algebra because it supports arbitrary nesting of reductions, additions inside reductions, and broadcast semantics for additions as well as multiplications. In Chapter 9, I describe other possible extensions such as support for operations in any semiring, support for general operations, and support for stencils.
and multiplication (product \( \prod \)). Other operators are simply indexed by the reduction variable, such as \( \min_k \). Syntactically, the expression \( E \) is the next term after the reduction symbol unless parentheses are used to define scope, such as in \( \sum_k (b_k + c_k) \).

The notation also supports powerful broadcast semantics when one or more of the operands are not indexed by one or more of the index variables, such as \( a_i = \sum_j B_{ij}c_j \) or \( A_{ij} = B_{ij} + c_j \) where the vector \( c \) is not indexed by \( i \). When an index variable is missing from a tensor access expression, then that access expression is broadcast across the variable’s index set.\(^{27}\) Hence, in the above examples, the vector \( c \) is broadcast across \( i \), meaning that it is respectively multiplied and added to every row of \( B \).

### 4.3 Concrete Index Notation

The **concrete index notation**, or concrete notation for short, is a tensor language that specifies the order of computation and the storage location of intermediate computations (e.g., Figure 4-10). It is an excellent target for optimizing transformations that change the order of computation and that introduce temporary tensors to reduce work, increase locality, and take advantage of hardware features such as vectorization and parallelism. Although it is possible to express computations directly in concrete notation, such programs are not performance portable because they include optimization decisions that may only apply to one machine architecture. Instead, the concrete notation is intended to be an intermediate representation that is targeted by the optimizing transformations in Chapter 6.

#### Grammar

The concrete index notation comprises five statements—assignment, forall, where, sequence and multi—and a scalar expression language (Figure 4-11). The assignment statement assigns the result of a scalar expression to a tensor component, the forall statement executes a statement over an index range inferred from tensor dimensions, the where statement creates temporaries that store subexpressions, the sequence

---

\(^{27}\) An access expression that lacks an index variable will be broadcast across the full index set of the index variable, even if the index variable indexes another operand that is sparse and therefore only has values at a subset of the coordinates of the index variable’s index set.

---

\( \forall_i \forall_j \forall_k A_{ijl} = t \text{ where } t += B_{ijk}C_{kl} \)

Figure 4-10: A concrete index notation example of a 3-order tensor multiplied by a matrix \( A_{ijl} = \sum_k B_{ijk}C_{kl} \).
Concrete index notation expressions have two types of variables: index variables and tensors. An index variable is bound to a set of coordinate values by a forall statement and takes on each of these values at different iterations. They are also used in access expressions to access the tensor components to operate on in assignment statements. Index values could, in principle, be anything—numbers, strings, names, or webpages—but I only treat index values that are integers in this dissertation. Tensors are maps from coordinates to scalar components (see Chapter 2). They are only used in access expressions where they are indexed in each mode by an index variable or an index literal. The type of the index values must match the type of the corresponding tensor modes, and the index values must be a subset of the index values in the tensor mode. The tensor components are scalar values that can be a type that can be computed on by the operators they are used in. Common types are integers of different bit-widths, floats and doubles, complex numbers, and booleans.

The notation rule describes a complete concrete index notation statement. It consists of a statement body and an optional environment. The statement body can be either of the five statements, which in turn can be nested. The environment consists of relations, bounds, and tags. The relations relate derived index variables to the index variables they derived from. I describe them in Section 3.2, Section 6.3 (collapse), and Section 6.4 (split). The bounds place a constraint on the size of the universe of an index variable, and are described in Section 6.5. And the tags specify how the index variable’s forall statements should be lowered to imperative code, and are described in Section 6.6. Each index variable can be associated with at most one bound and one tag and can at most be the target of one relation.

An assignment statement computes the value of a single tensor component in the result tensor Figure 4-12). The result of an assign-

\[ A_{i_1, \ldots, i_n} = \text{expr} \]
A forall statement binds an index variable \( i \in I \) to a set of index values \( I \), called its range, and executes a statement \( \text{stmt} \) once for each index value (Figure 4-13). The range of the index variable must be the same set of index values as the mode of every tensor that it is used to index into. It can therefore be inferred from the tensor modes and, for ease of notation, we omit it when we write forall statements. A forall statement does not define an execution ordering and can be configured to be sequential, parallel, or vectorized (see Section iteration space mapping transformations).

A where statement consists of a producer statement \( \text{stmt}_p \) that computes temporary tensor variables that are consumed as operands in a consumer statement \( \text{stmt}_c \) (Figure 4-14). The temporary tensors, also referred to as workspaces, are defined and initialized on entering the where statement. They can be written to in the producer statement and exported as read-only tensors to the consumer side, where they can be used as operands. Their scope is the where statement, their lifetime is its duration of the where statement, and they are semantically recreated for each invocation (i.e., for each iteration of outer forall statements). A where statement can be used to introduce temporaries that can be scattered into, that are cheaper to coiterate over, and that can be used to hoist loop invariant code (see Section 6.2).

A sequence statement computes a tensor in two stages. It consists of a statement \( \text{stmt}_d \) that defines a tensor and a statement \( \text{stmt}_m \) that mutates it (Figure 4-15). Sequence statements can be nested to compute a tensor in multiple stages: \( \text{stmt}_d; \text{stmt}_m_1; \text{stmt}_m_2; \ldots \). A sequence statement can be used to remove temporaries by instead successively adding additional computations to the same result (see Section 6.2).

A multi statement combines two statements \( \text{stmt}_l \) and \( \text{stmt}_r \) that compute different results (Figure 4-16). The statements may execute in any order and can share operands. A multi statement can be used to compute two tensors inside the same shared outer loop.

**Connection to Iteration Graphs**

The concrete notation has a close connection to iteration graphs. Concrete statements compute tensor expressions with sparse tensors and may, due to the algebraic properties of their operators, iterate over only a sparse subset of the expression’s full iteration. The concrete notation lowering machinery in Chapter 5 converts a concrete forall expression is one tensor indexed by index variables \( i \ldots \) that are bound by enclosing forall statements and iterate through a set of index values. Expressions in concrete index notation cannot contain reductions. Rather, an assignment statement may be a compound assignment, which means that they use some operator to combine the result computed on the right-hand side. For example, an incrementing assignment \( += \) adds the value computed in each forall iteration to the result tensor.
statement to an iteration lattice, by way of iteration graphs and the forall index variable’s iteration domain. I described how to convert iteration graphs to iteration domains, and iteration domains to iteration lattices in Chapter 3. This section describes how to convert a concrete notation statement into an iteration graph.

We can turn a concrete notation statement into an iteration graph that only iterates over a sparse iteration space, by taking advantage of the algebraic properties of the operators in the concrete expressions. Specifically, because sparse tensors compress out zeros, we will take advantage of the zero annihilators and zero identities. An operator is annihilated (or absorbed) by zero if applying it to any value, and a zero yields a zero. For example,

\[ a \times 0 = 0 \]

for all values of \( a \). Owing to the fact that both operands must be nonzero for the result to be nonzero, it is sufficient to iterate over the intersection of two tensors combined by an operator with a zero annihilator. Furthermore, an operator has zero as its identity element if applying it to any value, and a zero yields the value. For example,

\[ a + 0 = a \]

for all values of \( a \). A consequence of this property is that applying the operator to two zeros yields a zero. Because at least one operand must be nonzero for the result to be nonzero, it is enough to iterate over the union of two tensors combined by an operator with a zero identity.

We can use these insights to define an algorithm to convert a concrete notation forall statement to an iteration graph expression. The algorithm recurs bottom up on the forall statement and applies different rules to the statements and expressions in its body based on their type. These rules combine the iteration graphs produced at substatements and subexpressions and are listed below.

**Access** Return an indexed coordinate relation with the same coordinates as the nonzero components of the tensor.

**Literal** Return a scalar coordinate relation.

**Negation** Return the iteration graph produced for the subexpression.

**Parenthesis** Return a parenthesis iteration graph expression that contains the iteration graph produced for the subexpression.

**Addition and Subtraction** Return the union of the iteration graphs produced for the left and right subexpressions.

**Multiplication** Return the intersection of the iteration graphs produced for the left and right subexpressions.

**Assignment Statement** Return the iteration graph expression produced for the right-hand side of the assignment.

---

28 This dissertation does not cover the generalization of these ideas so that any function can be used in index and concrete notation expressions.
Forall  Return a forall iteration graph expression, the index variable of which is the same as the concrete notation forall and the body of which is the iteration graph produced for the concrete notation forall body.

Where  Return the consumer iteration graph where the producer result (the temporary) is replaced by the producer iteration graph.

Sequence and Multi  Return the union of the iteration graphs produced for the two substatements.

4.4 Concretize Algorithm

The concrete index notation was designed to be an intermediate representation for expressing program transformations and optimizations and not a primary language users would write their programs in. The reason is that programs written in concrete index notation are more difficult to read than equivalent programs in index notation and also interleave application code and optimization decisions. They therefore tend to be specific to one machine architecture and less performance portable.

The intended usage model is therefore that users write their programs in tensor index notation that is then transformed to concrete index notation through a process I call concretization (see Figure 4-1). This process is designed to be simple so that users can predict how the concretized code will look. Optimizations are then applied through a sequence of transformations of the concrete notation expressed with a scheduling language (Chapter 6).

The concretization algorithm converts an index notation assignment statement into a concrete notation statement. It replaces reduction expressions with compound assignments inside where statements and wraps the resulting statement in forall statement for the index variable free variable. Each reduction expression is replaced by a where statement. The producer statement is a forall statement over the reduction variable that contains a compound assignment with the reduction operator. The left-hand side of the assignment is a scalar temporary variable, and the right-hand side is the reduced expression. The consumer statement is the original index statement with the reduction expression replaced by the temporary tensor. The following matrix-vector multiplication plus vector example \((a = Bc + d)\) demonstrates this rewrite:

\[
a_i = \sum_j (B_{ij}c_j) + d_i \implies \forall_i (a_i = t + d_i \text{ where } \forall_j t += B_{ij}c_j).
\]

One simplification is applied to make the concrete index notation statements cleaner for the subsequent scheduling transformations. The simplification is applied if the assignment statement that consumes the temporary only has the temporary on its right-hand side and is either
not a compound assignment or is a compound assignment with the same operator as the compound assignment that produced the temporary. The simplification

1. hoists the loop in the producer statement out of the where statement,

2. replaces the temporary tensor on the consumer side with the right-hand side of the assignment that produced it and replaces the consumer assignment with a compound assignment with the same operator as the assignment that produced the temporary, and

3. replaces the where statement with its consumer side.

The step-by-step effect of this transformation is shown in the following matrix-vector multiplication example \((a = Bc)\):

\[
\forall_i (a_i = t \text{ where } \forall_j t += B_{ij}c_j) \\
\forall_i\forall_j (a_i = t \text{ where } t += B_{ij}c_j) \\
\forall_i\forall_j (a_i += B_{ij}c_j \text{ where } t += B_{ij}c_j) \\
\forall_i\forall_j a_i += B_{ij}c_j
\]

Finally, the concretization algorithm wraps the assignment statement in one forall statement for each free variable in the index notation statement, nested by the order in which they index the assignment statement’s left-hand side.

### 4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I introduced two tensor notations. The declarative tensor index notation describes the relationships between components of the result and the operands. It is intended to be used by the end user. The concrete notation, on the other hand, is primarily intended as an intermediate representation. It specifies how to compute results by iterating over an iteration space made sparse by the algebraic properties of scalar operators. I have also described a concretization algorithm that translates tensor index notation to concrete notation.

The tensor languages and the translation let us convert the tensor index notation provided by the user to computation over sparse iteration spaces. They therefore facilitate sparse imperative tensor algebra code generation. Furthermore, the concrete notation lets us reason about optimizing transformations on tensor algebra iteration spaces before we introduce sparse imperative constructs such as while loops, if statements, and indirect memory accesses. This separation of transformations from sparse code is an essential design feature because sparse code makes it substantially difficult to analyze and optimize sparse code.
In Chapter 5, I show how to generate imperative code from the concrete notation, using the connection to iteration graphs and iteration lattices. Further, in Chapter 6, I describe several transformations that apply to concrete notation to optimize its sparse iteration, its computations, and its mapping to imperative code and parallel hardware.
“Smart data structures and dumb code works a lot better than the other way around.”
— Eric Raymond

Chapter 5

Coiteration Code Generation

In this chapter, I use the ideas and intermediate representations from the preceding chapters—coordinate trees, concrete notation, iteration graphs, and iteration lattices—to describe a code generation algorithm that lowers concrete notation statements to imperative code. Figure 5-1 highlights the lower algorithm in the compiler flow. It is applied after optimizing transformations have been applied to the concrete notation, as described in the next chapter. The lower algorithm takes in a concrete notation statement and produces imperative loops. These loops iterate over the concrete statement’s sparse iteration space by coiterating over the data structures of its operands. The lower algorithm also produces code to compute result values and code to assemble result index data structures. It can be configured to emit compute code, assembly code, or both, which makes it possible to reuse the index data structure of the result when the values of the operands have changed but not their index data structures.

5.1 Algorithm Overview

Figure 5-2 shows the pseudocode for the lowering code generation algorithm. It operates recursively on statements in the concrete notation, and it has one lower function for each statement type. The figure uses color coding to separate the algorithm’s control flow (black text) from the statements that emit code (colored text).

Most of the action is in the forall lower function. It generates code to iterate over one index variable, which describes one dimension of the iteration space. (The recursion composes per-dimension iteration into multi-dimensional iteration.) The forall lower function has two salient features: nested loops over iteration lattice points and statement simplification before the recursive call.

The first statement in the forall lower function constructs an iteration lattice from the forall loop by converting it to an iteration graph, extracting the index variable’s iteration domain, and building a lattice from it. Section 4.3 describes how to convert concrete notation to an iteration graph, and Chapter 3 describes how to get iteration
function lower(forall statement $S_{forall}$ of index variable $i$)
  let $L$ be an iteration lattice constructed from $S_{forall}$
  Emit initialize iterators $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
  for each lattice point $L_p$ in $L$ do
    Emit loop header $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    Emit access iterators $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    Emit map candidate coordinates to the original space $\rightarrow$ Section 5.3
    Emit resolve the coordinate of $i$ $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    Emit map resolved coordinate to each derived space $\rightarrow$ Section 5.3
    Emit locate from locators $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    for each lattice point $L_q < L_p$ in $L$ do
      Emit conditional header $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
      let $S_{simplified}$ be a statement constructed from the body of $S_{forall}$ by removing operands that have run out of values in $L_q$
      lower($S_{simplified}$)
      Emit assembly code $\rightarrow$ Section 5.4
      Emit conditional footer $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    end for
    Emit advance iterators $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
    Emit loop footer $\rightarrow$ Section 5.2
  end for
end function

function lower(assignment statement $S_{assignment}$)
  Emit compute code $\rightarrow$ Section 5.4
end function

function lower(where statement $S_{where}$)
  lower(producer statement of $S_{where}$)
  lower(consumer statement of $S_{where}$)
end function

function lower(sequence statement $S_{sequence}$)
  lower(definition statement of $S_{sequence}$)
  lower(mutation statement of $S_{sequence}$)
end function

function lower(multi statement $S_{multi}$)
  lower(left statement of $S_{multi}$)
  lower(right statement of $S_{multi}$)
end function

Figure 5-2: Algorithm that lowers concrete notation to imperative IR. The lower function recurs on concrete notation statements, and each call invokes the lower function that match the statement type. Black statements are the control flow of the lower algorithm, while colored statements emit code. Blue statements emit code to iterate over the concrete notation’s sparse iteration space and green statements emit code to assemble result data structures and to compute values that go into those data structures.
domains from iteration graphs and iteration lattices from iteration domains. The lowering algorithm uses the lattice to generate while loops and if statements that coiterate over tensor coordinate trees. It generates these statements using two nested loops over lattice points: the outer loop generates while loops that coiterate over coordinate segments until they run out of values, and the inner loop generates if statements that execute different code in different regions of the iteration domain. The inner loop iterates over only the lattice points below the current point in the outer loop, because the regions of the other lattice points have already run out of coordinates when we get to this point. See Section 3.3 for more information on iteration lattices.

The current lattice point in the inner loop is used to simplify the body of the forall statement before it is passed down the recursion. The simplification sets tensor access expressions in the forall body to zero if they have run out of values in a prior lattice point, which is the case if the tensor is not included in the current lattice point. The simplification then further algebraically simplifies the concrete statement by propagating the zeros. For example, if \( B_1 \) runs out of values in

\[
\forall_i \forall_j \forall_k (B_{ik} + C_{ik})D_{kj},
\]

then \( B_{ik} \) is set to zero and the expression simplifies to

\[
\forall_i \forall_j \forall_k C_{ik}D_{kj}.
\]

The simplification creates a peculiar recursion pattern, where the recursive call for each lattice point emits different code into each if statement. But the simplified code is cleaner and does not need to guard against out-of-bounds data structure accesses.

In the next sections, I describe the code emitted by the lowering algorithm. The lowering algorithm has several colored emit statements that emit blocks of imperative code with different functions. I divide the emit statements into statements that generate coiteration code (Section 5.2), statements that map index variables to the current index variable’s universe (Section 5.3), and statements that compute values or assemble result data structures (Section 5.4). I give examples of emitted code in the C language, although the taco compiler emits an imperative IR that is specialized to C, CUDA, or LLVM.

The lowering algorithm has an environment with information about iterators. There is one level iterator for each coordinate tree level, as well as one universe iterator for each index variable. The iterators are compile-time concepts: they do not iterate over data structures. Instead, they provide imperative code to do the iteration. This code is retrieved from the level types in the tensor formats, which I described in Chapter 2. The iterators of a tensor coordinate tree are chained together, and the iterator at level \( k + 1 \) iterates over the segment at the position described by the iterator at level \( k \). The iterator chaining thus affects the code to compute the beginning and end of coiteration loops.
5.2 Coiteration Code

The blue statements in Figure 5-1 emit imperative code that coiterates over the index data structures of the tensor coordinate trees. I describe each emit statement and give C examples that iterate over compressed levels and universe iterators.

Iteration Variable Naming Conventions

There are three types of induction variables involved. Each iterator that iterates over a coordinate tree segment has one variable that tracks its current position and one variable that tracks its current coordinate. The naming convention of the position variable of an iterator is the letter p followed by the name of the coordinate tree level of the segments that the iterator iterates over. For example, the position variable of an iterator over segments of $B_2$ is named pB2. The naming convention of the coordinate variable of an iterator is the name of the index variable whose domain the iterator contributes to, followed by the name of the coordinate tree whose segments the iterator iterates over. For example, the coordinate variable of an iterator that is part of index variable i’s domain and that iterates over a coordinate tree $B$ is named iB.

The current coordinate of each iterator is called a candidate coordinate. The candidate coordinates may differ from each other at any given iteration, depending on what coordinates are stored in their respective coordinate trees. They must, therefore, be combined to determine the coordinate of the current iteration, called its resolved coordinate. The merge strategy considers the smallest candidate coordinate to be the resolved coordinate, and it uses the min function to find it. The variable of the resolved coordinate is named after the iterator. For example, the candidate coordinate variable of iterator $i$ is named $i$.

Emit initialize iterators

The first step is to emit code to define and initialize one loop induction variable for each segment in the iterator set of the entire lattice, which is the union of the iterator sets of its lattice point. These induction variables are integers, and the initialization expressions are the $\text{ibegin}_k$ results of the bounds level function in each iterator’s iterator capability.

If the iterator capability is a position iterator, then the naming convention for the induction variable is a p followed by the level name, and the naming convention for the variable that holds the end of a segment is p followed by the level name followed by _end. For a level $B_2$, where the i coordinate index into the parent level $B_1$, the generated C code is:

```c
int pB2 = B2_pos[i];
int pB2_end = B2_pos[i+1];
```

Note that the end of segment variables are often collapsed into the loop bounds for code readability.
name of the coordinate relation of the level (e.g., iB). Universe iterator variables are named after the index variable, as are segment iterator induction variables if there is only a single level iterator. The generated initialization code for a universe induction variable over \( i \) is:

```c
int i = 0;
```

If the resulting tensor is appended to, as opposed to inserted into, then this step also emits code to define the position variable of the last result level and initialize it to 0. For example:

```c
int pA2 = 0;
```

Finally, suppose an index variable \( i \) is split into two nested index variables \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \), where \( i_0 \) iterates over blocks and \( i_1 \) iterates through each block. Since each iteration of \( i_0 \) jumps to the next block, the iterators of \( i_1 \) must be initialized by searching for the block start. For example, suppose we split \( i \) into \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \) in the computation \( a_i = b_i + c_i \), where \( b \) and \( c \) are compressed vectors. Then the \( i1b \) and \( i1c \) iterators over \( i_1 \) are initialized to the start of the current block indexed by \( i_0 \). If \( b \) and \( c \) support the locate capability, then the emitted code can use it to find the block start and end positions in \( b \) and \( c \). Compressed formats do not support locate, however, so the code must perform a search. If the compressed formats are ordered, then the code can use a binary search; otherwise it must use a linear search. For example, the initialization of the iterator of \( b \) in this example is:

```c
int pb = search(b_crd, b_pos[0], b_pos[1], i0 *block_size);
int pb_end = search(b_crd, b_pos[0], b_pos[1], (i0+1)*block_size);
```

The search function that initializes \( pb \) searches the \( b_crd \) array, in the range \([b_pos[0]:b_pos[1]]\), for the value of \( i0*block_size \). It returns the position of \( i0*block_size \) in \( b_crd \) or, if \( b_crd \) does not contain \( i0*block_size \), the position of the largest value that is smaller than it. The search function is used in the SpMV kernel optimized for GPUs given in Figure 1-14.

The search function is also used to initialize the upper variables of a collapsed set of index variables. Figure 3-15 shows how a collapse relation replaces the nested iteration over two nested index variables with the iteration over their Cartesian combination. In the generated code, this means that the two nested loops are replaced by a single loop that iterates across all the segments of the coordinate tree level(s) of the bottom variable. But the coordinates of the top variable or variables must also be computed. The search function can be used to compute the top variable’s coordinates for each of the bottom variable’s coordinates inside the generated loop for bottom variable. But, if the coordinate trees the top variable iterates over supports an iteration capability, then a tracking optimization can be applied. The tracking optimization is applied during code generation and produces code that initializes the upper variable(s) once before the loop of the inner variable is executed, and then advances them each time the inner variable
loop reaches the end of one of their segments. The initialization uses
the search function, and the upper iterator advancement is described
in the section below on emitting code to advance iterators.

**Emit loop header**

We saw in Section 3.3 that iteration lattices describe iteration through
successive regions of an index variable’s iteration domain. In code,
this results in a sequence of \texttt{while} loops, one for each region. Each
of them coiterates over segments or coordinate universes until one of
them runs out of coordinates. The header of each \texttt{while} loop tests
whether any of the iterators have run out of coordinates. This test
is done by checking whether the iterator induction variables are still
less than the value of the \texttt{end} result of the bounds level function of
the iterator’s iterator capability. If two coiterating segments \texttt{B2} and
\texttt{C2}, where the \texttt{i} coordinate indexes into the parent levels \texttt{B1} and \texttt{C1} are
both compressed, then the \texttt{while} loop header is:

\begin{verbatim}
while (pB2 < B2_pos[i+1] && pC2 < C2_pos[i+1]) {
\end{verbatim}

**Emit access iterators**

The next step is to emit code to access each iterator using its itera-
tor access capability. This code defines and initializes the candidate
dependent variables of position iterators and the position variables of
coordinate iterators. For a compressed iterator \texttt{B2} that partakes in it-
erating over the \texttt{j} index variable, the emitted access code is:

\begin{verbatim}
int jB = B2_crd[pB2];
\end{verbatim}

**Emit resolve the coordinate of i**

Each iterator in the loop lattice point \(L_p\) produces a coordinate for
each \texttt{while} loop iteration, either from its induction variable or from its
access function. From these candidate coordinates, the generated code
must compute a single \textbf{resolved coordinate} that is the coordinate of
the current \texttt{while} loop iteration. Since the lattice point iterators are
guaranteed to be ordered the same way, we choose the smallest of the
iterator coordinates as the resolved coordinate for this iteration. The
resolved coordinate is named after the current forall’s index variable,
and any segment whose coordinate is equal to the resolved coordinate
is called an \textbf{active segment}. The emitted C code to resolve the current
coordinate when coiterating over \texttt{ib}, \texttt{ic}, and \texttt{iD} is:

\begin{verbatim}
int i = min(ib, ic, iD);
\end{verbatim}

**Emit locate from locators**

With the resolved coordinate computed, the next step is to retrieve its
position in every locator segment in the lattice point by calling the
locator’s locator level function. Following this step, the emitted code
has computed the current coordinate and position of every active segment. The emitted C code to locate the position of a dense segment $B_2$, where $m$ is the size of the $i$ dimension, is:

```c
int pB2 = (i * m) + j;
```

**Emit conditional header**

The code generation algorithm emits one if statement for every lattice point $L_q$ underneath the loop lattice point $L_p$ in the lattice structure (i.e., $L_q < L_p$). These if statements check which iteration domain region/intersection the resolved coordinate lies in by testing what segments have that coordinate and are therefore active. Since the lattice points are partially ordered, we can nest these if statements so that we test only whether the coordinate is in the region described by $L_q$ if it is not in any of the regions described by lattice points above (greater than) $L_q$. Thus, we emit an if statement for the first lattice point and an if statement nested inside an else statement for the others. The if statement’s test checks whether each segment in the if statement’s lattice point are at the resolved coordinate by comparing the segment’s coordinates with the resolved coordinate. The emitted nested C if statements for the sub-lattice in Figure 5-3, whose lattice points are underneath $L_p$ is:

```c
if (ic == i && id == i && ie == i) {
    // ...
}
else if (id == i && ie == i) {
    // ...
}
else if (ic == i) {
    // ...
}
```

**Emit advance iterators**

The final step is to emit code to advance the lattice iterator induction variables. An iterator induction variable is advanced if its coordinate was consumed in the current iteration, meaning the coordinate value is equal to the resolved coordinate. The emitted C code to advance the position induction variable of a compressed segment $B_2$ is:

```c
if (iB == i) pB2++
```

This code can be replaced with an optimized variant that avoids an if statement:

```c
pB2 += (int)(iB == i);
```

A dense segment results in an increment of its coordinate induction variable. Since a dense segment has every coordinate (is full), we do not need to test whether it contains the resolved coordinate. Therefore, the emitted C code for a dense segment $c_1$ is just:

```c
ic++;
```
As described in Section 3.2, a collapsed index variable iterates over the Cartesian combination of the coordinates of more than one original index variables. As shown in Figure 5-4, this means the code iterates through and across all the segments of the innermost index variable and tracks the coordinate values of outer index variables. For each iteration step, when the generated code advances the inner variable, it must also advance the outer variables. This involves checking whether the inner variable has reached the end of its segment, if so, advancing the outer variable. Since the inner variable’s data structure may have empty segments, meaning the outer variable has coordinates with no children, the emitted code must perform the segment check in a while loop. For example, the collapsed iteration shown in Figure 5-4 results in a single loop that iterates over the inner index variable $j$.

When generating code to advance the (single) iterator of this loop, the code generator also generates code to advance the iterator over the outer index variable $i$ if $j$ has reached the end of a segment. Assuming the coordinate tree is stored in a CSR matrix $B$ then the code to advance $i$ is:

```c
while (pB2 == B2_ptr[i+1]) i++;
```

**Ranger and Merger Optimization**

We can optimize the above code generation by dividing the iterators of each loop lattice point $L_p$ into two sets called rangers and mergers. The **ranger iterators** are the iterators we iterate over until one runs out of values in the loop header emitted in Step (2), while the **merger iterators** are the iterators we combine to compute the resolved coordinate in Step (4). These sets both start out with the full set of iterators—and it would be correct to leave them like that—but we can potentially optimize the generated code by removing iterators from either set. We can remove an iterator from the ranger iterators if it is guaranteed to not be exhausted before the other rangers, which holds if the largest coordinate of the iterator is smaller than or the same as the largest coordinate of the other iterators. A common case is when the iterator is a subset of the other iterators, such as when one of the other iterators is full. We can remove an iterator from the merger iterator if it is a superset of the other iterators, since it will then always have the resolved coordinate. This condition holds when the iterator is full.

**Unary Loop Simplification**

A lattice with a single iterator can be emitted as a for loop instead of while loops. A for loop improves code readability, makes it easier for compilers to analyze the code, and makes it possible to parallelize the loop with OpenMP [45] and Cilk [32]. Figure 5-5 shows the for loop of a lattice with a single dimension iterator, and Figure 5-6 shows one...
for a lattice with a single compressed iterator. The loop bodies are the code generated by recursive calls to CODEGEN in Figure 5-2.

5.3 Derived Iteration Spaces

Coordinates from different derived iteration spaces must be mapped to the same coordinate space so that they can be combined to compute the resolved coordinate. For example, consider an iteration graph

\[ \forall i : i \rightarrow \delta^{(4)} \rightarrow \delta \delta', \]

where the original index variable \( i \), with universe \([0, n]\), has been split into two index variables, \( i^0 \) and \( i^1 \). The universe of \( i^0 \) is the range \([0, n/4]\), and its domain is the same as its universe: \( i^0 \in [0, n/4] \). The universe of \( i^1 \) is the range \([0, 4]\); however, its domain is the same as \( i \):

\[ i^1 \in b_1 \cap c_1, \]

The coordinates of \( b_1 \) and \( c_1 \) are in the universe of \( i \), which we cannot change without transforming the data structure. Since all the coordinates must be resolved in the same space, the code generation algorithm emits code to map between coordinate spaces.

Figure 5-7 illustrates the situation when the outer index variable \( i^0 \) indexes the third block. The figure shows the sparse iteration spaces of \( i \) and \( i^1 \), and the iteration space of \( i \) is divided into tiles that are indexed by \( i^0 \). The inner index variable \( i^1 \) iterates through the coordinates in each tile by coiterating over the coordinate levels \( b_1 \) and \( c_1 \). The iteration strategy first maps every coordinate to the original iteration space of \( i \), and it combines them there to compute the resolved coordinate. It then maps the resolved coordinate back, through any intermediate derived spaces, to the iteration space of \( i^1 \). For each step in the mapping the resolved coordinate back through a split relation, the iteration strategy checks that the resolved coordinate is inside the universe of the inner index variable (the tile). If it is outside that universe, then the iteration over \( i^1 \) exits and \( i^0 \) moves on to the next block.

**Emit map candidate coordinates to the original space**

The algorithm emits code to map every candidate coordinate variable in the index variable’s domain to the original space. The algorithm tracks backward through the relations from the inner index variable of the derived candidate coordinate variable. For every split relation, it creates a new coordinate variable whose value is the sum of the value of its derived inner variable and the total size of the blocks preceding. This size is found by multiplying the inner index variable’s universe by the current resolved coordinate value of the outer variable. For example, if in the above example we had accessed a temporary tensor \( t \) with the inner variable \( i^1 \), then \( i^1 t \) can be calculated from \( i^1 t \) as
The process to map the resolved coordinate to each space proceeds in steps. In the first step, it is mapped to the derived resolved coordinate of the inner index variable following the first split. Next, that resolved coordinate is mapped to the first inner index variable of the split that follows it, and so forth. After each resolved coordinate is mapped to its derived inner variable, a tile check tests whether coordinate landed outside the universe of the inner index variable. If so, the emitted code breaks out of the inner index variable’s loop. In this section’s running example, the emitted code to map the index variable \( i \) to its derived inner variable \( i1 \) and to perform a tile check is:

```
int i1 = i - i0*4;
if (i1 >= 4) break;
```
5.4 Compute and Assembly

The green emit statements in Figure 5-1 generate code to compute result values and to assemble result coordinate index structures. The computed results, coordinates, and positions that make up the result’s tensor data structure can either be appended to these data structures or randomly inserted into them. The code generator supports only insertion into result coordinate levels that support the insert capability. It is an error to attempt to generate code from a concrete notation statement that scatters into a result that does not support insert, as seen by the presence of compound assignments (e.g., \(+=\)).

Emit compute code

In the concrete index notation, assignment statements compute results. The assignment lower function generates imperative compute code by traversing the concrete assignment and generating equivalent imperative expressions that compute scalar values. Each concrete access expression is rewritten to an array load or store expression indexed by the position variable of the last level of the accessed tensor’s coordinate tree.\(^\text{30}\) To give an example, the generated code for the assignment statement in

\[
\forall_i \forall_j \forall_k A_{ij} += B_{ik} C_{kj},
\]

where \(A\) and \(B\) are stored in the CSR and \(C\) in the CSC format, is

\[
\]

The first forall loop iterates over the universe of \(i\), while the second and third forall loops coiterate over the coordinate trees indexed by \(j\) and \(k\). The iteration code generates one position variable for each coiterated or located data structure. The last coordinate level of \(A\) and \(B\) are the second tensor modes as they are stored row-major, while the last level of \(C\) is the first mode as it is stored column-major. The generated code uses the corresponding position variables to index into the array access expressions.

Emit assembly code

The levels of the coordinate tree index data structure of the result tensor encode coordinate-position pairs. The lowering algorithm emits coordinate-position insertion code into the body of loops that iterate over free index variables. The pairs are inserted after the recursive code generation call for the body of the forall statement, and an optional optimization checks if any nonzero values were produced in the body’s code and only then inserts the coordinate.

For example, the generated code for the \(i\) forall in

\[
\forall_i \forall_j A_{ij} = B_{ij} C_{ij},
\]
where all matrices are doubly-compressed row-major DCSR, is

\[
\text{\texttt{A2.crd[\texttt{pA2++}] = j;}} \\
\text{\texttt{A2.pos[\texttt{pA1+1}] = pA2;}}
\]

The code stores the resolved \(i\) coordinate to the current position of the \(\text{crd}\) index array of the compressed level \(A2\). Since this kernel appends to the result, it then increments the position variable \(pA2\) to be ready to insert the next coordinate. It then increments the segment size to record that it has one more coordinate.\(^{31}\) The array \(A2\_\text{crd}\) is indexed by the position variable \(pA2\) of the second level, while the array \(A2\_\text{pos}\) is indexed by the position variable \(pA1\) of the previous level.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I showed how to compile concrete notation to imperative code, using the concepts of iteration graphs and iteration lattices. The code generation algorithm recurs on the concrete index notation and turns forall statements into imperative \texttt{while} loops, by turning concrete notation to iteration graphs and then to iteration lattices. The algorithm also generates code that coiterates over different iteration spaces—original and derived spaces—and emits code to map between them. Finally, the algorithm emits code inside these loops that compute tensor results and assemble result data structures.

This algorithm is the first code-generation algorithm to compile the full sparse tensor algebra to sparse imperative code, parallel hardware, or accelerators. It also unifies sparse and dense tensor algebra by showing that both can be framed as loops that coiterate over data structures—compressed or dense—and coordinate universes. With a sparse tensor algebra compilation algorithm in hand, we can address the sparse composition problem I described in the Introduction. We can avoid asymptotic slow-down and poor temporal locality by compiling compound tensor algebra expressions to fused code that computes the whole expression at once. And we can avoid data structure reorganization and store tensors in the format that best fits them by compiling expressions to the data structures at hand. The code shapes to data, so data may rest.

Now that we have a code generator for sparse operations, we can start to expand its reach to encompass sparse operations beyond tensor algebra, like graph and mesh operations, robotics, and relational algebra. We can also explore sparse compilation to distributed systems and a plethora of interesting sparse data structures. And we can develop specialized computer architectures for sparse computations with some confidence that we will be able to compile sparse operations to them. That is, portable compilation of sparse operations is now in reach.

In the next chapter, I show how to optimize the concrete notation statements we just learned how to compile. And in Section 7.5 of the Evaluation chapter, I show empirical results demonstrating that the generated code performs on par with hand-optimized implementations.
in sparse linear and tensor algebra libraries. Furthermore, Section 7.2 shows empirical results that demonstrate why support for compiling compound expressions matters. Finally, the Related Work chapter ties it all to the history of compilers and programming models for sparse and dense computations. It shows that this dissertation presents the first compiler for the entire sparse tensor algebra and the first comprehensive theory of sparse iteration spaces, their optimizing transformations, and their compilation.
Chapter 6

Optimizing Transformations

Optimizing transformations, which change iteration order to use caches and parallel hardware efficiently and which move computation to reduce work, are important for dense and sparse codes alike. But these transformations have additional effects on sparse codes. They can replace data structure accesses with asymptotically cheaper accesses, simplify coiterating code, and even create static load balance.

Concrete notation sits between the declarative index notation and the detailed imperative IR. It is operational, and it specifies both iteration order and where temporary results are stored. But it does not specify the low-level details of how to coiterate over compressed data structures—while loops, if statements, and indirect memory accesses. This makes concrete notation a great target for transformations that alter iteration order and introduce temporaries, as there is no need for sophisticated data-flow, dependence, or alias analysis. In Chapter 5, we saw how statements in concrete notation can be lowered to imperative coiterating code. This chapter shows how concrete notation can be optimized before lowering.

In the design I propose, a sequence of transformations called a schedule32 are specified through a scheduling API and applied to concrete index notation (Figure 6-1). Specifying these scheduling transformations through a clean API separates the policy (what to do) from the mechanism (how to do it). The separation of policy and mechanism is an important design principle whose roots go back to early operating systems [62, 134]. In an optimizing compiler, the policy says what optimizing transformations to apply and in what order, while the mechanism applies them and generates code. Separating policy from mechanism—by a script [39] or an API [107]—leads to modular systems where they can be developed independently. Because a policy tends to change faster than the mechanisms, it is important to make the policy easy to replace without the need to also redevelop the mechanisms [108]. This dissertation describes how to design sparse tensor algebra mechanisms that apply schedules and generate code. The schedules can be specified by the user code or by some automatic scheduling system, but I leave the design of such systems as future
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Figure 6-1: Compiler overview that highlights the schedule step that applies optimizing transformations described in this chapter.

32 The convention to use schedule to mean a sequence of transformation comes from the Halide language [107], while the term itself comes from the polyhedral model literature where it refers to mapping statement instances in a polyhedral iteration domain to ordered execution instances [53]. The idea to specify a sequence of transformations from the outside comes from the CHiLL compiler [39].
work. That work, however, can now be built on top of the code generator presented here.

There are two types of transformations in this chapter: those that transform the iteration space by moving, adding, or removing index variables, and those that tag index variables with information about how they should be mapped to imperative IR. There are five iteration space transformations (reorder, precompute, collapse, split, and bound) and two mapping transformations (parallelize and unroll). These transformations are designed to preserve correctness, and I give preconditions that report an error if applying them changes the meaning of a concrete notation statement.\(^{33}\)

The sparse iteration space transformations—reorder, precompute, collapse, split, and bound—transform concrete notation. They are verbs, and I described the nouns they act on in Section 3.2 and Section 4.3. I leave descriptions of the generated sparse code to those sections and focus in this chapter on the transformations and their preconditions.

### 6.1 Reorder

The reorder transformation takes a concrete statement \(S\) and two nested index variables \(i\) and \(j\) as arguments:

\[
\text{reorder}(S, i, j).
\]

It then rewrites \(S\) to move the forall statement \(\forall j\) of \(j\) past \(\forall i\) of \(i\):

\[
\ldots \forall i \ldots \forall j T \Rightarrow \ldots \forall j \ldots \forall i T,
\]

where \(T\) is a statement. The forall statements may be directly nested or \(\forall j\) may be nested inside other statements, such as the consumer side of a where statement. The reorder transformation moves \(\forall j\) past \(\forall i\) in a sequence of steps, moving it past each statement on the way. The supported cases and their preconditions are:

1. The forall statement \(\forall j\) is directly nested inside another forall statement: \(\forall k \forall j T\), where \(k\) may be equal to \(i\). The \(\forall j\) statement can be moved past \(\forall k\) if the operator \(\oplus\) of any compound assignment statement in \(T\) is associative.\(^{34}\)

2. The forall statement \(\forall j\) is the producer of a where statement: \((C \text{ where } \forall j P)\). Let \(t\) be a temporary tensor on the left hand side of a compound assignment statement \(A\) with operator \(\odot\) in \(P\). The \(\forall j\) statement can be moved out of the where statement if, for every \(t\) in \(P\), every operator \(\odot\) that combines \(t\) with other expressions in \(C\) distributes over \(\odot\).

The sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is sufficient to demon-
strate both cases. In index notation, SpMV is expressed as
\[ a_i = \sum_j B_{ij} c_j. \]

The simplest concrete notation statement that computes SpMV is
\[ \forall_i \forall_j a_i += B_{ij} c_j, \]

which implements the inner product algorithm. We can reorder the \( i \) and \( j \) loops in this statement to turn it into a linear combination of columns algorithm, with the resulting expression:
\[ \forall_j \forall_i a_i += B_{ij} c_j. \]

This transformation is legal because the \(+\) operator of the compound assignment is associative. Suppose we started out with an inner product concrete statement that accumulated the partial results into a temporary scalar, to avoid address calculations. The reorder algorithm applies a sequence of transformations that result in the following intermediate statements:

\[ \forall_i (a_i = t \text{ where } \forall_j t += B_{ij} c_j), \]
\[ \forall_j \forall_i (a_i = t \text{ where } t += B_{ij} c_j), \]
\[ \forall_j \forall_i (a_i = t \text{ where } t += B_{ij} c_j), \text{ and} \]
\[ \forall_j \forall_i a_i += B_{ij} c_j. \]

The first step applies the second reorder case to move \( \forall_j \) outside the where statement, and the second step applies the first case to move \( \forall_j \) past \( \forall_i \). The third step is a simplification step that is applied after every transformation to remove where statements that do nothing.

To demonstrate how the precondition of the second reorder case can fail, I extend the SpMV example to add a vector:
\[ a_i = (\sum_j B_{ij} c_j) + d_i. \]

This is a common expression in sparse linear algebra libraries, and it can be implemented by the inner product algorithm with a temporary variable \( t \):
\[ \forall_i (a_i = t + d_i \text{ where } \forall_j t += B_{ij} c_j). \]

The presence of \( d_i \), however, prevents us from reordering \( \forall_j \) and \( \forall_i \) in this statement. The reason is that the \(+\) operator that combines \( t \) with \( d_i \) does not distribute over the compound assignment operator \( += \). Thus, moving \( \forall_j \) out of the where statement causes \( d_i \) to be added to the result many times. If the operator was a multiplication, however, then the reordering would be fine. The multiplication distributes over \( += \), so applying it before or after accumulation makes no difference.

Section 6.2 shows how to apply precompute and reorder in sequence...
to rewrite this concrete statement to a linear combination algorithm, which can be useful if we are stuck with a column-major data structure.

Figure 6-2 shows the concrete notation statement and its iteration graph before and after reordering, assuming B is stored in row-major order. The reorder transformation does not take data structures into account, and it is possible to reorder forall statements so that they traverse up coordinate trees, which appear as back-edges in the iteration graph. When coordinate trees are stored with compressed data structures that do not support fast random access, such bottom-up traversals are asymptotically slow, as they require searching through levels. And the iteration space transformations do not change the data layout of tensors, since this is the job of the format description language. Therefore, if you wanted an efficient linear combination of columns SpMV, for example, then you must store your data structure column-major. The user or an auto-scheduling system must, therefore, be aware of the storage of the tensor data structures and avoid lowering a concrete statement that traverses bottom-up a coordinate tree without random access. Such statements, however, are still legal concrete notation and are useful as intermediate scheduling steps.

6.2 Precompute

The precompute transformation takes a concrete statement S, a concrete expression e from S, a tensor t, and a sequence of index variable three-tuples I = (i, i_c, i_p), (j, j_c, j_p) . . . :

\[
\text{precompute}(S, e, t, I).
\]

It then rewrites S by cloning the forall statements of the first index variables in each of the tuples, ∀_i ∀_j . . . , into the two sides of a new where statement. The producer side precomputes e into a temporary tensor t, while the consumer side computes the original assignment statement with e replaced by t. Without loss of generality, assume there are only two index variable tuples I = (i, i_c, i_p), (j, j_c, j_p) and that e is the leftmost expression. Then:

\[
\ldots \forall_i \forall_j a \ldots = e \otimes f \implies \\
\ldots (\forall_i \forall_j a \ldots = t_{i_c,j_c} \otimes f \quad \text{where} \quad \forall_i \forall_j t_{i_p,j_p} \otimes e),
\]

where ⊕ and ⊗ are operators, e is an expression, and a is a result tensor. The forall statements of the index variables i, j, . . . in the original statement must be directly nested without any other forall statements in their body, and the operator ⊗ must distribute over ⊕. The transformation then does a three-step cleanup. First, it removes redundant forall statements and where statements. Second, it pushes forall statements outside the where statement, whose index variables are used only on one side, into that side. And third, it replaces where statements with sequence statements to reuse temporaries.
The precompute transformation has many uses, including enabling the reorder transformation, introducing temporaries that support random insert, simplifying costly coiteration code, hoisting loop-invariant work out of loops, and setting up efficient warp-level reductions on a GPU. In the following subsections, I show examples of some of these uses, to better illustrate the subtle effects of the precompute transformation and its cleanup step.

**Facilitate Reorder**

The first example shows how the precompute transformation can be used to work around the preconditions of the reorder transformation. Let us return to the SpMV plus a vector example from Section 6.1 and see how to turn it into a linear combination algorithm to compute with a column-major matrix:

\[ a_i = \left( \sum_j B_{ij} c_j \right) + d_i. \]

The concrete statement for this expression produced by the concretization algorithm implements the inner product algorithm:

\[ \forall i \left( a_i = t + d_i \textbf{ where } \forall j t += B_{ij} c_j \right). \]

We wish to reorder the loops to iterate over \( B \) in column-major order. But the reorder algorithm cannot move \( \forall j \) out of the where statement, because the operator (+) that adds \( t \) to \( d_i \) does not distribute over the compound assignment operator (also +). To facilitate the reordering, we can apply the precompute transformation to precompute \( t + d_i \) over \( i \). This transformation, following the simplification step that removes a redundant where statement, yields the concrete statement

\[ (\forall i_e a_{ie} = t_{ie} + d_i \textbf{ where } \forall j \forall i_p t_{ip} += B_{ipj} c_j). \]

We can now reorder \( \forall i_p \) with \( \forall j \), as the operation in the new statement takes place inside the producer side and does not need to move the \( j \) loop out of the where statement. The result is a linear combination algorithm that traverses \( B \) column-major:

\[ (\forall i_e a_{ie} = t_{ie} + d_i \textbf{ where } \forall j \forall i_p t_{ip} += B_{ipj} c_j). \]

The downside of this algorithm is that it introduces a temporary vector that consumes memory and reduces temporal locality. It should therefore be used only when the cost of the temporary vector is less than the cost of transposing \( B \). Finally, we must chose a format for vector \( t \). Since it is scattered into, we need a format that supports random insert, such as a dense vector or a hash map.
Scatter into result

This section shows how to use precompute to transform a sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM)

\[ A_{ij} = \sum_k B_{ik} C_{kj}, \]

where each matrix is in row-major CSR format, into the linear combination of rows algorithm from Section 4.1. The initial concretized statement is

\[ \forall_i \forall_j \forall_k A_{ij} += B_{ik} C_{kj}, \]

and it implements an inner product algorithm. The first step is to reorder \( \forall_j \) and \( \forall_k \), so that we access \( C \) in row-major order. The resulting concrete statement implements a linear combination algorithm:

\[ \forall_i \forall_k \forall_j A_{ij} += B_{ik} C_{kj}. \]

This algorithm computes one row of \( A \) at a time by scaling the rows of \( C \) with values from \( B \) and then adding them together. The row addition can be done in place by adding each computed value directly into the row of \( A \). This leads to scattered writes, which you can see from the concrete statement by observing that \( \forall_j \) of \( j \), which indexes \( A \), is nested inside \( \forall_k \), which does not index \( A \). Therefore, the algorithm inserts into the second mode of \( A \) once for each \( k \). The second mode, however, is compressed in the CSR format and does not support \( O(1) \) random insert. To get fast random inserts, we can apply the precompute transformation to precompute the \( B_{ik} C_{kj} \) subexpression over \( j \) into a result temporary vector \( t \) that supports random insert (e.g., a dense vector or a hash map). The resulting concrete statement, after the simplification step has pushed \( \forall_k \) into the producer side of the where statement, is:

\[ \forall_i (\forall_{jc} A_{ijc} = w_{jc} \text{ where } \forall_k \forall_{jp} w_{jp} += B_{ik} C_{kjp}). \]

The precompute transformation moved the compound assignment onto the producer side, where it scatters into the temporary \( t \) instead of \( A \). After a full row has been computed and stored in \( t \), the consumer side simply appends the row to \( A \), which can be done efficiently with a compressed format.\(^{36}\) Figure 6-3 shows the effect of the transformation on the iteration graph of the concrete notation. The \( j \) index variable is cloned and, since only \( j_p \) has an incoming arrow from \( k \), \( j_c \) moves up underneath \( i \).

\(^{36}\) The linear combination sparse matrix multiplication algorithm with a temporary array is often called Gustavson’s algorithm after Fred Gustavson, who proposed it in 1978 [61]. The precompute transformation recreates it, but also generalizes the underlying optimization so that it can be used on other tensor algebra expressions.
6.3 Collapse

The collapse transformation takes a concrete statement $S$ and three index variables $i$, $j$, and $f$ as arguments:

$$\text{collapse}(S, i, j, f).$$

It then rewrites $S$ to collapse the two forall statements $\forall_i$ and $\forall_j$ into a single $\forall_f$, and it adds a collapse relation to its environment:

$$\ldots \forall_i \forall_j T \implies \ldots \forall_f T : i \xrightarrow{\text{collapse}} f,$$

where $T$ is a statement and a collapse relation describes the provenance of $f$. The collapse transformation requires that $\forall_i$ and $\forall_j$ are directly nested. The iteration domain of $f$ is the Cartesian product of the domains of $i$ and $j$. I described the collapse relation in Section 3.2. There I showed that when $i$ and $j$ iterate over two levels of a coordinate tree, the $f$ iterates over their Cartesian product by iterating the bottom of those levels.

6.4 Split

The split transformation takes a concrete statement $S$, three index variables $i$, $i_0$, and $i_1$, a direction $d$, a split factor $s$, and an optional coordinate tree $c$ as arguments:

$$\text{split}(S, i, i_0, i_1, d, s, c).$$

It then rewrites $S$ to split $\forall_i$ into nested forall statements $\forall_{i_0}$ and $\forall_{i_1}$, and it adds a split relation to its environment:

$$\ldots \forall_i T \implies \ldots \forall_{i_0} \forall_{i_1} T : i \xrightarrow{\text{split}(d,s)} i_0i_1,$$

where $T$ is a statement and a split relation describes the provenance of $i_0$ and $i_1$. The outer forall $\forall_{i_0}$ iterates over a dense coordinate range, while the inner $\forall_{i_1}$ coiterates over whichever data structures the index
variable \( i \) coiterated over.

The bounds of the new index variables \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \) depend on the direction, split factor, and coordinate tree arguments. The size of the domain of \( i \) is roughly equal to the size of the Cartesian product of the domains of \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \). The direction \( d \)—up or down—controls whether the domain of \( i_0 \) (up) or \( i_1 \) (down) has a fixed number of iterations, as determined by the split factor \( s \). The domain of the other index variable will have a number of iterations determined by dividing the domain of \( i \) by \( s \). That is, the up direction creates a loop nest that iterates over a fixed number of blocks the size of which is proportional to the size of \( i \)'s domain, and the down direction creates a loop nest that iterates over fixed-size blocks, the number of which is proportional to the size of \( i \)'s domain.

The optional coordinate tree argument \( c \) changes how the blocks of \( i_1 \) are determined. The index variable \( i_1 \) coiterates over the same data structures as \( i \), within the dense coordinate range identified by the current value of \( i_0 \). These ranges are always the same size, but their size is with respect to different coordinate sets. When \( c \) is left out, the ranges are the same size with respect to the universe of \( i \). But when \( c \) is given, the ranges are the same size with respect to the coordinates that are actually stored in \( c \)—a (non-strict) subset of the universe. The effect, as we saw when we discussed the corresponding derived index variable split relation Section 3.2, is to load-balance the computation with respect to that coordinate tree.

### 6.5 Bound

The bound transformation takes a concrete statement \( S \), an index variable \( i \), and a bound \( b \) as arguments:

\[
\text{bound}(S, i, b).
\]

It then rewrites \( S \) to add a constraint to the domain of \( i \) as specified by the bound. There are two types of bounds: upper bounds and strided bounds. Upper bounds restrict the domain’s upper limit to a compile-time constant. Strided bounds restrict the domain’s upper bound to be a multiple of a compile-time constant. Bound transformations give the compiler information about loop bounds that lets it unroll loops, vectorize them, or omit the tail strategy guards.

### 6.6 Iteration Space Mapping

The iteration space mapping transformations tag concrete forall statements with information about how they should be mapped to hardware features, such as CPU threads, GPU warps, and vector instructions, or to imperative code patterns, such as unroll. This information is then used by the lowering machinery to generate iteration code from

\[37\] The domain of the Cartesian product of \( i_0 \) and \( i_1 \) may be slightly larger than the domain of \( i \) if \( i \)'s domain is not evenly divided by the split factor \( s \). The additional iterations are removed by a tail strategy that changes the iteration over the last execution of \( i_1 \) to iterate over fewer values.
each forall statement.

**Parallelize**

The parallelize transformation takes a concrete index notation statement $S$, an index variable $i$, a parallel unit $p$, and a reduction strategy $r$ as arguments:

\[
\text{parallelize}(S, i, p, r).
\]

It then rewrites $S$ to add a tag to the environment, stating $\forall i$ should be parallelized with the given parallel unit and the given reduction strategy:

\[
\ldots \forall i \; T \quad \Longrightarrow \quad \ldots \forall i \; T : \text{parallelize}(i, p, r),
\]

where $T$ is a statement and parallelize is a tag describing the mapping strategy of $\forall i$. The parallelize tag changes the iteration order of an index variable and therefore requires every reduction in $T$ to be associative and commutative. Furthermore, parallelize does not support forall statements that coiterate over more than one data structure. The parallelize transformation is therefore often combined with the split transformation, as an enabling transformation to create a dense outer loop that can be parallelized.

The parallel unit $p$ specifies the parallel hardware feature to target the loop, such as CPU threads, GPU warps, or vector instructions. Some parallel units, such as GPU warps and vector instructions, can only be used on fixed-size loops. The split or bound transformations can be used to create fixed-sized loops to target. Supported parallel units are:

**CPU Threads** divides the loop’s iteration domain between CPU threads.

**CPU Vector Instructions** divides the loop’s iteration domain between lanes in a warp; it can be applied only to a dense inner loop.

**GPU Threads** divides the loop’s iteration domain between GPU threads.

**GPU Blocks** divides the loop’s iteration domain between GPU blocks; requires the loop to have an inner loop parallelized with GPU Threads and groups those threads into blocks.

**GPU Warps** divides a loop’s iteration domain between GPU warps, requiring the loop to have an inner loop parallelized with GPU threads, and groups those threads into warps.

The reduction strategy $r$ specifies how reduced values from compound assignment statements in $T$ should be combined. Possible strategies include:

**No Races** asserts that there are no reductions in the loop; it raises a compile-time error if there are any.
**Ignore Races** states that reductions in the loop should be ignored. Any reduction will then be stored using regular store instructions at the cost of atomicity.

**Atomics** inserts atomic instructions or locks to ensure parallel writes are sequentialized.

**Temporary** is a shortcut for a precompute transformation to store the values to a temporary tensor with one component per thread to remove the reduction, followed by a serial reduction.

**GPU Warp Reduction** uses specialized warp-level reduction primitives on GPUs.

**Unroll**

The unroll transformation takes a concrete index notation statement $S$, an index variable $i$, and an unroll factor $u$ as arguments:

$$\text{unroll}(S, i, u).$$

It then rewrites $S$ to add a tag to the environment, stating that $\forall i$ should be unrolled with the given unroll factor:

$$\ldots \forall i \ T \implies \ldots \forall i \ T : \text{unroll}(i, u),$$

where $T$ is a statement and unroll is a tag describing the mapping strategy of $\forall i$. The unroll transformation requires a fixed-size loop, and the split and bound transformations are therefore useful to facilitate the unroll transformation.

### 6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I described several optimizing transformations on concrete notation. Some of these transform the iteration space by reordering, fusing, and splitting index variables, while others introduce temporaries or map index variables to parallel hardware features. The transformations apply to dense and sparse loops alike, can tile sparse loops, and can even create statically load-balanced parallel sparse code.

I have described, for the first time, how to adapt these common dense loop transformations to sparse codes. It is thus the first comprehensive compiler transformation framework for sparse operations. Moreover, it also unifies compiler optimization for sparse and dense loops and iteration spaces. The transformations can form a starting point for much work on sparse code optimization. They are good targets for automatic sparse code optimizers and automatic scheduling systems. And their flexibility makes them suitable for transforming code to target the specialized sparse hardware that is likely to appear at high rates. Section 7.4 in the Evaluation provides empirical evidence for why these sparse transformations matter. And Section 7.5 shows
how they let us generate efficient sparse code for GPU accelerators and mixed sparse-dense operations that require tiling. These generated implementations are competitive with handwritten implementations in popular libraries.

This concludes the core of my dissertation on sparse tensor algebra compilation. I have described intermediate representations and algorithms that together provide, for the first time, a complete approach to compiling sparse linear and tensor algebra. The approach unifies sparse and dense computations by framing them both as coiteration over data structures. From here, we can apply these ideas more broadly to sparse operations beyond tensor algebra, such as relational algebra and graph operations. We can also start to explore interfaces between tensor algebra, relational algebra, and graph operations, as well as operator fusion across them. I, therefore, believe I have satisfied my thesis statement, and that sparse operations, like dense operations, are now on a solid compiler foundation.
Chapter 7

Evaluation

The Cartesian combination of all possible expressions, formats, and architectures form a space with an infinite number of tensor algebra implementations. The focus of this dissertation has been on laying out ideas, intermediate representations, and algorithms to automatically generate these implementations. Figure 7-1 shows a part of the space, and the entire space can be expressed as

\[ \text{expressions} \times \text{formats} \times \text{optimizations} \times \text{architectures}, \]

where each factor represents the variants in each category (e.g., all possible expressions), and the expression comprises their Cartesian combinations. Each combination is a tuple

\[(\text{expression}, \text{formats}, \text{optimizations}, \text{architecture})\]

that describes an implementation that computes the expression, on the formats, on the given architecture, with the given optimizations.

Each factor represents a large number of variants, and many of these variants are necessary in practice. In this chapter, I provide empirical evidence and arguments for the proposition that a large number of the expressions, formats, and optimizations are necessary in practice. Because the resulting practical space contains a large number of expressions—can implement any but not all—we need an automated approach to generate them. This dissertation supplies that approach.

\[
\begin{align*}
A &= Bc + a \quad & a &= aBc + aBc \\
A &= B \odot C \quad & A &= B + C \quad & a &= aBc + aBc \\
A &= BCd \quad & A &= aB \quad & A &= B \odot C \odot D \\
A &= \sum \sum B_{ij} C_{jl} D_{lk} \quad & A &= B^T \quad & a &= B^T Bc \\
A &= \sum B_{ij} C_{ij} \quad & A &= \sum \sum B_{ij} C_{ij} D_{ij} \\
C &= \sum \sum \sum M_{ijk} P_{ij} P_{jk} \quad & \tau &= \sum \sum \sum \sum P_{ij} \sum \alpha \beta \gamma \\
C &= \sum \sum \sum M_{ijk} P_{ij} P_{jk} \quad & a &= \sum \sum \sum M_{ijk} P_{ij} P_{jk} \sum \alpha \beta \gamma \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 7-1: A subset of the combinatorial space of tensor algebra kernels described by the Cartesian combination of tensor algebra expressions, a format for each operand, target architectures, and sequences of optimizations.
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---

“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it.”
— Lord Kelvin

---

In fact, there are an infinite number of possible expressions, an exponential number of formats for a tensor of fixed order, and an unlimited number of possible architectures.
Finally, in Section 7.5, I show that the Sparse Tensor Algebra Compiler (taco), described in Section 1.3, generates implementations that are comparable with hand-optimized implementations available in libraries such as Intel MKL [44], Eigen [60], MATLAB Tensor Toolbox [14], and SPLATT [116]. I focus on sparse linear/tensor algebra expressions where at least one operand is stored in a compressed data structure. Purely dense kernels, such as dense matrix multiplication (GEMM), have been explored extensively in prior work. I compare to libraries that each supports a subset of tensor algebra expressions, formats, architectures, and optimizations, whereas taco supports them all. Taco does not, however, do anything special for the expressions I evaluate in this chapter that does not generalize to other expressions. Therefore, by showing competitive performance to some of the hand-optimized implementations from state-of-the-art libraries, I provide evidence that the code generated by taco has good baseline performance across the board.

7.1 Experimental Setup

We ran the experiments on kernels generated by two different versions of taco: one that supports schedules and one that supports level formats beyond dense and compressed ones. These versions of taco are not merged yet; hence, kernels that use other level formats are not scheduled.

Most experiments use sparse matrices from the SuiteSparse matrix repository [47]. Many experiments show scatter plots with results for 1684 matrices, which include all real-valued SuiteSparse matrices except ones for which the number of nonzeros is too large to be indexed by a 32-bit integer. Other experiments show bar charts with results for subsets of the real-valued SuiteSparse matrices. For example, the DIA experiment uses only SuiteSparse matrices that have few diagonals and that therefore benefits from this format. For experiments with higher-order kernels, we use tensor from the FROSTT sparse tensor repository [117]. Finally, we use synthesized matrices and tensors in some experiments and will describe the rationale in the text.

Some CPU experiments in this chapter are new, whereas others were taken from the papers we have published on taco. Unless clearly stated in figure captions, the experiments are new and were run on dual-socket machines with Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 CPUs running at 2.5 GHz with 12 cores, 24 threads, 30 MB L3 cache per socket, and 128 GB of main memory. The machines ran Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS. We compiled the kernels with Intel ICC (version 19.1.0.166) using the -O3, -DNDEBUG, -march=native, -mtune=native, and -ffast-math compiler flags.

We ran all GPU experiments on a NVIDIA DGX machine with 8 V100 GPUs with 32 GB global memory, 6MB L2 cache, 128KB L1 cache per SM (80 SMs), and a bandwidth of 897 GB/s. We compiled the CUDA kernels with NVCC v9.0 with the -O3 and --use_fast_math flags.

39 We removed this matrix to save time because running experiments with it would have required us to recompile all the compared libraries to use 64-bit indexing. Note that a compiler-backed library such as taco can be extended to support custom bit-widths for all indices and to compile kernels accordingly.
We ran each new experiment 25 times and report the median time. We cleared caches before each run; therefore, reported times are with cold caches. We used `numact1` to limit execution to one socket because taco does not yet support NUMA-aware code generation. We did not time data transfers between CPU and GPU memories.

The experiments adapted from our papers cite the appropriate paper in the figure caption. Those taken from the original paper on the taco compiler [78] were run on a two-socket, 12-core/24-thread 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695 v2 machine with 32 KB of L1 data cache, 30 MB of L3 cache per socket, and 128 GB of main memory, running MATLAB 2016b and GCC 5.4. We report average cold cache performance (i.e. with the cache cleared of input and output data before each run), and results are for single-threaded execution unless otherwise stated. Multi-threaded results were obtained using 12 threads and using `numact1` to limit execution to one socket.

The experiments adapted from our paper on format extensions to the taco compiler [41] were run on a two-socket, 12-core/24-thread 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695 v2 machine with 30 MB of L3 cache per socket and 128 GB of main memory, using GCC 5.4.0 and MATLAB 2016b. We ran each experiment between 10 (for longer-running benchmarks) to 100 times (for shorter-running benchmarks), with the cache cleared of input data before each run, and report average execution times. All results are for single-threaded execution.

### 7.2 Expressions Matter

In this evaluation, I describe two experiments to show why it is important to support many expressions in linear or tensor algebra systems, and hence the necessity of a compiler. There are two reasons why the number of possible expressions grows very large: a tensor can have any number of modes, and a compound expression can consist of many subexpressions. The alternative to a code generator or interpreter if we wish to support many expressions, is to convert them to the finite number of implementations we have available to us. This is the strategy taken by general programming systems such as MATLAB and CTF. Using this strategy, programming systems turn high-order tensors and tensor operations into matrices and matrix operations. They also divide compound expressions into binary or tertiary subexpressions for which they have implementations. The limitation with converting high-order expressions to matrix expressions is that converting tensors into matrices requires expensive data transformations. And the limitation with dividing compound expressions into binary subexpressions is that their composition may suffer from poor temporal locality or even have asymptotically worse performance than a fused implementation of the compound expression. In this section, I address the potential benefits of general support for compound expressions.
I described why the composition of separately implemented sparse expressions may suffer asymptotic slowdown from in Section 1.2. This is a serious issue for a library implementer because it means that we cannot simply implement the binary expressions and then compose these implementations to compute compound expressions without serious performance implications. I empirically demonstrate this effect using the SDDMM expression

\[ A = B \odot (CD), \]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are square \( n \times n \) sparse matrices, \( C \) is an \( n \times k \) dense matrix, \( D \) is a \( k \times n \) dense matrix, and \( \odot \) is an element-wise operation. The asymptotic complexity of the fused version of this expression is

\[ \text{nnz}_B \cdot k, \]

where \( \text{nnz}_B \) are the number of nonzeros of the matrix \( B \). But the asymptotic complexity of the expression when computed as two separate operations \( T = CD; A = B \odot T \), is

\[ n^2k. \]

These asymptotes grow at different rates and when the matrix \( B \) is sparse, then \( \text{nnz}_B << n^2 \).

Figure 7-2 shows empirically the difference between the fused and unfused SDDMM implementations. Figure 7-2a plots their execution time as a function of \( \text{nnz}_B \), whereas Figure 7-2b plots their execution time as a function of \( n \). As shown in Figure 7-2a, the fused implementation is agnostic to the size of \( B \) and grows as a function of the necessary computations represented by its nonzeros. The unfused implementation performs, however, every operation in the dense multiplication whether or not they will be used, and it therefore only needs to perform one additional scalar multiplication for each new nonzero. Figure 7-2b shows what happens when we keep the number of nonzeros fixed and instead increase the matrix dimensions \( n \). The fused implementation is unaffected, as the amount of necessary work does not change, whereas the unfused implementation performs increasingly more needless work.

### 7.3 Formats Matter

In this evaluation, I describe two experiments that show why it is important to support many sparse matrix or tensor data structures (formats) in linear or tensor algebra systems. These experiments provide further evidence for why we need a compiler. Two reasons for why we may want to choose a particular format for a tensor are that it is a good fit for the nonzero structure of the tensor, and that we want to avoid an expensive data structure reorganization. I show two experiments
(a) SDDMM performance as a function of number of nonzeros. The experiment uses a fixed-size $16,384 \times 16,384$ sparse matrix $B$ with a varying percentage of nonzeros that varies along the x axis. The matrix $B$ is then multiplied by the product of a $16,384 \times 128$ dense matrix $C$ and a $128 \times 16,384$ matrix $D$. The fused implementation’s performance is a function of nonzeros, while the unfused implementation is dominated by the fixed dense multiplication cost. For number of nonzero percentages above 30%, the unfused implementation performs better because it uses a cache-optimized dense matrix multiplication (GEMM) routine.

(b) SDDMM performance as a function of dimensions. The experiment uses a sparse square matrix $B$ with a fixed number of $13,424,896$ nonzeros, whose dimensions vary along the x axis. The fused implementation’s performance is a function of the number of nonzeros and remains flat as the matrix dimensions increase, while the unfused implementation performs increasingly larger dense matrix multiplications.

Figure 7-2: Execution time of fused and separated implementations of Sampled Dense-Dense Matrix Multiplication (SDDMM), $A = B \cdot (CD)$, where $A$ and $B$ are sparse, whereas $C$ and $D$ are dense. Two scaling plots show execution time as functions of (a) the number of nonzeros in $B$ and (b) the dimension sizes of $B$. 
that demonstrate these two reasons.

**Fit the format to the tensor**

The first experiment shows the benefits of choosing a format that is a good fit for the nonzero structure of the tensor. Figure 7-3 (a–d) shows four matrices with different nonzero structures that appear in real-world applications. Each figure also shows the normalized SpMV execution time and normalized storage size for the matrix stored in each of the row-major formats from combining one dense and one compressed dimension. Each format is best for one of the matrices.

Figure 7-3: SpMV execution time and storage size of six matrix stored in different formats. Each format is best for one matrix class and no format fits all matrices. The left half of each subfigure depicts the sparsity pattern of the matrix, while the right half shows the normalized average execution times (relative to the optimal format) of matrix-vector multiplication and the normalized storage costs using the storage formats labeled on the horizontal axis to store the matrix. The storage format labels describe the formats by describing their per-mode level types (D means dense and C means compressed). The dense matrix input has a density of 0.95, the hypersparse matrix has a density of $2.5 \times 10^{-3}$, the row-slicing and column-slicing matrices have densities of $9.5 \times 10^{-3}$, and the thermal and blocked matrices have densities of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$. The SpMV kernels in this experiment are unscheduled—blocking the dense kernel would give better dense performance but not affect the conclusion. This figure was adapted from our original paper on the taco compiler [78].
And some of the formats are highly unsuitable for some of the matrices. Figure 7-3 (e) further demonstrates this point by showing that the transposed version of Figure 7-3 (b) benefits from a transposed version of the CD format. Finally, Figure 7-3 (f) goes further and shows that a blocked FEM matrix benefits from a blocked format. These experiments show that the smallest storage size of a matrix and the best performance when computing with it can be achieved by choosing the format that best expresses the nonzero structure of the matrix.

40 A blocked matrix format is equivalent to a higher-order tensor format. In this FEM matrix, a 4-tensor suffices to express the natural blocking, but further blocking can be achieved by adding more tensor modes.

**Fit the code to the format**

The second experiment illustrates the benefits of being able to compute with a given format (data structures). Often, libraries are used together, and it is important that they compose well. In Chapter 1, I mentioned the potential performance cost of composing libraries that require different data structures due to the cost of reorganizing data. It is therefore useful to have software components that can adapt to a given format so that data structures are only reorganized when that benefits performance. Assume that we need to compute an SpMV, but the matrix is given to us from another component in the COO format. We can compute the SpMV on the COO format data structures, or to pay a price to convert it to a more compressed CSR data structure to accelerate the SpMV. Figure 7-4 shows the cost of the CSR SpMV operation on ten matrices from the SuiteSparse repository when the cost of conversion from COO is included. The y axis is the SpMV execution time in multiples of COO. A CSR SpMV (blue) on these matrices is faster than a COO SpMV (the black line). But when conversion cost is included (red), the COO SpMV becomes faster. Unless the conversion cost can be amortized across multiple operations, we are better off computing with the COO matrix.
7.4 Optimizations Matter

In this final evaluation section, I describe experiments to show that the optimizing transformations I proposed in Chapter 6 matter for performance. I demonstrate their importance by providing experimental results that show that we can often obtain better performance by scheduling, and that the best schedule depends on the situation.

Optimizing for GPUs

A good GPU schedule is different from a good CPU schedule. These processor architectures and their memories behave very differently, and kernels must be scheduled to iterate so that the machine at hand can work efficiently. For example, GPUs are sensitive to thread divergence and uncoalesced loads; hence, kernels should be scheduled to avoid these issues where it is practical. GPU schedules therefore tend to be more complicated than CPU schedules in order to ensure that operations are done in the right order. For instance, when we compile the best parallel SpMV schedule for our Intel CPU to our NVIDIA GPU, it performs 6.9x worse than a warp-per-row GPU schedule. This experiment was run on a matrix with four million nonzeros placed at random locations.

The best schedule for the SpMV operation on our Intel CPU is to split the outer $i$ index variable by 16 into two variables $i_1$ and $i_2$ and to parallelize over $i_1$. This approach creates an outer parallel loop where each iteration processes 16 rows, which is sufficient work to amortize parallel overhead on this processor. This schedule does not work well on a GPU because they are much more sensitive to load imbalance. Furthermore, threads in GPU warps load different matrix rows and therefore cannot coalesce memory loads. Hence, the kernel only uses a fraction of the possible memory bandwidth.

In contrast, a schedule optimized for GPUs is carefully tiled to achieve coalesced loads and load balance and achieves excellent performance, even compared to hand-optimized kernels (Figure 7.7). It is tiled by the nonzeros of the matrix, and therefore assigns exactly the same number of matrix nonzeros to load to each thread. It also uses warp-level synchronization primitives to compute partial sums and atomic instructions to combine the partial sums. Finally, the inner loop is unrolled to increase instruction-level parallelism. On a matrix with four million randomly allocated nonzeros, this increased instruction-level parallelism provided a 36% performance improvement for our optimized schedule over the same schedule without the temporary or loop unrolling. All these transformations to target GPUs significantly increase performance over the obvious SpMV implementation. But they are difficult to carry out by hand, further motivating an automated system.
Figure 7-5: The execution time of an SpMV warp-per-row (blue) and load-balanced (green dashed) schedules, on matrices with a fixed number of nonzeros that become exponentially more skewed. The skew is controlled by the tuning knob \( c \), whose value increases along the x axis.

**Optimizing for Load Balance**

This study shows that the best schedule to use also depends on how load-imbalanced the computation is because we can transform the iteration space to be more load balanced by fusing loops to create bottom-up iteration. Such iteration was described in Section 3.2 and trades improved load balance for increased overhead. I demonstrate the effect of scheduling on an SpMV kernel, but the observations generalize to general sparse tensor expressions.

In the previous section, I described a warp-per-thread GPU SpMV kernel that performs well across many matrices. It schedules threads in a warp to collectively work on a matrix row in order to coalesce loads. But if the pattern of nonzeros in the matrix is skewed so that some rows have a lot of nonzeros and others have very few or none, then this version suffers from load imbalance. The schedule of the optimized GPU kernel in Figure 7-7 collapse the loops and then split them with respect to the matrix. This approach perfectly divides the multiplications across blocks and provides good load balancing at the cost of overhead from recovering the \( i \) coordinates by tracking the current row in \( B \). The scatter plot in Figure 7-5 compares the performance of warp-per-thread and load-balanced schedules as the nonzero pattern becomes increasingly skewed according to an exponential formula. We use the formula

\[
  k \cdot c^i,
\]

where \( i \) is the row number, \( c \) is a skew tuning knob that varies along the x axis, and \( k \) is chosen relative to \( c \) to give the same overall number of nonzeros. In addition, the rows are randomly shuffled. The figure shows that the execution time of the warp-per-thread schedule (blue)
increases as the skew increases, even though the number of nonzeros remains the same, due to thread divergence. The load-balanced schedule (green dashed) does not suffer from load imbalance, and it actually performs better because skew increases due to longer rows that decrease atomic conflicts at row ends. The execution times intersect when the value of the base $c$ is approximately 1.00256. The load-balanced schedule is therefore more robust to skew, and it is preferable when the skew is high.

**Optimizing for Increased Parallelism**

We can also collapse loops to increase the amount of available parallelism. This approach does increase the overhead because there is less work per parallel task, but it can help in situations where there is little available parallelism in the first place. The schedule of the warp-per-row GPU SpMV kernel assigns a full row to each warp. Therefore, if the row has many nonzeros, then each thread gets to compute multiple values, and the startup overhead can be amortized across these computations. But if a matrix has few rows, then there may be too little parallelism to occupy a GPU, and fusing the two SpMV loops may be a better option. For example, we executed the SpMV kernel generated from each schedule on a short and wide 100 × 100,000 matrix with 10,000 nonzeros per row. This matrix had too few rows to occupy a GPU, and across 10 runs, the median execution time of the collapsed kernel was 4.5 times faster.

**Optimizing for Locality**

Finally, sparse tensor algebra expressions that iterate over compressed data structures can still have some dense loops that may be tiled for better temporal locality. An important example is the SpMM expression, where a sparse matrix is multiplied by a dense matrix. The resulting kernel has two dense loops that we can tile. We generated tiled and untiled versions and ran them on a 100,000 × 100,000 sparse matrix with an average of 1,000 randomly placed nonzeros per row that we multiplied by a 100,000 × 32 dense matrix. The tiled version performed 2 times better due to increased temporal locality; this result demonstrates the importance of tiling transformations in mixed dense-sparse loop nests.

**7.5 Kernels are Competitive**

The performance of taco-generated kernels is comparable with hand-optimized CPU and GPU implementations from leading linear and tensor algebra libraries. Sometimes, taco generates faster code (e.g., one taco-generated CSR SpMV kernel is on average 6.8% faster than MKL over 1677 SuiteSparse matrices), whereas sometimes the hand-optimized
code is faster (e.g., the SPLATT MTTKRP implementation is on average 14.6% faster than one taco-generated kernel).

But the point is not to beat these specific library implementations, with these specific tensor formats, on these specific architectures. The point is generality. Generality in the expressions we can compute. Generality in the formats we can use. Generality in the optimizations we can apply. And generality in the hardware we can target. The benefits of this generality—expressiveness and performance—are described in Section 7.2, Section 7.3, and Section 7.4.

The experiments in this section show how taco compares to leading implementations of the kernels that have received most attention from the performance optimization community. Because the taco compiler applies the same general optimizations—sparse coiteration and schedules—to any expression, the experiments provide evidence of its performance on all tensor expressions. For example, the reorder, collapse, split, precompute, and parallelize transformations are sufficient to optimize the expressions in this section, which range from linear algebra multiplications to higher-order tensor contractions and additions.

To provide a fair comparison, we made taco generate kernels that compute on the same tensor formats as the libraries we compare to. As we will see in Section 7.3, it is often possible to obtain better performance by changing the format to fit the tensor. The purpose of the experiments in this section, however, is to show that we can generate similar code to what performance engineers write by hand. Further, it is important to do well on these formats because the user cannot always afford the cost of converting between tensor data structures.

**Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV)**

Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 plot the time it took taco-generated kernels and hand-optimized library implementations to compute sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) on a CPU and a GPU. We ran both experiments on 1677 sparse matrices from the SuiteSparse repository [47], and they are ordered by increasing number of nonzeros. The CPU results in Figure 7-6 compare two taco-generated kernels to the Eigen [60] and Intel MKL [44] libraries. The first taco-generated kernel has a parallel outer loop (taco). The second kernel also has a parallel outer loop, but the loop has been strip-mined to create coarse-grained parallel tasks (taco strip-mined). The first kernel performs better on small matrices, presumably because it has more parallel tasks. The Eigen library performs best on small matrices of the compared libraries. Its performance then degrades relative to the other libraries, until the matrices reach approximately 20,000 entries. At that point, it switches to a parallel implementation and performs on par with the other libraries. The experiment shows that the performance of the taco-generated kernels is similar to MKL and Eigen across many large matrices.
Figure 7-6: SpMV CPU results with the CSR format. I compare two taco-generated kernels to the Eigen [60] and Intel MKL [44] libraries. The first taco-generated kernel has a parallel outer loop (taco). The second kernel also has a parallel outer loop, but the loop has been strip-mined to create coarse-grained parallel tasks (taco strip-mined).

Figure 7-7: SpMV GPU results with the CSR format. I compare a taco-generated load-balanced kernel with the SpMV implementation in the NVIDIA cuSPARSE [125] library and with the Merge-based load-balanced SpMV implementation of Merrill and Garland [93].
The SpMV GPU results in Figure 7-7 compare a taco-generated kernel to the NVIDIA cuSPARSE library [125] and to the load-balanced merge-based SpMV implementation of Merrill and Garland [93]. The taco-generated kernel is generated using a collapse transformation followed by a split transformation that results in load-balanced execution. Thus, its execution time scales roughly with the number of nonzeros, similar to the MergeSpMV implementation. The NVIDIA cuSPARSE library performs better on small matrices, due to fewer kernel calls, but the results show that its performance is sensitive to load imbalance. For larger matrices, the taco-generated kernel typically performs better. These experiments demonstrate that taco can generate both CPU and GPU kernels that have competitive performance compared to hand-optimized libraries.
Matricized Tensor Times Khatri-Rao Product (MTTKRP)

Figure 7-8 shows a bar graph that compares the execution time of two matricized tensor times Khatri-Rao (MTTKRP) product implementations generated by taco with the hand-optimized SPLATT library [116]. The first taco-generated implementation has not been optimized beyond parallelizing the outer loop (taco), whereas the precompute transformation was applied to the second implementation (taco precompute). The SPLATT library outperforms the taco-generated precompute implementation on CPUs by an average 15%. Figure 7-9 depicts a bar graph that compares the execution time of a taco-generated MTTKRP GPU implementation with three implementations from a recent paper by Nisa et al. [100] that use three different tensor formats: COO, HCSR, and BCSR. The taco-generated implementation with the CSF format performs well across the five tensors, particularly on the vast-2015-mc1-3d tensor. On the nell-2 tensor, however, the BCSF format performs significantly better, which demonstrates the utility of supporting different formats.

Sparse-Dense Matrix Multiplication (SpMM)

Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12 plot the time it took taco-generated and handwritten library implementations to compute sparse matrix-dense matrix multiplication (SpMM) on a CPU and a GPU. This experiment was run on 1677 sparse matrices from the SuiteSparse repository that were ordered by increasing number of nonzeros. The taco-generated unblocked CPU kernels perform better than Intel MKL on small matrices, and worse on large matrices. The taco-generated GPU kernel, however, performs significantly worse than the cuSPARSE kernel, particularly on small matrices. The primary reason is that the taco-generated kernels perform three kernel launches. I leave as future work to decrease the number of kernel launches. For matrices with more than 1 million nonzeros, however, the performance of the taco-generated GPU implementation is on average 89.5% of cuSPARSE’s performance.

Table 7-10: Comparison of taco and MATLAB TTB on four tensor expressions with tensors stored in the coordinate format. taco performs up to 20 times faster than TTB, while supporting the entire tensor index notation. NA means TTB ran out of memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tensor</th>
<th>TTV</th>
<th>TTM</th>
<th>Tensor Add</th>
<th>MTTKRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>taco</td>
<td>TTB</td>
<td>taco</td>
<td>TTB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vast-2015-mc1-3d</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>10302</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nell-2</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>4762</td>
<td>2732</td>
<td>42816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flickr-3d</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>9095</td>
<td>15739</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delicious-3d</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>12695</td>
<td>26882</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nell-1</td>
<td>3377</td>
<td>12900</td>
<td>63272</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 7-11: SpMM CPU with the CSR format

Figure 7-12: SpMM GPU with the CSR format
General High-Order Tensor Expression Support

I have shown that taco can generate code that performs better, the same, or within 15% of hand-optimized implementations on three of the expressions that are most studied in the performance literature, namely SpMV, SpMM, and MTTKRP. The number of expressions is unlimited, however, and many expressions have not yet been hand-written. For these expressions, there exists a few programming systems that support general classes of expressions. One such system is the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox (TTB) by Bader and Kolda [14]. TTB was an early system for sparse tensor computations that provided unprecedented generality. It is built on top of handwritten routines combined with data reorganization, and its generality comes at a performance cost. Table 7-10 shows the performance of taco compared to TTB on four higher-order tensor expressions with tensors stored in the coordinate format. The expressions are tensor times vector multiplication (TTV), tensor times matrix multiplication (TTM), tensor addition, and MTTKRP. Due to its code generator approach, taco is up to 20 times faster than TTB, while at the same time supporting more expressions. taco also supports GPU code generation that further increases performance when a GPU is available. Chapter 8 further argues the case for a compiler-backed programming system. With a code generation approach, we do not have to choose between the performance of handwritten routines and the generality of programming systems.

Specialized formats

Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 contain bar charts that show the performance of taco-generated SpMV implementations that compute on matrices stored in the DIA and ELL formats respectively. As I describe in Section 2.5, DIA and ELL are specialized formats for matrices with special structure. The DIA format is designed for matrices with only a few diagonals, such as those that arise from finite difference methods on structured grids and filters on images. The DIA results in Figure 7-13 compare a taco-generated implementation to handwritten implementations in Intel MKL [44] and SciPy [69]. The taco-generated implementation performs on par with SciPy’s implementation, while Intel MKL performs better due to sophisticated cache blocking. I leave recreating these results, by combining taco’s format support with the scheduling language, as future work. The ELL format optimizes matrix data structures by assuming every row has the same number of nonzeros. This assumption lets it omit the row sizes and potentially enables vectorization. Because the Intel MKL and SciPy libraries do not support the ELL format, I compare to the matrix template library (MTL4) [59]. The ELL results in Figure 7-14 show that taco also performs well on this format, further demonstrating that it performs well across expressions and formats.
Sparse Matrix Addition

Figure 7-15 plots the time it took taco-generated kernels and hand-optimized library implementations to compute a matrix addition. The x-axis lists 1677 matrices from the SuiteSparse repository. Each matrix was added to a synthetic matrix that was created by increasing the column coordinate of each nonzero by one, wrapping the last column around to zero. This approach yields two matrices with similar nonzero structure and with a mix of nonzeros that either overlap or do not. The plot shows that the taco-generated implementation performs similar to the best performing alternative, which is the SciPy implementation. The Matrix Template Library (MTL4) [59] perform less well on this particular kernel. The Intel MKL matrix addition kernel is a parallel kernel that we ran with one thread to get a direct comparison. Taco does not yet support generating parallel code when the result is sparse, which I leave as future work. When running MKL in parallel, it performs better than taco on large matrices, but worse on
Concluding Remarks

Together, these experiments demonstrate that taco can generate fast CPU and GPU code across many different operations from both the sparse linear and tensor algebras. Further, it generates the code using general code generation techniques and optimizing transformations that apply across all tensor algebra expressions with tensors stored in many different formats. Section 7.2 shows why it is important to support the entire tensor algebra—not just a subset. Section 7.3 illustrates why it is important to support many different tensor formats. And Section 7.4 shows how the optimizing transformations can be used to adapt the generated code to the peculiarities of accelerators, by transforming its sparse iteration space, precomputing temporary tensors, and even tiling sparse loops for static load balance.

Figure 7-15: Matrix Addition CPU with the CSR format.
Chapter 8

Related Work

In this chapter, I provide a history of the work on compilers, libraries, and programming systems for sparse linear and tensor algebra. Figure 8-1 shows a timeline of significant developments classified into three categories: sparse compilers, sparse kernel libraries, and sparse programming systems. Throughout this chapter, I describe and contrast these categories and discuss their pros and cons. To put these sparse developments in context, I then end with a brief overview of the longer history on language and compiler support for dense ar-

8.1 Sparse Compilers
8.2 Sparse Kernel Libraries
8.3 Sparse Programming Systems
8.4 Dense Programming Systems and Compilers

Figure 8-1: Timeline of efforts to provide library and programming system support for array and tensor computations.
ray and tensor algebra codes. I have chosen to make a distinction between libraries and programming systems, where I define a library as software that provides implementations for single operations, whereas programming systems offer general support for a class of operations. The programming systems vary in the type of operations they support. For example, NumPy supports dense array operations with broadcast semantics, the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox supports any binary pairwise sparse tensor contractions on coordinate tensors, and taco supports any n-ary tensor expression and tensors stored in many dense and sparse formats.

There are two ways to create a function that computes a tensor algebra expression (a kernel): it can be handwritten by a programmer or generated by a compiler. For any given kernel, it is, of course, easiest to write it by hand than to develop a compiler. In fact, how to generate general sparse tensor algebra kernels was, until this dissertation, an open problem. The downside of handwritten kernels is, however, that every expression incurs a development and optimization cost for each data structure and for each machine it is required for. Developing even one such kernel necessitates an intellectual effort that is often of such significance as to be published in a peer-reviewed conference or journal paper. Thousands of papers have been written on different sparse linear and tensor algebra kernels for different expressions, data formats, optimization strategies, and machines. Furthermore, as argued in Section 1.2, the number of possible kernels for sparse tensor algebra grows as the cartesian combination of these factors. Therefore, unless we move to a code-generation approach, such as the one described in this dissertation, we should expect thousands more.

A compiler approach promises to reduce overall implementation cost by enabling programmers to express their tensor expressions in a high-level tensor notation. These expressions are then combined with separate descriptions of data formats, optimization strategy, and machine to automatically generate an optimized kernel. This approach provides users with the best of both worlds: they write their expressions in high-level tensor notation and obtain the performance as if they wrote and optimized the kernel by hand in a low-level language such as C.

General programming systems for tensor algebra can be designed in two ways: they can either be built on top of libraries of handwritten kernels (Figure 8-2) or on top of a compiler (Figure 8-3).

**Programming systems built on top of kernel libraries** must implement a strategy to map general expressions to a fixed number of kernels. These programming systems, such as MATLAB[123] and Cyclops [119], rewrite compound expressions as a sequence of sub-expressions and rearrange tensors to fit the available kernels. This strategy reduces their performance because sequences of unfused subexpressions may perform asymptotically more operations, may suffer from poor temporal locality, and may re-
quire data movement. And reorganizing tensors to look like matrices, so that tensor contractions can be expressed as linear algebra, requires costly data movement and transpose operations.

**Programming systems built on top of compilers** can generate implementations for any expression on demand and are not forced to rewrite expressions to subexpressions or reorganize data. These programming systems are, however, still free to rewrite expressions when doing so improves performance. A programming system built on top of a compiler combines the performance of hand-optimized implementations with the generality of an expression language.

This dissertation describes how to build a sparse tensor algebra compiler. I have also outlined an implementation of a sparse tensor algebra compiler called taco (The Tensor Algebra Compiler), which we have made available as an open-source project under the MIT license.

In the following three sections, we will survey prior work on compiler techniques, kernel libraries, and programming systems. Most of this work has been on developing libraries of hand-optimized kernels for specific computations on specific formats on a specific machine and programming systems backed by those kernels. There has also been some work on compiler support for sparse tensor algebra; however, it has been limited to small classes of linear algebra expressions on a handful of matrix formats. The work in this dissertation, on the other hand, handles all of the basic linear as well as tensor algebra on a large class of vector, matrix, and tensor formats.

### 8.1 Sparse Compilers

This dissertation describes the compiler techniques that are needed to generate code for any sparse tensor algebra expression on tensors stored in the many formats that can be described by our format language. These techniques are the first to accomplish this level of generality. Prior to this work, code generation and optimization for sparse linear or tensor algebra was considered to be an open problem by the compiler community, as demonstrated by the following quote from Professor Sadayappan of the University of Utah, who is unaffiliated with this work [63]:

"Many research groups over the last two decades have attempted to solve the compiler-optimization and code-generation problem for sparse-matrix computations [...] The recent developments from Fred and Saman represent a fundamental breakthrough on this long-standing open problem."

In the rest of this section, I describe the work by these groups and attempt to compare and contrast it to the work in this dissertation.
There are two approaches to sparse compiler techniques:

**compilation of high-level language constructs**, where the computation is expressed in high-level mathematical languages, such as tensor algebra, that is compiled down to optimized imperative code (Figure 8-4); and

**optimization of sparse imperative code**, where sparse imperative loops are optimized or where dense loops are transformed to sparse loops (Figure 8-5).

The work in this dissertation falls into the first category and explores how to compile and optimize a tensor algebra expression language on dense and sparse operands. This expression language can then be implemented as part of a language or as a library. The prior work, however, falls into the second category, exploring how to transform dense imperative linear algebra code to sparse code or how to optimize sparse code.

**High-Level Language Construct Compilers**

In the compilation approach, the linear and tensor algebras are viewed as programming languages, or part of programming languages, to be optimized and compiled to machine code, similar to the other programming language constructs. The history of compiler construction has been a march towards higher-level programming language constructs, from assemblers, through to the replacement of goto statements with half a dozen language constructs in structured programming, to modern high-level object-oriented and functional languages. As stated by Backus et al. [12], the goal of the FORTRAN Automatic Coding System

“was to enable the programmer to specify a numerical procedure using a concise language like that of mathematics and obtain automatically from this specification an efficient 704 program to carry out the procedure.”
Support for tensor algebra—a mathematical language on multilinear collections of numbers—can be viewed as another step. Indeed, Parnas traced the history of automatic programming back to a machine that converted instructions to holes in punch cards, and concluded that

“automatic programming always has been a euphemism for programming with a higher-level language than was then available to the programmer. Research in automatic programming is simply research in the implementation of higher-level programming languages.” [103]

There are several benefits to viewing tensor algebra as a program to be optimized and compiled to machine code. First, and perhaps foremost, is that programmers obtain a high-level language to work in that is far more productive than an imperative language. Further, the language consists of simple expressions that can easily be presented to a programmer in the form of a library for easier adoption—indeed, the work in this dissertation was implemented by the author and collaborators as a C++ library. It is also easier to optimize programs written in tensor algebra than the corresponding program written in imperative code. They are closed expression languages and can be reasoned about algebraically, from mathematical properties, without the need for sophisticated control flow and dependence testing.

**Sparse Imperative Code Optimizers**

In the imperative code optimization approach, the sparse linear and tensor algebras are viewed as a compiler optimization problem on imperative code. These approaches take a loop nest that expresses a sparse or dense computation, such as a matrix multiplication, and optimizes it, either by transforming it to operate on a different data structure (e.g., from dense to CSR) or by changing loops to parallelize or tile dense sub-computations in mixed sparse and dense code.

The benefit of the code optimization approach is that it has the potential to generalize to a larger class of sparse computations than those computations that can be expressed in a high-level expression language. This generalization is compelling, and the history of dense computations has showed us that dense linear algebra was an excellent testbed for a large class of important loops. Many analysis, tiling, and auto-vectorization techniques developed from exploring such kernels, including dependence testing and the polyhedral mode. We should hope that the research on optimization of sparse code has similar success, despite the serious challenges related to analyzing code that depends on runtime values. Furthermore, the implicit use of linear and tensor algebra, where computations are linear but not phrased as operations on explicit tensors, is common. For example, the seven key numerical methods in science and engineering identified by Phil Collela in 2004 [43, 8] are predominately linear algebra in different guises.  

---

43 The seven numerical methods are dense linear algebra, sparse linear algebra, spectral methods, N-body methods, structured grids, unstructured grids, and Monte Carlo. The first two are explicit linear algebra, and spectral methods, such as the FFT, are also predominately linear. The next three are typically either implicit matrix-free linear algebra, or turn into linear algebra through a matrix assembly. Finally, Monte Carlo random sampling methods are often a driver on top of a linear optimization or integration problem.
Compiler techniques that target general classes of sparse linear, multilinear, or even nonlinear computations that cannot yet be efficiently expressed in explicit algebraic form without loss of performance are therefore of significant value.

The drawback of the code optimization approach, however, is that it requires extensive control flow and dependence analysis, often involving expensive inspectors, that makes them more complicated and more fragile than compilation from high-level languages. Furthermore, the extensive use of linear and tensor algebra libraries and languages shows that programmers prefer to use high-level abstractions instead of writing imperative code by hand. Thus, I believe that compilers for high-level language constructs are preferable for computations that can be expressed in these high-level abstractions.

Prior Sparse Compilation Techniques

I discuss prior work on systems and techniques for sparse compilation in chronological order, starting with the work of Bik and Wijshoff in 1993 [25] and ending with the work of Venkat, Strout, Hall, and Olschanowsky on the CHiLL-I/E compiler [128] and the Sparse Polyhedral Framework [122].

The first research on compiler techniques for sparse linear algebra that is known to me was carried out by Bik and Wijshoff in the mid 1990s at Leiden University in the Netherlands. In a series of publications from 1993 to 1998, they presented a set of compiler transformations, implemented in their MT1 compiler, to convert dense FORTRAN implementations of some linear algebra primitives to sparse implementations [25, 26, 24]. In their approach, the programmer writes dense code and annotates the code to instruct the compiler regarding what matrix to sparsify. Alternatively, they also have a technique referred to as sublimation, published by Spek and Wijshoff in 2011 [126], that turns sparse code into dense code so that it can be sparsified into another data structure by the other techniques. In either case, the compiler then performs a dependence analysis on the dense loops and applies several incremental loop transformations that results in sparse code that uses a sparse data structure. The loop transformations they present are limited to matrix multiplication kernels, including a triangular solve, where only one operand can be sparse. Their system can sometimes also apply a technique called loop distribution to densify a sparse array, similar to the temporaries in concrete index notation (Section 4.3). Their method does not work for addition expressions or for expressions that require coiteration over multiple sparse tensors. Their approach is also complicated because it must execute many fine-grained loop transformations, with preconditions that rely on loop dependence analysis, in exactly the right order to obtain to the correct sparse code.

The Bernoulli project took place at Cornell in the last half of the 1990s and was carried out by Kotlyar, Stodghill, and Pingali [84, 121,
It presented a radically different approach to sparsifying dense loop nests than that of Bik and Wijshoff. Rather than applying a sequence of transformations on imperative loops, the Bernoulli system lifts the loops into a high-level relational algebra formulation that enumerates the dense iteration space as a cartesian product. Sparsity is then introduced as predicates in filters that are then pushed down into the cross products to turn them into relational joins. Finally, the system produces code similar to how traditional database systems work by selecting join algorithms from a menu of hand-coded join implementations. The Bernoulli system was demonstrated to work on many of the same matrix multiplication kernels as Bik and Wijshoff’s approach, including triagonal solve. But it expanded the number of possible data structures and could generate sparse multiplication kernels with more than one sparse matrix if a suitable join implementation existed. By lifting the code to a higher level of abstraction than imperative code, the Bernoulli system substantially simplified the introduction of sparsity. The lifting still requires complex control flow and dependence analysis, however, and may therefore be fragile to minor changes in the loop nest. Furthermore, it is restricted to multiplication kernels, and there is no concept of temporaries because the relational algebra only describes the iteration space and not computation. Finally, it is limited by the need to map multiplications to hand-coded join implementations that, for binary operations, grows as the Cartesian product of supported data structures and machines increases. And for operations with more than two operands, such as the MTTKRP and SDDMM families of expressions, the number of join implementations grows exponentially. The techniques presented in this dissertation show how to instead generate code to coiterate over any combination of multiplications and additions over any number of tensor data structures stored in different formats.

The Sparse Intermediate Program Representation (SIPR) was developed by Pugh and Shpeisman as an IR for sparse compilers such as Bik’s MT1 compiler and the Bernoulli compiler [105]. It was intended to separate the complications of sparse matrix data structures from computations and could express accesses and iteration over data structures as well as matrix format changes during program execution. Similar to the concrete index notation (Section 4.3), it represents programs as imperative code, but with sparsity predicates in the loop bounds. As straight-line imperative code, it has much looser semantics than the concrete index notation and does not type its operands. Furthermore, the compiler techniques are limited to those used in MT1 and Bernoulli: each loop can only iterate over one sparse data structure, and additions are not supported. A particularly interesting feature of the SIPR system, however, is that it has a cost model that counts the number of operations of each sparse loop and thus provides a cost of the overall expression.

The LL language was developed by Arnold et al. to express and verify sparse matrix codes [7, 6]. It is a functional language with many
of the common functional constructs, such as map, filter, and reduce, and they show that it is expressive enough to describe assembly and SpMV kernels for many sparse formats, including COO, CSR, BCSR, and Jagged Diagonals. They also describe a compilation approach inspired by the flattening techniques and segmented vectors of the NESL language compiler [28]. Finally, they use the tight variable-free functional semantics of LL to verify, for the first time, the correctness of the assembly of SpMV programs. A limitation of the functional approach of the LL language is that programs are tied to the details of sparse formats; each program must therefore be written for each format. It is also not clear how well the language generalizes to more complicated programs, such as matrix-matrix multiplication and matrix addition. The ability to verify sparse matrix routines, however, is obviously appealing because they are used in applications such as nuclear simulations and bridge design optimization, where I think we would all prefer correct results.

Finally, Strout, Hall, and Olschanowsky developed the Sparse Polyhedral Framework in the far west of the USA in the 2010s [122]. It combines polyhedral compilation with an inspector-executor approach to data inspection. The framework shows how to generate and compose inspectors and how to optimize sparse data using polyhedral techniques with uninterpreted functions to model non-affine data accesses. This framework is being incorporated into the CHILL-I/E compiler by Venkat, Hall, and Strout [128], and it complements this compiler by providing optimizing transformations to move between dense and sparse similar to those of Bik, Spek, and Wijshoff. The result is a promising general sparse compilation framework.

8.2 Sparse Kernel Libraries

Kernel libraries have been the dominant approach to sparse linear and tensor algebra. The first use of sparse matrix data structures known to me is by Sato and Tinney in 1963, who use the coordinate format to store a network admittance matrix [113]. Tinney and Walker then described the compressed sparse row (CSR) data structure in a paper from 1967 [124]. Since then, an enormous number of papers has been written on different linear algebra kernels optimized for different sparse data structures, and this is still an active area of research. In the last two decades, we have seen a similar development for sparse tensor algebra, and many papers concerning sparse tensor data structures and optimized implementations of tensor algebra expressions are produced every year.

The advantage of kernel libraries is that every kernel can be manually optimized by a human. It is also easier to develop an optimized tensor algebra kernel than a sparse tensor algebra compiler. In fact, until this dissertation, it was not even known how to develop a compiler that could generate sparse kernels for expressions more complicated
than a linear algebra multiplication with a single sparse operand in one of a small number of formats. The disadvantage with a kernel library is that humans can, in principle, only handwrite a finite number of optimized kernels. In practice, however, we can only handwrite and hand optimize a small number of kernels, and kernel libraries typically restrict support to a small number of expressions, one sparse matrix data structure, and one type of machine. Applications must thus be written to map their computations to this finite set of kernels, potentially leading to asymptotically worse performance, poor temporal locality, and data structure reorganization. This style of writing applications is particularly troublesome in tensor algebra, where tensors of any order lead to any number of tensor contractions. The standard solution, apart from developing a new hand-optimized kernel, is to transpose the tensor so that the contracted dimension is last, convert it to a sparse matrix, perform matrix multiplication, convert it back to a tensor, and then transpose the contracted dimension back in its place. This approach results in significant data movement, especially when multiple dimensions are contracted with different tensors such as in the MTTKRP operation.

Many sparse linear algebra libraries have been developed, and I will mention a few of particular significance. The first sparse linear algebra library known to me is referred to as Algorithm 408, developed by McNamee and published in 1971 [92]. The paper describes a number of operations on sparse matrices, including multiplications, transpositions, and permutations. Implementations that took advantage of special matrix structure came along soon thereafter. The ITPACK library was developed in the early 1970s, and the first publication describing its sparse functionality appeared in 1975 [75, 76]. It was an early comprehensive package that offered support for selecting among different matrix formats, including CSR [124] and ELLPACK [110]. A large number of matrix formats for special matrix structures has since been developed, typically intended to be used with the sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) operation. The SPARSKIT package [111] is notable for supporting SpMV on as many as 16 different sparse matrix formats and also provides conversion routines between these formats and the CSR format that is used by the rest of the package. This trend continues today, with recent developments of specialized formats for power-law matrices [37]. In the mid 2000s, shared-memory multicore processors became common, and Williams et al. wrote in depth about optimizing SpMV for these machines in 2007 [131]. The Intel MKL library [44] is a highly optimized dense and sparse multi-threaded linear algebra library that is widely used by applications on Intel processors. The last shared-memory library I describe is the Eigen library [60]. Eigen is an open-source header-only C++ library that has seen wide adoption in the last decade due to its ease of installation and use. It makes heavy use of template metaprogramming to generate specialized code for different data types, to fuse dense operations, and to inline vectorized code for common small dense operations into user code.
In recent years, researchers have begun to investigate new compound sparse linear algebra kernels, such as the sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication (SDDMM) kernel used in factor analysis algorithms, such as alternating least squares [137]. In this kernel, a dense matrix multiplication is element-wise multiplied by a sparse matrix:

\[ A = B \odot (CD), \]

where \( \odot \) is an element-wise multiplication. If the operations are performed separately, then the element-wise multiplication discards results wherever the sparse matrix has a zero, whereas a custom compound kernel that computes the entire expression at once never needs to compute those results in the first place. The compound kernel is therefore asymptotically faster if the number of nonzeros in the sparse tensor is included in the asymptotic expression. The techniques in this paper were shown to generate an asymptotically superior compound version of this kernel [78], and an optimized version of the kernel was implemented on a multi-node GPU cluster by Nisa et al. [99].

Graphics processing units (GPUs) have become popular for computing applications over the last decade. They have an order of magnitude more floating-point-operation throughput than CPUs, making them excellent compute units for dense linear algebra. GPUs are sensitive to load locality and are therefore challenging to use for sparse linear algebra; however, because they have an order of magnitude more memory bandwidth than CPUs, they perform better than CPUs on many operations, including SpMV [93, 21]. The NVIDIA cuSPARSE library [125] is a popular GPU library written using the NVIDIA CUDA programming model [101]. It provides optimized GPU SpMV kernels for several sparse matrix formats [21], including COO, CSR, CSC and BCSR, as well as a statically load-balanced implementation of SpMV on the CSR format that uses a merge strategy to distribute work evenly between threads [93].

Many sparse linear algebra libraries have also been developed for distributed-memory supercomputers, typically using the MPI API [118]. The PETSc library from Argonne National Laboratory [16] was an early MPI library for sparse linear algebra basic operations and solvers. It pioneered an insightful object-oriented approach to the construction of supercomputing software, with sparse matrices modeled as distributed objects and with abstract matrix operations [17]. A more recent MPI library for sparse linear algebra is the Epetra linear algebra package in the Trilinos collection of supercomputing libraries from Sandia National Laboratories [65]. This library pushes the envelope on modular MPI software design and was built to make it easy to compose many different software packages to solve linear and non-linear systems.

Finally, the last years have seen a flourishing of kernel libraries for sparse tensor algebra, following the publication of the MATLAB
Tensor Toolbox (TTB) by Bader and Kolda [14]. These libraries typically focus on optimizing a handful of specific tensor kernels that are used to compute variants of the Canonical Polyadic Decomposition and Tucker Decomposition, which are generalizations of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for higher-order tensors. These operations include tensor-times-vector (TTV), tensor-times-matrix (TTM), and the matricized tensor times Khatri-Rao product (MTTKRP). The MATLAB Tensor Toolbox proposed implementations of these operations for sparse tensors of any order stored in the Coordinate format. Baskaran et al. then described an early specialized tensor format for tensor factorization in data analytics, called the mode-generic format [20]. The performance of the MTTKRP operation was significantly improved by the SPLATT library of Smith et al. [116] that stores tensors in a high-order generalization of CSR termed CSF and provides hand-optimized MTTKRP functions for up to order-4 tensors. Furthermore, Li et al. proposed a sparse tensor library that uses a high-performance tensor format called HiCOO, a variant of Baskaran’s mode-generic format, to further optimize MTTKRP [89]. Finally, Zhang et al. recently proposed a new class of tensor kernels that generalize the SDDMM linear algebra kernel, described above, for alternating least squares to higher-order tensor operations [136]. All of these kernels, except those that use the HiCOO format, can be generated by taco with performance that match or exceed the above implementations.

8.3 Sparse Programming Systems

A programming system, as defined here, lets the user specify and compute general tensor expressions on sparse tensors. Many general programming systems have been developed for sparse linear algebra, including MATLAB [123] and Julia [23]. They are built on top of sparse linear algebra kernel libraries and work by splitting general linear algebra expression into a fixed set of sub-expressions that can be executed by available kernel functions. For example, the residual

$$r = b - Ax$$

may be split into two sequenced computations

$$t = Ax$$
$$r = b - t$$

if no kernel is available for the compound expression. As I described in Section 1.2, there are at least three problems with this approach:

1. values computed by early kernels may be discarded when later multiplied by zeros, causing asymptotically worse worst-case behavior;

2. loss of temporal locality and increased reuse distance as $t$ is fully

45 See Table 7.1 in Bader and Kolda’s paper for a comprehensive list of the operations they proposed [14].
materialized before it is consumed, which may cause values to be flushed from caches; and

3. a requirement that the two kernels agree on the data structure of \( t \), or else its data structure must be changed on the fly.

Despite these issues, the approach of dividing linear algebra expressions to fit available kernels has been the dominant paradigm because code generation from sparse compound linear algebra expressions was an open problem until the approaches in this dissertation were presented.

Programming systems for general sparse tensor algebra are more challenging than programming systems for sparse linear algebra. There are two reasons: a tensor can have any order, and any subset of tensor dimensions can be contracted in a tensor expression. Thus, even the number of binary tensor expressions is limitless, whereas the number of binary expressions in linear algebra is finite. These sources of generality provide additional challenges to efficient implementation in addition to the, potentially asymptotic, inefficiency of composing handwritten kernels that we described above. In the absence of a code-generation technique as described in this dissertation, prior systems for sparse tensor algebra supported these sources of generality in two ways. They

**interpret** operations in a general routine that determine what operations to perform, and

**permute** tensors so that the modes to contract come last and then call matrix multiplication to perform the contraction.

An example of interpretation is the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox’s support for tensor-times-tensor multiplications [13], and an example of permutation is Cyclops’s support for general tensor contractions [119]. Both approaches add overheads to the computation that can be avoided if a compiler is available to generate custom kernels on demand for arbitrary operations.

The MATLAB Tensor Toolbox [14] provides a handful of kernel functions that each work for a small class of tensor expressions. For example, tensor-times-vector (ttv) works for tensors of any order, and tensor-times-tensor lets the user specify how many modes to contract when multiplying two tensors, as long as the contracted modes are at the beginning of the input tensors [13, Section 3.3]. Even this modest generality comes at a high cost in the absence of a compiler to generate custom kernels. As we saw in Chapter 7, the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox kernels are often two orders of magnitude slower than hand-optimized kernels or the kernels generated by the techniques in this dissertation.

The libtensor of Epifanovsky et al. [52] generalizes the limited tensor multiplications of the Tensor Toolbox to general tensor contractions of two tensors for block-sparse tensors. The general contraction lets two tensors of any order be contracted in any number of modes,
which is often required in quantum chemistry and quantum physics. The contractions are controlled by an indexing expression, as shown by the following example from their paper:

\[ c_{ijkl} = \sum_{pq} a_{ipkq} b_{jplq}. \]

Their execution scheme interprets the contraction expression at the block level and dispatches block contractions, after appropriate tensor permutation (e.g., transpose), to the dense general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) operation. Such an execution scheme requires interpretation and data transposition; however, when the dense blocks are large, this overhead can to some degree be amortized by the high cost of the dense multiplication.

The Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) from Solomonik et al. [119] computes general tensor algebra expressions in the Einstein summation notation on distributed machines using MPI. It was later extended to sparse matrices and tensors, including support for tensor algebra computations in several semirings [120]. Their system provides a function that can compute any binary tensor contraction with two operands by turning the tensor into a matrix and using GEMM for the contraction. They handle contractions with more than two operands by turning them into a sequence of binary contractions. Furthermore, terms of additions are independently computed and then added together in optimized kernels. Similar to libtensor, their execution scheme relies on matching general tensor expressions to handwritten kernels. This approach causes some overhead from data reorganization, from permutation and data structure conversion. Furthermore, when operands are sparse, as we discussed above, it can lead to asymptotic performance degradation when computed values are later multiplied by zeros. The Cyclops programming system, such as the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox and libtensor, can therefore benefit from a compiler to generate custom tensor algebra kernels on demand.

8.4 Dense Programming Systems and Compilers

The use of digital computers for dense array and tensor computations stretches back at least as far as the Manhattan project, where they were used to simulate nuclear reactions. Programming language and compiler support started appearing in the 1950s and has since received significant attention. Fortran, the first programming language, was designed to make it possible to specify numerical procedures with a language closer to mathematics and provided first-class support for expressions, do loops, and dense arrays [12]. Shortly thereafter came the APL language with first-class support for operations on arrays as a whole, instead of loops that access array components [68]. First-class programming language support for dense matrix codes was pioneered by the MATLAB programming system in the 1980s [123]. The
The SPIRAL project explored mathematical descriptions of linear transforms as a programming model and showed how they could be compiled to autotuned implementations on data in dense arrays [106, 55]. The NumPy Python library, released in 2006, popularized operations on multi-dimensional dense arrays and the concept of implicit array broadcast semantics [102]. Dense tensor operations were introduced into programming systems in the same year by the Tensor Contraction Engine [9] and the MATLAB Tensor Toolbox [13]. In the early 2010s, the Halide system showed how deep stencil code pipelines could be separately expressed and optimized by two different languages [107]. Finally, the last decade has seen a significant amount of interest in dense tensor algebra compilers for deep learning following the release of the TensorFlow system [1], including XLA [87], TVM [40], and Tensor Comprehensions [127].

There have been two approaches to loop optimization: individual transformations applied directly to the loops and frameworks where the loops are modeled and manipulated as mathematical objects. Of the latter, the two main branches are referred to as the unimodular transformation framework and the polyhedral model.

The first published discussion on program optimization known to me was a book chapter by Allen from 1969, where she describes several optimizations, including loop-invariant code motion [2]. In 1971, Allen and Cocke put together the first systematic catalog of optimizing loop transformations, which includes the unrolling and fusion loop optimizations [3]. That same year in his dissertation, Muraoka was the first to describe a technique to automatically parallelize loops [96]. He generalized work by Bingham and Fischer [27], which computed dependencies between straight-line statements, to compute dependencies between statements in a loop to determine whether they can be run in parallel. Banerjee developed the GCD and Banerjee dependency tests in his 1976 Masters thesis that improves the efficiency of automatic parallelization and vectorization [18]. The next year, Cocke and Kennedy described what I believe was the first operator strength reduction algorithm for loops [42]. Wolfe introduced the loop interchange and showed how it can be composed with strip-mining to tile a loop (Figure 54) in his dissertation from 1982 [133]. He also introduced the loop skewing transformation in a later paper from 1986 [132]. Finally, in 2008, Chen et al. proposed a scripting language to expose compiler transformations, thus cleanly separating the implementation of the transformations and code generation from the machinery to decide what transformation to apply [39].

The unimodular transformation framework, proposed by Banerjee in 1990, is a unified loop transformation framework that describes many loop transformations as linear matrix transformations on vectors of loop indices [19].

The polyhedral model views loop nests as a multidimensional integer polyhedra that can be optimized through mathematical transformations. Its roots go back to Lamport’s paper from 1974 on the
parallel execution of DO loops [85], which built on work by Karp et al. on organizing equations for parallel execution [70]. Two breakthroughs around 1990 made the model practical. The first was when Feautrier in 1988 introduced parametric integer programming that can be used for dependence analysis and scheduling [53]. The second came in 1991, when Ancourt and Irigoin showed how to efficiently compute loop bounds and thus generate code by scanning polyhedra [5]. One more polyhedral model development was the Omega, introduced by Pugh in 1990, that generalizes Fourier-Motzkin elimination to integer programming [104]. Since then, the polyhedral model has been used to develop many successful compilers, including SUIF that explored distributed-memory auto-parallelization [4], PLUTO that explored multicore auto-parallelization [33], and PENCIL that explored machine-neutral auto-parallelization [15]. There has also been work on tooling for working with polyhedra, such as PolyLib for rational polyhedra [130] and the Omega Library and isl for integer sets with affine constraints [71, 129].
Chapter 9

Conclusion

At its heart, my dissertation is about sparse iteration spaces. I develop a comprehensive sparse iteration theory, including an algebra of sparse iteration spaces and an algebra of iteration over those spaces. I show how these spaces can be developed from coordinate relations and coordinate trees, how to transform them to optimize iteration order, and how to compile them to efficient sparse iteration algorithms. I extend the iteration algebra with the concrete index notation to include tensor algebra computation, with the result that we now know how to compile the sparse tensor algebra. The evaluation chapter demonstrated that sparse tensor algebra implementations generated with taco have comparable performance to handwritten implementations in modern sparse linear and tensor algebra libraries. I believe the concepts and techniques I have introduced fulfill the promise in my thesis statement and demonstrates that:

Sparse tensor algebra can be put on the same compiler transformation and code generation footing as dense tensor algebra and array codes.

Sparse tensor algebra expressions, like their dense counterparts, can now be collapsed, tiled, parallelized, and compiled to code that uses different data layouts and runs on different machines.

Although this dissertation provides a foundation for reasoning about and optimizing sparse iteration spaces and sparse tensor algebra, there are many things left to do.

Sparse Automatic Scheduling

My dissertation shows how to compile sparse iteration spaces to code that iterates over different data structures, and how to transform them to optimize iteration order. But I have left open the question of what the right data structure and iteration order is for a given tensor and expression. That is, I have focused on the mechanism (how to do it) and left the policy (what to do) as future work. This focus was intentional because a mechanism is required to explore policy and because
the policy can be supplied by users or by simple heuristics while research into sophisticated policy methods takes place. The dissertation does, however, describe clean scheduling and format languages that will facilitate policy research. Such research is necessary both regarding how to find the best format for a given tensor (auto-formatting) and how to find the best schedule (auto-scheduling). This research may include heuristics, auto-tuners, hand-crafted models, learned models, and sampling approaches.

Sparse Hardware

The iteration space algebras are abstract descriptions that by design are independent of the physical layout of data and access order. This approach makes it possible to generate efficient algorithms for different architectures. I showed how to specialize code for CPUs and GPUs in this dissertation, but a promising direction is to build hardware that is specialized for computing sparse iteration spaces and for executing operations at their nonempty points. The ExTensor processor is an early architecture influenced by the ideas that went into this dissertation [64] and is the first domain-specific architecture to compute any sparse tensor algebra expression. In the future, I believe that there will be more processors for sparse computing problems and that the theory laid out in this dissertation will be directly applicable to the hardware itself and to the compilers that will target it.

Sparse Array Operations

The ideas of sparse iteration spaces presented in this dissertation generalize beyond tensor algebra, and I believe that they can serve as a foundation for compiler work to address sparse array computations in general. The first steps is to expand sparse iteration theory to apply to sparse array computations in general, including tensor algebra in other semirings\textsuperscript{46}, general array operations, transpositions, and stencils\textsuperscript{47}. Another step is to incorporate symmetry descriptions into tensors and arrays, to reduce storage size, and to increase performance. Beyond basic array operations, I believe that the theory can generalize to many linear and nonlinear solvers that cannot be expressed as basic linear algebra operations, such as Cholesky factorization and LU decomposition.

Sparse Operations beyond Tensors and Arrays

Beyond sparse array and tensor operations, I believe sparse iteration theory can also be a foundation for sparse iteration compilers for related mathematical abstractions that model sparse systems, such as sets, relations, meshes, and graphs.

Viewed as relationships between sets of objects, tensors have a strong connection to both graphs and relational tables. The connection

\textsuperscript{46} A \textit{semiring} is an algebraic structure that bundles two binary operators $\oplus$ and $\odot$. These operators must have the algebraic properties that $\oplus$ is a commutative monoid, $\odot$ is a monoid, $\odot$ distributes over $\oplus$, and $\odot$ is annihilated by the identity element of $\oplus$. Many graph algorithms can be expressed as linear algebra in different semirings. Kepner and Gilbert collect several examples in their edited collection of graph algorithms in the language of linear algebra [72]. A few common semirings are $(+,\cdot)$, $(\max,\cdot)$, $(\min,\max)$, and $(\lor,\land)$, which were included in a set of standard graph algorithm building blocks by Mattson et al. [90].

\textsuperscript{47} A stencil is a function applied to an array to produce a new array, where each new array cell is a function of a specified set of neighbors of the corresponding cell in the original array.
comes from the fact that each of these abstractions provides a mathematical way to represent a system of interconnected objects. Viewed as a graph, each component of a $k$-order tensor is a weighted $k$-degree hyperedge between the objects of the tensor modes. Viewed as a relation, each component is a row of a table with $k + 1$ columns.

The operations on tensors, graphs, and relations have many similarities because they all, underneath the hood, boil down to operations on sets of objects [73]. A graph vertex program that computes a vertex value as the linear combination of values from the vertex’s neighbors (e.g., PageRank or a step of a breadth-first search) is the same as a matrix-vector multiplication. And an element-wise multiplication of two tensors is similar to an inner join in relational algebra: the former multiplies values in the tensor’s intersection, whereas the latter returns the intersection.

Do we need three abstractions—relations, graphs, and tensors—to describe systems of objects? I believe that we do because each provides a different conceptual model that makes it easy to express and reason about a different type of operation on systems:

- **Relational algebra** lets us create systems by combining, filtering, and projecting relations.
- **Graph operations** let us operate locally on the parts of a system, by mapping functions to vertices and edges and by traversing from vertices to their neighbors.
- **Tensor algebra** lets us operate globally on the system as a whole, by viewing it as a single part in a high-dimensional configuration space.

It would be difficult to express global operations, such as factorization or matrix addition, in terms of graph operations or relational algebra. But it would also be difficult to force operations whose control flow depends on local states, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm, into an extension of tensor algebra operations.

To highlight the similarities between graph operations, relational algebra, and tensor algebra, I give one example that shows the same operation expressed in each. The problem of counting triangles (3-clique) in a graph is one example of an important class of graph structure queries from data analytics. There have been papers on expressing and optimizing triangle counting in each of the three abstractions.

Latapy [86] proposes a twelve-step graph algorithm called *compact-forward* that achieves the optimal bound of $\Theta(m^{3/2})$, where $m$ is the number of edges in the graph. Ngo et al. [98] show that relational triangle queries must be implemented with a single 3-way join algorithm to achieve the optimal worst-case bound $\Theta(m^{3/2})$. Relational triangle queries can be represented as the relational joins

$$Q_\triangle = R(A,B) \bowtie S(B,C) \bowtie T(A,C),$$

An analogy comes from structured programming, where the *goto* statement can be replaced by half a dozen statements that compose [48]. For example, we routinely use several loop variants with the same expressive power such as do, while, and for because each is better at expressing one type of iteration.

Although triangle counting works well in any of the three abstraction, in my opinion structural queries are easiest to express as relational algebra operations.
where \( \Join \) denotes an inner (intersecting) join, \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are sets, and \( Q, R, S, \) and \( T \) are relations. Moreover, Godsil and Royle [57, Corollary 8.1.3] show how to count triangles using linear algebra operations, by dividing by 6 the trace of the cube of the adjacency matrix of a graph:

\[
\frac{1}{6} \text{trace}(A^3).
\]

Finally, Azad et al. [10] show that triangle counting can be further optimized by computing and then closing wedges. They first direct the graph by multiplying the lower and upper triangular parts of the adjacency matrix. Then, they element-wise multiply the result by the entire adjacency matrix:

\[
A \odot (LU),
\]

where \( \odot \) is an element-wise multiplication, \( L \) is the lower triangular part of \( A \), and \( U \) is its upper triangular part.

Because of the underlying similarities between their operations and because each abstraction operates on sets and their relationships, I believe sparse iteration theory can be generalized to support the union of sparse array and tensor operations, relational algebra, and many graph operations. This approach would make it possible to not only individually compile the operations in each abstraction but to also compile algorithms that transition between them. The resulting unified sparse iteration theory would thus provide us with a compiler approach for sparse computation in general.

50. The intuition is that each matrix multiplication does one step of a breadth-first search from each vertex; hence, in two steps, you get back to yourself through triangles. The number of triangles each vertex \( v \) takes part in is half of \( A^3_{vv} \) because one can traverse each triangle in two directions from each vertex. By counting the number of triangles of each vertex, we obtain three times the number of total triangles because three vertices partake in each triangle. Thus, the number of triangles is \( \frac{1}{6} \text{trace}(A^3) = \frac{1}{6} \text{trace}(A^3) \).

51. The Simit programming language [77] that I worked on during graduate school, but which is not covered in this dissertation, is a first step in this direction. It lets users write programs that transition between graph and linear algebra abstractions. It demonstrated we can get performance, productivity, and portability across abstractions by introducing new programming language constructs to express these transitions.
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